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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the October issue of the Financial Crime Digest, which provides concise analysis of the most significant financial
crime related developments from around the world. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please sign up
here. We are also currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime
developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
Join Aperio Intelligence on 18 November at 1300 GMT for our webinar: “The renewables shift in the Middle East and North
Africa: opportunities and challenges for investors and developers” . We will be joined by panelists Jean-Francois Seznec and
Mhairi Main Garcia to discuss the quiet revolution in renewable energy across MENA. Register here: https://bit.ly/2Jz2KVr
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ENFORCEMENT

Goldman Sachs Group agrees to pay $2.9 billion
in global resolution over the 1MDB scandal

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

(Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (GS Malaysia) took

2013, known internally as “Project

announced on 22 October that

part in a scheme to pay $1.6 billion in

Magnolia”, “Project Maximus” and

Goldman Sachs Group Inc (GSG) has

bribes to Malaysian and Abu Dhabi

“Project Catalyse”. The DOJ notes that

entered into a three-year deferred

officials and company representatives

other bank representatives allegedly let

prosecution agreement (DPA) with US

to obtain and retain 1MDB-related

the scheme advance “by overlooking or

regulators, after its Malaysian

business for the bank. The “massive

ignoring clear red flags” raised during

subsidiary pleaded guilty in a US

corruption scheme” resulted in overall

the due diligence process.

district court to charges that it

losses of over $2.7 billion to the

conspired to violate the Foreign

Malaysian sovereign fund and

Corrupt Practices Act’s (FCPA)

guaranteed the bank received around

anti-bribery provisions in relation to

$606 million in fees and revenue.

the bank’s role in the looting of
Malaysia’s state investment fund

GS Malaysia reportedly admitted to

1Malaysia Development Berhad

taking part in the scheme through the

(1MDB). GSG and its subsidiaries have

former Southeast Asia chairman Tim

also reached parallel resolutions with

Leissner and former managing director

criminal and civil authorities in the UK,

Ng Chong Hwa, known as Roger Ng,

Hong Kong and Singapore, according

both of whom have been charged with

to which the bank will pay overall

money laundering and FCPA offences.

penalties and disgorgement of more

Another unnamed bank executive in

than $2.9 billion.

Asia conspired with them and fugitive
Malaysian businessman Low Taek Jho,

Under the terms of the DPA, GSG will

known as Jho Low, to misappropriate

pay $1.3 billion of the overall penalty

funds from the bond offerings

amount to the DOJ. According to US

underwritten by the bank. In exchange

prosecutors, between 2009 and 2014

for the bribes, GS was awarded a role

senior executives from Goldman Sachs

on three bond transactions in 2012 and

3

The UK’s FCA and
PRA have fined
Goldman Sachs
International (GSI) a
total of £96.6
million for risk
management
failures connected
to 1MDB
In addition, the US Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) brought
civil charges against GSG for FCPA
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violations in relation to a third-party

related to these transactions, and

conditional warning in relation to three

intermediary’s role in bribing high-level

improve its anti-bribery compliance

counts of corruption under the

officials in Malaysia and Abu Dhabi

programme”.

Prevention of Corruption Act and will be

starting in 2012. According to the SEC

required to appoint an independent

order, GSG has agreed to pay $606.3

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

million in disgorgement and a $400

(FCA) and Prudential Regulation

million civil penalty over violations of

Authority (PRA) announced on 22

In a written statement, the GSG Board

the anti-bribery, internal accounting

October that they have fined Goldman

of Directors announced that the bank

controls, and books and records

Sachs International (GSI) a total of

will be seeking to forfeit approximately

provisions of federal securities law.

£96.6 million for risk management

$76 million from Tim Leissner, Ng

failures connected to 1MDB and its role

Chong Hwa and Andrea Vella and will

in the three 1MDB bond transactions in

impose additional clawbacks and

2012 and 2013. In addition, GSI failed to

compensation reductions. As a result,

“act with due skill, care and diligence”

$174 million is expected to be

when managing allegations of bribery

recovered from the bank’s top

and misconduct in relation to 1MDB in

leadership. GSG Chairman and CEO

2013 and 2015.

David Solomon acknowledged that the

Among the
compliance
enhancements
made by the bank in
recent years,
Solomon mentioned
a new framework
for addressing
reputational risk,
improvements
made to its global
compliance division
and a new insider
threat programme
Concurrently, the US Federal Reserve
Board announced that it has fined GSG
$154 million for failure to maintain
appropriate oversight, internal controls,
and risk management in relation to its
involvement in the 1MDB bond
offerings. The regulator asked the bank
“to improve its risk management and
oversight of significant and complex
transactions, enhance its due diligence

4

party to review its remedial actions.

financial institution “did not adequately
Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures

address red flags and scrutinize the

Commission (SFC) announced on the

representations of certain members of

same day that Goldman Sachs (Asia)

the deal team, most notably Tim

LLC has been fined $350 million for

Leissner, and the outside parties as

serious deficiencies regarding its

effectively as we should have”.

supervisory, risk, compliance and
anti-money laundering controls that

Among the significant compliance

contributed to the misappropriation of

enhancements made by the bank in

$2.6 billion from 1MDB. According to

recent years, Solomon mentioned a new

the SFC, Goldman Sachs Asia failed to

framework for addressing reputational

monitor staff and detect misconduct in

risk, improvements made to its global

its daily operations despite its

compliance division, the establishment

involvement in the three bond offerings,

of an insider threat programme, and

which resulted in overall revenue of

additional rules for sovereign-related

$567 million for the GS subsidiary.

financing.

On 23 October, the Singapore

The DOJ-led global resolution is

Attorney-General’s Chambers, the

separate from the $3.9 billion

Singapore Police Force and the

settlement reached between GSG and

Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)

the Malaysian government in August.

announced that, as part of the global
resolution led by the US DOJ, Goldman

DOJ press release

Sachs Singapore Pte (GSSP) will pay
$122 million to the Singapore

US Acting Assistant Attor...

government for its role in the 1MDB
bond offerings. The regulators note that
GSSP will be subject to a 36-month

DOJ DPA with Goldman Sach...
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US FinCEN issues $60 million penalty against
Bitcoin mixer over AML violations
The US Treasury Department’s

alleged to have wilfully violated BSA’s

anonymity-enhancing service. FinCEN

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

requirements by failing to register as a

analysed the impact on its mission to

(FinCEN) announced on 19 October

money services business (MSB), failing

safeguard the financial system and the

that it has decided to impose a $60

to implement and maintain an effective

pervasiveness of the wrongdoing, with

million civil penalty against the

anti-money laundering (AML) program,

Helix allegedly offering a system to

operator of Helix and Coin Ninja, two

and failing to report certain suspicious

avoid the detection of illicit activity.

convertible virtual currency mixers or

activity on 245,817 occasions. Adding

Other considerations included the

tumblers, for wilfully violating the Bank

to this, Harmon is also allegedly

violations’ duration, which amounted to

Secrecy Act’s (BSA) registration,

responsible for Coin Ninja’s failure to

over six years, the financial gain, the

program and reporting requirements.

register as a money service business

systemic nature of the violations, but

Larry Dean Harmon is currently being

during 2017 and 2019.

also the fact that Helix agreed to two

prosecuted in the US District Court for

statute of limitations tolling

the District of Columbia over charges

In determining the civil monetary

of laundering monetary instruments,

penalty, FinCEN took into consideration

operating an unlicensed money

the nature and seriousness of the

transmitting business, and transmitting

violations as well as the harm to the

money without a licence.

public, considering that Helix worked in

agreements with FinCEN.
FinCEN press release
FinCEN assessment of civi...

conjunction with darknet marketplaces
According to FinCEN, from 2014 to

to launder illicit Bitcoin proceeds and

2019, Harmon, while managing Helix, is

that it marketed itself as an

DOJ indictment (3 Decembe...

European Commission sends reasoned opinion
to Cyprus over failure to transpose 5MLD
The European Commission published

reasoned opinion before the case may

concerns that the law “prevents Polish

on 30 October the key decisions made

be referred to the EU’s Court of Justice.

courts from directly applying certain

in October regarding member state

provisions of EU law protecting judicial

infringements of EU law, which

Separately, Belgium and Greece also

independence, and from putting

includes the issuance of a reasoned

received formal notices urging the two

references for preliminary rulings on

opinion to Cyprus for failing to

nations to correctly transpose Directive

such questions to the Court of Justice

transpose the Fifth Anti-Money

2014/62/EU to criminalise the issuance

of the European Union”, giving Poland

Laundering (5MLD) Directive into

and manufacturing of counterfeit euro

another two months to make legislative

national legislation.

notes and coins and to provide proper

changes in response to the reasoned

investigative tools to prevent such

opinion before the matter may be

The EU's press release notes the

activities. The Commission has also

referred to the Court of Justice of the

transposition deadline of 10 January

moved forward with infringement

European Union.

2020 and states that to date Cyprus has

proceedings against Poland first

not notified the Commission of any

initiated on 29 April. The Commission is

transposition measures. Cyprus will

of the opinion that Poland’s reply to the

have two months to respond to the

April notice does not address additional
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Brazilian investment company fined $256m in
the US for FCPA violations
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

benefits, including equity financing and

company’s acquisition of Pilgrim’s Pride

announced on 14 October that

approval for an acquisition.

in 2009. The SEC’s investigation found

Brazil-based investment company J&F

that J&F exercised its control to cause

Investimentos SA (J&F), owner of the

Specifically, the DOJ found that J&F

Pilgrim’s Pride to fail to maintain

major meatpacking company JBS SA,

paid bribes to Brazilian officials from

adequate internal books and records.

has pleaded guilty to conspiring to

2005 to 2017 to ensure that Brazilian

violate the Foreign Corrupt Practices

state-owned banks entered into debt

Despite not voluntarily disclosing the

Act (FCPA), and agreed to pay $256

and equity financing transactions with

misconduct, the DOJ gave the company

million fine to resolve the case. On the

J&F and J&F-owned entities. In

some credit for cooperation and

same day, the US Securities and

exchange for $148 million in bribes, J&F

remediation, resulting in a 10 percent

Exchange Commission (SEC)

received financing from Brazilian

reduction in the penalty amount. The

announced that J&F and its

state-owned bank Banco Nacional de

SEC also noted J&F’s new compliance

subsidiaries have also agreed to settle

Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social.

programme in its settlement.

its case, which includes $28.9 million

J&F also paid $25 million in bribes in

in disgorgement and interest.

exchange for financing from Caixa

DOJ press release

Econômica Federal.
J&F and its subsidiaries allegedly paid

SEC press release

millions of dollars in bribes to

In addition to this, J&F also paid $4.6

government officials, including

million in bribes to state-controlled

high-level executives at state-owned

pension fund Fundação Petrobras de

banks and a pension fund, to secure

Seguridade Social, which approved the

SEC complaint

Former head of US nuclear logistics company
convicted for Russia-related bribery
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

fraud, and conspiracy to commit wire

Mikerin was sentenced in 2015 over

announced on 28 October that Mark T.

fraud and to violate the FCPA.

related money laundering charges and

Lambert, the former president of US

TLI entered into a deferred prosecution

nuclear material transportation

According to prosecutors, Lambert

agreement with the DOJ in 2018,

company Transportation Logistics Inc

conspired with others at TLI to bribe

through which it agreed to pay $2

(TLI), has been sentenced to 48

former TENEX director Vadim Mikerin in

million over the FCPA violations.

months imprisonment and a $20,000

exchange for highly sensitive nuclear

However, the case was reopened

fine for bribing a Russian official at

fuel transportation contracts. The

against TLI for breaching the deferred

JSC Techsnabexport (TENEX), a

corrupt money was raised by overbilling

prosecution agreement and procedures

subsidiary of Russia’s State Atomic

TENEX based on a series of fake

are still ongoing.

Energy Corporation, between 2004 and

invoices to TLI for services that were

2014, in violation of the US Foreign

never provided. In addition, the corrupt

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).

payments were wired through offshore
bank accounts associated with shell

Lambert was accused of four counts of

companies in Latvia, Cyprus and

violating the FCPA, two counts of wire

Switzerland, at Mikerin’s direction.
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DOJ press release
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Indictment (10 January 20...
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OFAC reaches $4.1m settlement with Berkshire
Hathaway over Iran sanctions violations
The US Department of the Treasury’s

shipped to a distributor in Iran for resale

and sought to set up distribution

Office of Foreign Assets (OFAC)

to Iranian end-users”, including several

channels for the Iranian market.

announced on 20 October that it has

entities later identified as controlled by

reached a settlement with Berkshire

the government of Iran. In addition,

OFAC reduced the $36.8 million

Hathaway Inc, according to which the

Iscar and the Turkish distributors took

statutory maximum civil monetary

US-based multinational conglomerate

steps to conceal the activities by

penalty applicable, highlighting that

has agreed to pay approximately $4.14

issuing false invoices, falsely

Berkshire voluntarily self-disclosed the

million to settle its civil liability for 144

representing the goods as being

apparent violations on behalf of Iscar

apparent violations of the Iranian

destined for other Turkish companies,

Turkey in May 2016, cooperated with

Transactions and Sanctions

and utilising private email addresses

the investigation, and took remedial

Regulations (ITSR) by its Turkish

and false names in internal records to

action, including replacing personnel

subsidiary, Iscar Kesici Takim Ticareti

conceal the transactions.

involved in the apparent violations and

ve Imalati Limited Sirket (Iscar Tukey).

enhancing compliance procedures for
OFAC underlined that certain Iscar

According to the settlement agreement,

Turkey senior managers directed the

from about December 2012 to January

shipments despite receiving repeated

2016, Iscar Turkey exported 144

communications from Berkshire and

shipments of cutting tools and related

other subsidiaries regarding US

disposable inserts worth about

sanctions on Iran and the application of

$383,000 to two third-party Turkish

the ITSR. According to OFAC, Iscar’s

intermediary distributors, with the

general manager believed in 2013 that

knowledge that “such goods would be

US sanctions would inevitably be lifted

its foreign subsidiaries.
OFAC press release
OFAC notice
OFAC settlement agreement

Swiss FINMA finds AML failings at Banca
Credinvest over handling of Venezuelan client
The Swiss Financial Market

violations relating to allegations of

including to monitor all private banking

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

corruption at the oil company.

clients for ML risks. Additionally, the

announced on 6 October that it has

bank has been ordered to withdraw

concluded enforcement proceedings

FINMA found that between 2013 and

from all client relationships with a

against Banca Credinvest, finding that

2017, Banca Credinvest failed to

connection to Venezuela and has been

the bank committed serious breaches

identify its clients and beneficial

banned for three years, or until all

of the anti-money laundering (AML)

owners, to adequately monitor and

measures have been implemented and

rules in relation to its client,

document transactions, and to report

reviewed, from accepting any high risk

Venezuelan state-owned oil company

suspicious activity on a timely basis to

clients, in other words politically

Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA).

the competent authority.

exposed persons (PEPs).

According to the regulator, the inquiry

Banca Credinvest has been ordered to

started in November 2018 after

take various organisational measures

receiving information on possible AML

to address the identified vulnerabilities,

7
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UK SFO settlement with Airline Services Limited
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

manager for Lufthansa, and then as an

to fully cooperate with the SFO and

announced on 30 October that it has

employee, and abused his position to

other law enforcement agencies in

obtained final approval from Southwark

provide an illicit competitive advantage

relation to potential prosecutions and

Crown Court in relation to a deferred

to ASL in the bidding process. ASL

has agreed to keep custody of the

prosecution agreement (DPA) with

promised to give its agent a fee

evidence gathered during its own and

Airline Services Limited (ASL),

between 5 and 10 percent of the

the SFO’s investigations.

according to which the now defunct

contract value, while the company’s

company has agreed to pay more than

gross profit from the three contracts

The company, currently a non-trading

£2.97 million for failing to prevent

amounting to £990,971. According to

entity, will be kept open for one year to

bribery, contrary to Section 7 of the

the SFO, the company failed to

fulfil the terms of the DPA. The court

Bribery Act 2010.

implement adequate procedures to

judgment underlines that ASL benefited

prevent bribery between 2011 and 2015

from a 50 discount on the penalty, in

Under the terms of the DPA, which was

and made “negligible efforts” to

view of its early reporting and

announced on 22 October, ASL has

educate staff, irrespective of the fact

acceptance of wrongdoing, its very high

accepted responsibility for hiring an

that the use of overseas agents by

degree of cooperation, including a

agent to unlawfully assist in securing

sales employees was flagged up as a

limited waiver of legal professional

three aircraft refurbishing contracts

high bribery risk in 2010 in the context

privilege in respect of ASL’s internal

worth £7.38 million with Deutsche

of the recently passed UK Bribery Act.

inquiry into the Lufthansa agreements.

Lufthansa AG and its subsidiary,
Lufthansa Technik AG, between 1 July

The DPA requires ASL to pay

2011 and 30 November 2013.

£2,979,685, consisting of a financial
penalty of £1,238,714, disgorgement of

According to ASL’s self-disclosed facts

£990,971 in illicit profits, and a

in July 2015, the agent was also

contribution to the SFO’s costs of

working as a consultant project

£750,000. The company is also obliged

SFO press release
ASL DPA, judgment and sta...
SFO press release (22 Oct...

Ex-Trump fundraiser Elliott Broidy pleads guilty
to lobbying administration to halt 1MDB probe
Elliott Broidy, a former Donald Trump

2018, he was paid $9 million by Jho

who pleaded guilty to the same charges

inaugural campaign fundraiser, pleaded

Low who is reported to be “foreign

on 31 August.

guilty on 20 October to one count of

national A […] an alleged architect of the

conspiracy to violate the Foreign

1MDB scheme” to lobby officials to

George Higginbotham, who was the

Agents Registration Act, for illegally

drop civil forfeiture proceedings

senior congressional affairs specialist

lobbying for the cessation of a federal

concerning 1MDB. In addition, the lobby

for the DOJ at the time, pleaded guilty

investigation into the 1Malaysia

also concerned the return of a dissident

to being involved in the scheme on 30

Development Berhad (1MDB) scandal

of the People’s Republic of China living

November 2018, by making false

on behalf of fugitive Malaysian

in the US on behalf of an unnamed PRC

statements to financial institutions to

financier Jho low.

minister. The lobbying campaigns were

facilitate the transfer of funds to

unsuccessful, however Broidy received

finance the lobbying campaign.

According to Broidy’s admissions,

at least $9 million, out of which he paid

between March 2017 and January

co-conspirator Nickie Mali Lum Davis,

8
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Swiss FINMA reduces confiscation in BSI case
The Swiss Financial Market

following indications of serious AML

FINMA’s 22 October decision to

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

shortcomings in connection with the

re-evaluate the penalty followed a

announced on 22 October that it has

1MDB scandal, which included failures

Swiss Administrative Court ruling of 25

reassessed the disgorgement of profits

to scrutinise politically exposed

November 2019 which confirmed the

in the 1Malaysia Development Berhad

persons before engaging in business

severity of the AML violations but

(1MDB) corruption case-related

relationships and executing substantial

declared FINMA’s initial calculation of

enforcement against Swiss bank BSI,

transactions involving hundreds of

the disgorgement of profits

lowering it to CHF 70 million (£59.2

millions of dollars for the Malaysian

“incomprehensible”.

million) from CHF 95 million. FINMA

sovereign wealth fund without

also confirmed that it has concluded all

adequately clarifying their background.

FINMA press release

the BSI case, banning two individuals

The proceedings were concluded in

FINMA initial disgorgemen...

and issuing reprimands to four others.

May 2016 with the imposition of the

cases against employees involved in

initial disgorgement of profits and the
FINMA launched enforcement

launch of proceedings against senior

proceedings against BSI in 2015,

executives involved in the breaches.

Swiss Administrative Cour...

Lombard Bank Malta plc fined for AML failings
Malta’s Financial Intelligence Analysis

failure to perform adequate source of

customer deposit, a deposit worth

Unit (FIAU) announced on 30 October

wealth verifications; (v) the failure to

€400,000 supposedly representing an

that it has fined Lombard Bank Malta

monitor customer relationships and to

inheritance, and two inward payments

plc €340,058, after an on-site

update information and documentation;

worth €1.5 million each credited within

inspection revealed serious anti-money

and (vi) the failure to monitor and

a 15-day period.

laundering and countering the

obtain documentation regarding

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

unusual customer transactions.

failings, including shortcomings in its

In determining the administrative
measures, which were imposed on 23

business risk assessment (BRA) and

The regulator noted that, in one

October, the regulator took into

enhanced due diligence (EDD)

instance, Lombard Bank failed to

consideration that Lombard Bank had

measures.

perform EDD verifications regarding a

started implementing remedial actions

politically exposed person (PEP) and to

to address the identified shortcomings.

During the on-site inspection carried out

establish the source of wealth and

In an announcement to investors,

in 2019, several shortcomings were

source of funds. Additionally, the FIAU

Lombard Bank stated that the identified

identified: (i) the failure to include an

noted that the bank does not have a

failings were of an administrative

analysis of risk scenarios in its BRA,

centralised record keeping mechanism

nature and did not relate to suspicions

including the likelihood of any risks

and raised concerns about how it could

or evidence of ML, and added that it will

materialising and the possible impact;

update customer relationship records

be appealing the decision.

(ii) the failure to adopt rigorous and

manually, bearing in mind “its size and

comprehensive measures and

customer base”. In other instances, the

methodologies in its customer risk

inspection revealed that the bank failed

assessment procedures; (iii)

to question and obtain supporting

inadequate EDD measures; (iv) the

documentation regarding a €4 million

9

Malta FIAU notice
Lombard Bank announcement
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UK gambling operators given tougher licensing
conditions for AML and responsibility failings
The UK Gambling Commission

(AML) controls in place during the

NetBet Enterprises Limited has been

announced on 28 October the results

same period and was subsequently

ordered to pay £748,000 for failing to

of its investigations into three remote

ordered to pay £2 million to address the

comply with social responsibility and

gambling enterprises, BGO

failings, in lieu of a fine, plus £31,000 in

AML requirements, as well as not

Entertainment Limited, GAN PLC and

costs. Additionally, the Gambling

applying adequate scrutiny to customer

NetBet Enterprises Limited, for social

Commission has placed additional

source of funds documentation, and

responsibility and money laundering

conditions on BGO’s gambling licence

will subsequently be required to give

failings, which have been concluded

pertaining to social responsibility and

“greater regard to the log-in time of its

with additional licensing conditions

AML policy.

customers during responsible gambling

being imposed on two of the operators

customer assessments, automatic

and financial payment orders imposed

The other entity to have additional

limits placed on customers

on all three. The Commission is also

licensing conditions imposed is GAN

demonstrating early signs of problem

said to be reviewing the actions of the

plc, which was found to have breached

gambling and providing customers with

individual personal management

its licence conditions on its AML policy

access to an affordability calculator”.

licence holders in all three cases.

and procedures between August 2018
and September 2019, lacking underage

According to the Commission, all of the

BGO Entertainment Limited (BGO) was

warnings online, and falling short on

payments ordered do not represent

found by the Commission to have

required customer interaction

fines, but rather the costs of the

neglected to put “effective policies and

regulations. In addition to a £100,000

investigation as well as substantial

procedures in place for customers who

payment and divestment of nearly

contributions to the national strategy to

may be displaying signs of problem

£47,000, GAN will be required to hold

reduce gambling harms.

gambling between 25 September 2018

additional training for staff and licensed

and 23 March 2020”. BGO was deemed

personal management as well as

to have an inadequately resourced or

review of its AML and social

ineffective anti-money laundering

responsibility protocols.

Gambling Commission annou...

New phase in Operation Car Wash targets
corruption schemes in Petrobras’ bunker trade
Brazilian Federal Police and the

According to Brazilian investigators,

airline tickets and club membership.

Federal Public Ministry carried out four

from at least 2009 to 2018, a pool of

search and seizure warrants in Rio de

trading companies purportedly paid

The operation targets possible illegal

Janeiro on 7 October as part of the

bribes to Petrobras employees for

activities in the relationship between

latest phase of Operation Car Wash

bunker fuel contracts relating to a fleet

executives of trading companies and

(Lava Jato) targeting corruption

of tankers on a rotation basis.

senior Petrobras employees.

schemes involving Petrobras’ bunker
trade. No trading company was

One of the bribes is allegedly estimated

mentioned by name.

to be worth $8.1 million, while another
worth €12,249 was paid in the form of

10
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Beam Suntory settles foreign bribery charges
involving Indian subsidiary
According to the DPA, in 2006, Beam

internal accounting controls and

bribed a senior Indian government

falsifying its books, records and

official with INR 1 million (£10,285) in

certifications, despite being cautioned

exchange for the approval of a licence

on multiple occasions by external

to bottle “Ready-to-Drink” products that

auditors regarding the need to

the company sought to sell on the

implement such controls.

Indian market through its subsidiary,

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 27 October that distilled
beverages company Beam Suntory Inc
has entered into a three-year deferred
prosecution agreement (DPA), which
includes a penalty of $19.5 million to
settle violations of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) relating to a
scheme to secure a licence to bottle a
line of products to be marketed in India
involving its local subsidiary.

Beam Global Spirits & Wine (India)

As part of the DPA, Beam agreed to

Private Ltd. Furthermore, from 2006

enhance its compliance programme

through to 2012, Beam India paid

and to report on its implementation, as

several Indian government officials

well as to continue to cooperate with

through third-party sales promoters and

the DOJ in any further investigations

distributors to secure orders of Beam

concerning the company, its executives,

products at government-controlled

employees, and agents.

depots and retail stores and to enable
the distribution of Beam spirit products

Department of Justice pre...

throughout India.
Beam Suntory DPA
The agreement further notes that Beam
concealed the corrupt payments by

Case Information

deliberately failing to implement and
maintain an adequate system of

Crown Resorts Ltd announces AUSTRAC probe
into suspected AML/CFT failings
Crown Resorts Limited disclosed in a

enforcement investigation into potential

management of customers considered

statement on 19 October that it is

non-compliance with the Anti-Money

high risk and politically exposed.

under investigation by the Australian

Laundering and Counter-Terrorism

Transactions Reports and Analysis

Financing Act 2006 and Anti-Money

According to reporting by the BBC, the

Center (AUSTRAC), over suspected

Laundering and Counter-Terrorism

company is facing separate probes into

non-compliance by Crown Melbourne

Financing Rules 2007. Crown

its gambling licences and allegations

Limited regarding its anti-money

Melbourne is alleged to have potentially

that it provided services to Chinese

laundering and counter terrorism

committed lapses in customer due

high-rollers with direct links to

financing (AML/CFT) obligations.

diligence as well as failed to adopt and

organised crime.

comply with AML/CTF regulations.
Crown’s media release, posted to the

According to the ASX statement, the

Australian Securities Exchange (ASX),

investigation relates to a September

states that AUSTRAC’s enforcement

2019 compliance assessment which

team has launched a formal

focused on Crown Melbourne’s

11

Crown Resorts statement
BBC article
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Singapore regulator permanently bans BSI Bank
branch executive over 1MDB scandal
The Monetary Authority of Singapore

without the bank’s knowledge and

months in prison for money laundering

(MAS) announced on 23 October the

authorisation. The scheme resulted in

and tampering of witnesses during a

issuance of a lifetime prohibition order

approximately US$5 million in profits

Commercial Affairs Department (CAD)

(PO) against former representative and

being received by Swampillai.

investigation into his involvement in the

head of the Wealth Management

1MDB scheme.

Services Department of BSI Bank’s

It is also purported that Swampillai

Singapore branch (BSIS), Kevin

interfered with a KPMG Malaysia audit

The PO prohibits Swampillai from

Michael Swampillai, for his

conducted on 1MDB’s fiduciary fund

performing any regulated activity under

involvement in the 1Malaysia

investments, by making false

the national Securities and Futures Act

Development Berhad (1MDB)

representations that the assets held by

(SFA), providing any financial advisory

corruption scandal.

one of the said investments, PetroSaudi

service under the Financial Advisers Act

Oil Services Limited (PSOSL), were

(FAA), and from any involvement in the

According to MAS, between 2012 and

liquid and mostly cash, even though he

management of any capital market and

2013, Swampillai and former wealth

had knowledge about PSOSL’s assets

financial advisory services firm under

manager Yeo Jiawei, allegedly assisted

comprising of two drill ships.

the SFA and FAA.

1MDB to “restructure several of its joint
venture interests”, by channelling part

MAS previously issued a lifetime PO

of the fund management fees to an

against Yeo Jiawei on 18 December

entity beneficially owned by Swampillai,

2017, following his sentencing to 84

MAS press release
MAS press release (19 Dec...

Former Mexican defence minister arrested on
US drug trafficking and laundering charges
Mexico’s former defence minister and

poses a flight risk. The indictment

President Manuel Lopez Obrador said

retired four star general, Salvador

alleges that Cienfuegos conspired

that the Drug Enforcement

Cienfuegos Zepeda, was arrested on

between at least 2015 and 2017, during

Administration was “meddling” and

15 October at Los Angeles

his six-year tenure as secretary of

suggested that the charges against

International Airport and ordered to

national defence, to ship high quantities

Cienfuegos are political, asking on 19

face four federal charges in the Eastern

of amphetamines, heroin, cocaine, and

October to be shown evidence of the

District of New York for conspiracy to

marijuana into the US. The former

allegations and raising the possibility

distribute thousands of kilograms of

general is also accused of taking

that the high-profile arrest could

narcotics and launder the proceeds.

protection money from H-2 drug cartel

damage US-Mexico cooperation.

operatives, giving them forewarning
According to Reuters, US Magistrate

about US investigations into the

Judge Alexander MacKinnon ordered

Nayarit-based cartel.

Cienfuegos to be moved to New York to

Washington Post article

face the charges, denying his request

According to 24 October reporting by

for bail, ruling that the former minister

the Washington Post, Mexican

12

Cienfuegos indictment

Reuters article
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Purdue Pharma agrees to pay over $8 billion to
settle opioid diversion and bribery charges
In addition, Purdue has admitted to

indirectly owns the company, have

having violated the Food, Drug, and

agreed to pay $225 million to settle

Cosmetic Act by facilitating the

charges of developing an aggressive

distribution of its opioid products

marketing programme between 2013

without a legitimate medical purpose,

and 2018 to increase Purdue’s share of

and the Anti-Kickback Statute by

the opioid market.

making unlawful payments to

The US Department of Justice (DOJ)
announced on 21 October that it has
reached a $8.3 billion agreement with
opioid manufacturer Purdue Pharma
LP, over charges that it defrauded the
US by aggressively marketing
OxyContin to over 100 US healthcare
providers and providing misleading
information to the US Drug
Enforcement Administration.

healthcare providers between 2009 and

The settlement also resolves the US

2017 and to health records platform

government’s allegations that, between

Practice Fusion Inc for recommending

2008 to 2018, Purdue transferred

its products in 2016.

assets into the Sackler family’s holding
companies and trusts, which were

The settlement remains subject to

otherwise voidable as fraudulent

bankruptcy court approval in Southern

transfers.

District of New York. Under the
resolution, the company needs to cease

US DOJ press release

its current operations and emerge as a
public benefit company (PBC) owned by

US DOJ settlement agreeme...

a trust or similar entity.
US DOJ plea agreement wit...
In a related civil settlement, individual
members of the Sackler family, which

US seizes domains used by Kata’ib Hezbollah
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

“Aletejahtv.com”, “Aletejahtv.org.”,

“Aletejahtv.com” and

announced on 21 October that it has

“Aletejahtv.com”, and “Aletejahtv.org” to

“kataibhezbollah.com”, which also

seized two websites being unlawfully

publish videos, articles, and

included false information about the

used by Kata’ib Hezbollah, a foreign

photographs designed to destabilise

Covid-19 pandemic meant to influence

terrorist organisation designated

Iraq and recruit individuals. Additionally,

Iraqi perceptions of the US and to

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

the group allegedly used “Al-etejah TV”

destabilise the region to the benefit of

13224, for committing or posing a

as a live online television broadcast

Iran. Both “Aletejahtv.com” and

significant risk of committing acts of

channel. “Aletejahtv.com” and

“kataibhezbollah.com” were owned and

terrorism and listed under EO 13438 by

“Aletejahtv.org” were owned and

operated by a Virginia-based company

the US Treasury Department’s Office of

operated without an OFAC licence by a

and were seized by prosecutors on 14

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) for

US company based in Arizona and were

October pursuant to an arrest warrant.

threatening the peace and stability of

seized by US prosecutors on 31 August,

Iraq and its government.

pursuant to an arrest warrant.

DOJ press release

According to the DOJ, Kata’ib Hezbollah

Within weeks, the content was allegedly

DOJ press release (2 Sept...

used four websites, namely

transferred to two other domains,
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International operation arrests 20 members of
QQAAZZ money laundering network
A 16-nation coordinated law

The QQAAZZ group, primarily

The UK's National Crime Agency (NCA)

enforcement investigation led by the

comprised of Latvians, Georgians,

issued a press release on the

US and Portugal has resulted in the

Bulgarians, Romanians, and Belgians,

international investigation explaining

arrest of 20 members of the QQAAZZ

purportedly took 40 to 50 percent of the

that six British, Georgian and Latvian

money laundering and mule network in

proceeds as laundering fees, with

nationals were arrested in London

the US, UK, Poland, Latvia, Australia,

money mules using fake Polish and

between 21 and 25 October 2019. The

Portugal, and Spain according to

Bulgarian identification documents to

NCA also refers to Trickbot inparticular

statements from the US Department of

establish front companies and open

as one of the primary causes of fraud

Justice (DOJ) and Europol published

corporate bank accounts with

related losses to the UK banking sector,

on 15 October. The money laundering

institutions in multiple countries before

with one UK bank reporting losses

network is believed to have laundered

funneling the money back to the

worth over £2 million in 12 months.

millions on behalf of the world’s most

criminal organisations, who in turn

prolific cybercriminals.

opened legitimate businesses in Europe

Europol press release

using the laundered funds.
According to the DOJ, which announced

NCA press release

grand jury charges against 14 of the

Amongst the EU suspects charged is

transnational crime group’s members

Maksim Boiko, a Russian national

on the same day, QQAAZZ allegedly

arrested in March. According to

laundered illicit funds obtained through

Europol, more than 40 house searches

computer fraud using malware such as

were carried out, which also seized a

Dridex, Trickbot, and GozNym.

Bulgarian Bitcoin mining station.

DOJ press release

CEO of Iranian financial services company
sentenced for violating US sanctions
Seyed Sajjad Shahidian, the CEO of

the US, including the illegal purchase

remote IP address from the United Arab

Payment24, an Iranian online financial

and export of computer software,

Emirates, and a Visa gift card – offering

services company, was sentenced to

software licences, and computer

advice to customers on how to create

23 months in prison for conducting

servers from US companies. In addition,

accounts with a foreign identity.

financial transactions and exports in

he admitted to making material

Shahidian admitted to opening

violation of US sanctions on Iran, which

misrepresentations and omissions to

hundreds of PayPal accounts on behalf

includes violations of the International

US-based businesses regarding the

of Payment24 Iranian customers and to

Emergency Economic Powers Act

destination of the goods and the

“unlawfully bringing millions of US

(IEEPA), according to a press release

identity of his customers.

dollars into the economy of Iran”.

issued by the US Department of
Justice (DOJ) on 15 October

According to the DOJ, the Payment24

DOJ press release

website provided a package of services
Shahidian pleaded guilty on 16 June to

to assist Iranian clients with making

unlawfully operating his company to

online purchases from US-based

conduct prohibited financial

businesses – a PayPal account, a

transactions with businesses based in

fraudulent ID card and address, a

14

DOJ press release (16 Jun...
Criminal complaint
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Germany closes money laundering probe into
Deutsche Bank, imposes administrative fine
Deutsche Bank AG announced on 13

Board representative Stefan Simon.

October that the Frankfurt Public

September 2018 after a whistleblower
releveled Danske Bank routed

Prosecutor's Office has ordered it to

The administrative fine reportedly

suspicious payments through Deutsche

pay an administrative fine of nearly

covers SARs irregularities in relation to

Bank. Prosecutors reportedly found

€13.5 million for failing to submit

transactions from 2010 to 2015, which

that, in its role as a correspondent bank,

timely suspicious activity reports

were settled via Danske Bank but that

Deutsche Bank failed to report 627

(SARs), in connection with a criminal

were the target of an additional

potentially suspicious transactions

investigation into the lender’s

independent investigation “in

from Azerbaijan to Western Europe

correspondent banking relationship

connection with a separate incident”.

between 2010 and 2015. Belated SARs

with the Estonian branch of Danske
Bank A/S between 2007 and 2015.

relating to the so-called “Azerbaijan
According to Deutsche Bank, “no

laundromat” were submitted by

allegations were made against the bank

Deutsche Bank between July 2018 and

According to Deutsche Bank, the

in terms of it having breached its

February 2019.

criminal investigation into allegations of

supervision obligations or

aiding and abetting money laundering

organisational duties or certain persons

The administrative order sees Deutsche

has been closed due to insufficient

violating their responsibility, nor were

Bank fined between €12,500 and

evidence. “There was no evidence of

any breaches ascertained”.

€30,000 for each SAR-related breach.

criminal misconduct either on the part
of Deutsche Bank or its employees”,

The inquiry by the Frankfurt Public

declared Deutsche Bank Management

Prosecutor's Office was launched in

Deutsche Bank press relea...

UK FCA secures £1.6 million confiscation order
against money launderer Richard Baldwin
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

his conviction in July 2017 for money

sourced insider information for his

(FCA) announced on 5 October that it

laundering and his breach of a restraint

friend, Hind, who acted as a

has secured a £1.6 million confiscation

order in June 2011 preventing the use

middleman. In order to keep their

order against fugitive Richard Baldwin,

of his domestic and foreign assets.

involvement in the illicit dealing secret,

which represents the financial gains

Dodgson and Hind were also sentenced

Dodgson and Hind avoided receiving

from his actions to launder the

on 12 May 2016 for insider trading, with

profits from the traders who were

proceeds of an insider dealing

Dodgson receiving the highest sentence

trading on their behalf and were helped

conspiracy involving two other

handed down for this crime in a case

by Baldwin, who purportedly set up

individuals, Martyn Dodgson and

brought by the FCA.

several offshore companies in Panama

Andrew Hind. Baldwin faces a further

and opened a bank account in

eight years in prison if he fails to pay

According to the court findings,

the order within three months.

between 2006 and 2010, while
occupying executive positions at

On 3 September 2019, Southwark

Morgan Stanley, Lehman Brothers and

Crown Court jailed Baldwin following

Deutsche Bank, Dodgson allegedly

15

Switzerland for the purpose.
FCA press release
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Software CEO Robert Brockman indicted over
$2bn tax evasion scheme
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Brockman used code names and an

non-prosecution agreement – to avoid

announced on 15 October that the CEO

encrypted email system to

prosecution for tax related charges.

of software company Reynolds &

communicate with nominees and

According to the agreement, Smith

Reynolds, Robert T. Brockman, has

secretly control the investments.

founded Vista Equity 20 years ago with

been charged with tax evasion, money

a $1 billion investment from Brockman.

laundering, and wire fraud over an

In the same indictment, the DOJ further

Smith entered a non-prosecution

alleged $2 billion scheme to evade

alleges that, between 2008 and 2010,

agreement with the DOJ on 15 October

taxes that spanned 20 years.

Brockman engaged in a securities fraud

and agreed to pay over $139 million in

scheme, using Bermudian-based

penalties and to abandon $182 million

The indictment alleges that, between

Tangarra Consultants Ltd and other

in charitable deduction claims.

1999 and 2019, using nominees to

entities to purchase and sell debt

“create a false paper trail” and manage

securities worth approximately $67.8

According to the Wall Street Journal,

a network of family charitable trusts

million in his own company, which he

Brockman has pleaded not guilty to the

and offshore firms based in Bermuda

did not disclose. Other entities

charges and was released on a $1

and St. Kitts and Nevis, as well as bank

controlled by Brockman include A.

million bond after his hearing via

accounts in Bermuda, Switzerland and

Eugene Brockman Charitable Trust,

teleconference on 15 October.

the British Virgin Islands (BVI),

Point Investments Ltd and the St John’s

Brockman disguised his direct control

Trust Company.

Department of Justice pre...

generated from private equity

It was reported that Vista Equity

Indictment

investment funds from the US Internal

Partners CEO, Robert Smith, testified

Revenue Service (IRS). As part of the

against Brockman – who is referred to

scheme, prosecutors allege that

as “Individual A” in Smith’s

over those entities and hid income

Robert Smith non-prosecut...

UK SFO secures third conviction in Unaoil case
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

contracts to construct oil pipelines and

buoys. They were sentenced to three-

announced on 8 October that former

offshore mooring buoys – projects that

and five-years’ imprisonment,

Iraq partner of Monaco-based

were initially intended to rebuild

respectively, and are reportedly

consultancy company Unaoil, Basil Al

infrastructure affected during the

planning to appeal against their

Jarah, has been sentenced to three

Saddam Hussein regime. This is the

convictions.

years and four months in prison for

third conviction secured by the SFO in

conspiring with others to provide

relation to the case.

corrupt payments of $17 million to

The SFO investigation, which began in
March 2016, was originally focused on

officials at the Iraq South Oil Company

In July, Southwark Crown Court found

Cyrus and Saman Ahsani, Unaoil’s

and Iraqi Ministry of Oil, in order to

two other executives, former territory

former CEO and COO respectively, who

secure approximately $1.7 billion

managers for Iraq, Stephen Whiteley

pleaded guilty in the US in 2019 to

worth of oil contracts in Iraq.

and Zaid Akle, guilty of conspiracy to

being involved in a multi million-dollar

give corrupt payments to public officials

bribery scheme across nine countries.

In July 2019, Al Jarah pleaded guilty to

at the South Oil Company, to secure a

bribing Iraqi officials to secure

contract to supply offshore mooring
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UK NCA obtains first UWO based solely on
alleged involvement in serious organised crime
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

land, as well as other assets, following

In February, the NCA announced that it

announced on 7 October that it has

a settlement on 24 August.

had secured a property freezing order

secured an unexplained wealth order

(PFO) against Hussain involving 17

(UWO) against the assets of Leeds

In July 2019, the NCA obtained a UWO

properties in Leeds, Cheshire, and

based businessman Mansoor

ordering Hussain to reveal the source of

London worth a combined £10.5

Mahmood Hussain, which includes

funds used to start and develop his real

million. Eight of these were already

properties, land, and other assets, with

estate empire, as part of an

subject to the July 2019 UWO. On 13

a combined value of £9,802,828, based

investigation targeting eight properties

January, the NCA announced that it had

on Hussain’s alleged involvement in

owned by the businessman.

obtained an account freezing order

serious organised crime. The UWO,

Investigators argued that the property

(AFO) against Hussain, Director of 500

which remains unchallenged, is the

purchases were funded by several

M Ltd and 12 other UK companies.

first to be obtained solely for an

criminal associates involved in drug

individual’s alleged involvement in

trafficking, armed robberies, and

serious organised crime.

supplying firearms, with Hussain
laundering the criminal proceeds via

According to the NCA press release, a

real estate investments. Interim

recovery order was granted on 2

freezing orders were granted,

October, and Hussain has agreed to

prohibiting the properties’ sale, transfer,

relinquish 45 properties, four parcels of

or dissipation during the investigation.

NCA press release
NCA press release (18 Jul...
High Court of Justice rul...

US seizes 92 domain names used by Iran’s IRGC
for worldwide propaganda
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

“usjournal.net”, “usjournal.us” and

“Today, we successfully seized 92

announced on 7 October the seizure of

“twtoday.net”, were made to function

domains involved in a disinformation

92 domain names allegedly used by

under the guise of genuine new outlets

campaign conducted by Iran-based

Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard

and targeted the US with Iranian

actors to promote pro-Iranian

Corps (IRGC) to spread pro-Iranian

propaganda to influence domestic and

propaganda. This investigation, initiated

propaganda in the US, Western Europe,

foreign policy. The provision of services

by intelligence we received from

the Middle East, and South East Asia,

in connection with the Iranian

Google, was a collaborative effort

posing as genuine news outlets.

government and the IRGC without a

between the FBI and social media

According to the announcement, all 92

licence from the US Treasury’s Office of

companies Google, Facebook, and

domain names are owned and operated

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) violates

Twitter,” said FBI Special Agent in

by US companies and functioned in

the International Emergency Economic

Charge, John F. Bennett.

violation of US sanctions against Iran

Powers Act (IEEPA) and the Iranian

and the IRGC and the US Foreign

Transactions and Sanctions

Agents Registration Act (FARA).

Regulations (ITSR), as well as the FARA,
which requires registration, reporting,

According to the DOJ, four of the

and disclosure regimes for agents of

domains, namely “newsstand7.com”,

foreign principals.
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US DOJ charges computer software creator
John McAfee for tax evasion and fraud
In a separate complaint, the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has charged McAfee with violating the
antifraud and anti-touting provisions of federal securities
laws, for promoting multiple investments in initial coin
offerings (ICOs) on Twitter without disclosing that he was
paid $23 million in digital assets for doing so.
McAfee’s bodyguard, Jimmy Watson Jr, has also been
charged for allegedly assisting in the negotiation of the
promotion deals with ICO issuers and helping cash out the
digital asset payments in exchange for $316,000 in illicit
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 5
October that John David McAfee has been indicted on
charges of tax evasion for failing to file tax returns between
2014 and 2018. The indictment follows his arrest at a
Spanish airport on 3 October.
According to the indictment, despite earning considerable
taxable income from “promoting cryptocurrencies, consulting
work, speaking engagements and selling the rights to his life
story for a documentary”, McAfee attempted to mislead the
US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and evade his tax liability.
The DOJ alleges that McAfee directed his income into bank

gains. The SEC is seeking to impose injunctions and civil
penalties on McAfee, to recover the “allegedly ill-gotten
gains” and ban the defendant from serving as a public
company officer and director.
McAfee is currently facing extradition from Spain.
DOJ press release
DOJ indictment
SEC press release

accounts and cryptocurrency exchange accounts in the
names of nominees and attempted to conceal his assets.

World Bank sanctions Chinese engineering
company and subsidiary for fraudulent practices
The World Bank Group announced on 28 October that it has

financed by the World Bank, but only if it complies with its

sanctioned China National Electric Engineering Company

obligations under the settlement agreement.

Limited (CNEEC) and its subsidiary, China Electric Design
and Research Institute Company Limited (CEDRI) for 18

According to the World Bank, CEDRI failed to disclose a

months for their involvement in fraudulent practices

conflict of interest and misrepresented documents with

concerning the Lusaka power project in Zambia.

CNEEC’s company name to meet the project’s contractual
requirements, while CNEEC failed to oversee CEDRI’s

The World Bank has debarred CEDRI, prohibiting the company

misconduct. CEDRI’s debarment qualifies for debarment by

from participating in World Bank-financed projects, and

other multilateral development banks.

sanctioned CNEEC with conditional non-debarment, meaning
that the company remains eligible to participate in projects

18
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US agencies charge Bitcoin exchange founders
and executives over money laundering failures
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

were based in New York between 2017

The five entities are Global Trading

announced on 1 October that it has

and early 2019. As a result of its failure

Limited, 100x Holding Limited, ABS

charged the founders and executives

to implement AML regulations, BitMEX

Global Trading Limited, Shine Effort Inc

of offshore cryptocurrency derivatives

made itself “a vehicle for money

Limited, and HDR Global Services

exchange Bitcoin Mercantile Exchange

laundering and sanctions evasion”,

(Bermuda) Limited. According to the

(BitMEX) with failing to establish and

including laundering a cryptocurrency

CFTC, the trading platform has received

maintain an anti-money laundering

hack’s proceeds and evading US

more than $11 billion in Bitcoin

(AML) programme, in violation of the

sanctions on Iran.

deposits and made more than $1 billion

US Bank Secrecy Act.

in fees. The regulator seeks
Concurrently, the US Commodity and

disgorgement, a permanent injunction

According to the indictment, BitMEX

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

against the defendants and associates,

executive Gregory Dwyer and founders

filed a civil complaint against Hayes,

and restitution of funds.

Arthur Hayes, Benjamin Delo, Samuel

Delo, and Reed, alongside five other

Reed failed to comply with AML

corporate entities, for allegedly

requirements, including performing

operating an unregistered trading

know-your-customer verifications,

platform, facilitating cryptocurrency

despite being fully aware of their

derivatives transactions without prior

obligations. The company and its

CFTC authorisation and failing to

parent corporations were registered in

implement AML procedures.

DOJ press release
DOJ indictment
CFTC press release

the Seychelles, although operations

OFAC and Generali Global Assistance settle over
Cuba sanctions violations
The US Department of the Treasury’s

Specifically, GGA dealt in blocked

providing travel assistance were

Office of Foreign Assets Control

property in which Cuba or a Cuban

aggravating factors in calculating the

(OFAC) announced on 1 October that it

national had an interest, by providing

penalty amount. The low value of the

has reached a settlement with

post-travel claim reimbursements

transactions, the voluntary disclosure

New-York based travel services

directly to Canadian tourists travelling

and the adoption of remedial actions

provider Generali Global Assistance Inc

to Cuba and intentionally referring

were mitigating factors. GGA has

(GGA), formerly Europ Assistance USA

prohibited payments of claims to Cuban

agreed to maintain for at least five

Inc, in relation to self-disclosed

service providers through a Canadian

years sanctions compliance measures

violations of the Cuban Assets Control

affiliate. GGA then reimbursed the

intended to minimise the risk of similar

Regulations (CACR) between June

Canadian entity on the basis of a

conduct taking place in future.

2010 and January 2015.

referral process that was formalised in
its procedures manual.

OFAC press release

GGA will pay $5,864,860 to settle its

According to OFAC, the GGA’s

OFAC enforcement release

potential civil liability for 2,593 CACR

knowledge of the illegal conduct and its

violations with a value of $285,760,

membership of a large and

which it reported to OFAC in 2015.

sophisticated global organisation

According to the settlement agreement,
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National Australia Bank fined over its introducer
payments programme
National Referral Partner (NRP) despite not holding
Australian Credit Licences. NAB allegedly did not have a
uniform on-boarding process, did not offer training to
introducers nor required a minimum level of due diligence,
and never performed its own inquiries about client
requirements and objectives in relation to the loan. Adding to
this, the bank did not perform any verification on the veracity
of information and documents put forward in loan
applications. In one case fraudulent payslips were provided
by an introducer.

National Australia Bank Limited (NAB) was fined A$15
million (£8 million) on 19 October by the Federal Court of
Australia for its “spot and refer” programme, in which
unlicensed third-party “introducers” were paid commission
for referring customers willing to obtain a loan.

NAB investigated 60 bankers for
potential misconduct and policy
non-compliance in relation to the
introducer programme, which
found that 44 bankers engaged
in fraud

Additionally, there were purported shortcomings in the
controls used to detect conflicts of interest and fraud,
database and information systems limitations, and
inadequate monitoring and introducer activity reporting. NAB
allegedly investigated 60 bankers for potential misconduct
and policy non-compliance in relation to the introducer
programme, which resulted in 44 bankers being found to
have engaged in fraud.
In response to the ruling, NAB Group Executive, Legal and
Commercial Services, Sharon Cook said that the bank
acknowledged that the introducer payments programme had
“inherent risks and ultimately fell short of customer and
community expectations”. Cook also stated that the NAB
ended the programme in October 2019 and in November
2017 established a remediation programme, which has paid
about A$5 million to impacted customers.

According to the court’s ruling, the programme operated
between 2000 and 2019 and involved introducers, individuals
or companies engaged in business not ordinarily involving
lending, who were on-boarded by an individual banker or a
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Countering terrorism in 2020: thwarting attacks
while averting a clash of civilisations

Nearly 20 years after the September

Leveraging finite resources on the

Fejzulai, the Vienna gunman and known

11th attacks, countering terrorism

frontlines

ISIS sympathiser who had served

remains a complex and multi-layered

jail-time for attempting to cross into

business. On one level, despite the

On the frontline, effective

Syria. But in France, the perpetrators of

evolution of threats and the

counter-terrorism strategy hinges on

the Paris and Nice attacks appear to

proliferation of terrorist actors, the

the ability of the police, security

have been off the radar or at least not

overriding objective for the police,

services and intelligence agencies to

considered threats warranting

security and intelligence services has

leverage finite resources against the

expenditure of investigative and

remained relatively stable: preventing

most critical threats to public safety.

surveillance resources. The same can

the next attack by monitoring the

For those involved in tracking and

be said of the Australian alt-right

activities of those most likely to

investigating individuals and groups

gunman who carried out the mosque

commit them. But once we move away

who pose a danger to life, there are two

shootings in the New Zealand city of

from the front lines, we enter the more

key areas of focus: intent to carry out

Christchurch in March 2019.

nuanced and challenging realm of

an attack and ability to do so. In

political discourse, community

democratic societies, since it is

Over the past two decades improved

cohesion, and beliefs. French

impossible to monitor everyone who

aviation security, technological

President Emmanuel Macron’s

might pose a threat – from right-wing

advances and increased information

response to the terrorist attacks across

extremists to those inspired by a

sharing among governments has

France in late October has again shone

warped understanding of Islam – there

limited, but not eliminated, the ability of

light on the importance of political

has to be a sophisticated triage. The

terrorist groups to launch mass

rhetoric and leaders getting their

ineluctable reality, as senior Western

casualty attacks on the scale of 9/11. It

response right. A failure to do so risks

intelligence chiefs have warned on

is now much harder for the senior

either stigmatising communities at

numerous occasions, is that some

leadership of terrorist organisations

home or generating anger overseas, or

attacks will continue to get through the

overseas to coordinate and direct

both, with potentially damaging effects

net. Questions will be asked about

operations without those coming to the

for commercial interests and the

whether the Austrian authorities could

knowledge of the authorities – not

national brand.

have kept a closer eye on Kujtim

impossible, however, as the 2015
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Bataclan attacks in Paris demonstrated.

Muslims, the vast majority of whom see

calls for boycotts on French products,

Aware of these limitations, groups such

no conflict between their religion and

with tens of thousands marching in an

as Al-Qaeda and ISIS have increasingly

their nationality. Following the attacks,

anti-France rally in Bangladesh. Turkish

used social media and their own

statements by Interior Minister Gérald

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s

publications to exhort and inspire

Darmanin that France would crackdown

support for the boycott has been

potential recruits to target Western and

on the “enemy within” have fuelled

particularly vocal, while supermarkets

other capitals. Their propaganda and

concerns that community cohesion will

in Kuwait, Qatar and Jordan have

thinly veiled incitement directed

be undermined by misjudged remarks

withdrawn French produce from their

towards lone actors can still have

by politicians and officials.

shelves. While some French retailers

devastating effects, as in the case of
the Bastille Day truck attack in Nice in
2016 carried out by a Tunisian who was
unknown to security services.
Calibrating a response
After an attack happens and the
immediate threat to life passes, the
public focus quickly turns to the
response. How will the President or

and their local franchisees will have

Anger with Macron’s
rhetoric across the
Muslim world has
been channeled into
calls for boycotts on
French products

Prime Minister reflect the national

short-term concerns, it is unclear
whether the boycott will have a lasting
economic impact on French exports,
particularly as most foreign
governments have not explicitly
supported an embargo.
Nonetheless, French businesses with
operations in the Islamic world will wish
to remain well-attuned to local
sentiment. In the run-up to the French

shock and trauma of the event whilst

In a lengthy interview with pan-Arab

2022 presidential elections we are

ensuring that popular anger and hurt

broadcaster Al-Jazeera on 31 October,

unlikely to see a softening of Macron’s

does not result in retaliation against

Macron put much of the popular anger

rhetoric. A hardened stance could also

particular communities or the

down to misrepresentations and

undermine the frontline work of the

stigmatisation of religious groups?

mistranslations of his statements in the

police and security services, as the

media. Macron said that media outlets

support of local communities is critical

President Macron’s vigorous defence of

had given the impression that he

to finding out where the threats are

free speech, including the right to

personally supported the content of the

coming from.

blaspheme, in the wake of the 16

caricatures, which in his view was not

October beheading of Parisian

relevant to the debate: “ce n’est même

Thomas Ready Head of Strategic

school-teacher Samuel Paty, who had

pas la question”. What was relevant for

Intelligence, Aperio Intelligence Limited

shown his students caricatures of the

Macron, however, as President of the

Prophet Mohamed in a lesson on

French Republic, was to passionately

freedom of expression, inflamed

defend the fundamental right of his

popular opinion across the Muslim

citizens, in a society built on mutual

Tom Ready leads Aperio’s Strategic

world. This led to boycotts of French

respect and tolerance, to publish such

Intelligence practice, providing

goods and stoked existing geo-political

caricatures and hold religions and

intelligence-based solutions to support

tensions such as French-Turkish

customs up to ridicule. As Macron has

clients enter new markets, navigate

disagreements over Syria and Libya.

discovered, explaining the nuances of

complex commercial situations and

laïcité against a backdrop of French

respond to political crises. Tom is a

Earlier in October, Macron had already

colonial history in the Arab world is no

fluent Arabic and French speaker who

courted controversy through a speech

easy task.

began his career at the UK Foreign &

which called for Muslims in France to
develop an ‘Islam of enlightenment’. It

Commonwealth Office, covering the
A lasting boycott?

is easy to see how this could be seen
as patronising and insulting by French

Arab Spring while posted to the British
Embassies in Jordan and Saudi Arabia.

Anger with Macron’s rhetoric across the
Muslim world has been channeled into
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

UK bounce back loan scheme could result in
£26 billion in credit and fraud losses, states NAO
The UK National Audit Office (NAO)

designed to monitor risks and prevent

lack of legitimate business,

published on 7 October an

fraud. The application process asks

impersonation, and organised crime.

investigation into the Covid-19 related

lenders to conduct anti-money

bounce back loan scheme (BBL), which

laundering (AML), anti-fraud and

The Bank of England expects the

reportedly remains exposed to

know-your-customer (KYC) checks on

scheme to have lent between £38

increased credit and fraud related risks

all loan applications, which are subject

billion and £48 billion by 4 November,

in view of its focus on faster lending

to post-accreditation audits only to

while the Department for Business,

and less strict eligibility criteria as

check compliance.

Energy & Industrial Strategy estimates

compared with other types of loans.

that 35 percent to 60 percent of
The report highlights that the decision

borrowers could default on the loans as

According to the UK government’s

to provide funds quickly to businesses

a result of credit and fraud risks.

estimates potential BBL credit and

leaves taxpayers exposed to a

Starting in October, the reporting portal

fraud losses could be between £15

significant residual fraud risk, even after

was due to begin being used to

billion and £26 billion, but actual figures

lenders have implemented mitigation

generate a monthly fraud report.

will only be available after lenders start

strategies. According to a review of the

repaying their loans in May 2021. The

BBL’s risks carried out by PwC LLP, the

report notes that a reporting system

residual fraud risk remains ‘very high’

has been in place since the scheme’s

and could occur as a result of

launch on 27 April, but it was not

self-certification, multiple applications,

NAO press release
NAO report

UK SFO head calls for the introduction of new
offences to enhance investigative capabilities
Lisa Osofsky, Director of the UK’s

companies with complex

investigation in cases of fraud and

Serious Fraud Office (SFO), delivered a

governance structures, to include,

local bribery

speech at the RUSI event on Future

along with the board of directors,

Challenges in Economic Crime on 8

the managing director and other

Introducing a “tipping off” offence

October, noting key accomplishments

senior officers with management

to prevent recipients of Section 2

over the past two years and elaborating

responsibilities

notices from disclosing to another

on the SFO’s “wish list” to enhance its
crime fighting capabilities.

SFO wish list

person that an investigation is being
Allowing the SFO the ability to use

conducted with respect to them,

its powers under Section 2 of the

similar to Section 333A of the

Criminal Justice Act 1987 prior to

Proceeds of Crime Act 2002

launching an investigation, to
Implementing a “failure to prevent”

eliminate setbacks caused by the

offence for economic crime within

lack of sufficient information to
proceed to a comprehensive

23
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Transparency International report on foreign
bribery enforcement in 47 exporting countries
frameworks, limited resources and
expertise, lack of coordination,
jurisdictional competition, and long
delays remain.
The report puts forward
recommendations such as ensuring
enforcement information transparency,
including through a public database
with the OECD Working Group on
Bribery’s (OECD WGB) annual
enforcement information, but also
beneficial ownership information on
companies and trusts and placing
Transparency International (TI)

Development’s (OECD) Anti-Bribery

published a study on 13 October rating

Convention and the 2009

47 exporting countries on how actively

Recommendation for Further

they adhere to their obligations to

Combating Bribery of Foreign Public

investigate, prosecute, and punish

Officials in International Business

companies that bribe officials in

Transactions’ enforcement, but also

foreign countries, noting that active

includes jurisdictions not party to the

enforcement has decreased by more

convention such as China, Hong Kong,

than one third since its last report in

India and Singapore.

2018, while moderate enforcement has
more than doubled.

According to TI, no country is immune
from foreign bribery and money

Parent company
responsibility for
taking measures to
prevent foreign
bribery and money
laundering across
all of its subsidiaries
and controlled
entities should be
introduced

laundering, while major non-OECD
Convention exporters like China, Hong
Kong and India largely fail to act
against these crimes. The report also
notes that most countries fail to publish
adequate enforcement information and
that progress is slow on establishing
public beneficial ownership registers of
companies and trusts.
Adding to this, victim compensation is
rare, with weak or non-existent
whistleblower protection and low
sanctions, inadequate enforcement
training, insufficient resources, and
limited enforcement authority
independence. However, TI notes that

The report is based on an independent
assessment of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
24

international cooperation is increasing,
but significant obstacles such as
insufficient or incompatible legal

sanctions on those who do not comply.
TI stated that victim compensation
should be introduced as standard
practice, and major global exporters
should improve their legal frameworks,
invest the necessary resources, and
build the required expertise for
international cooperation.
Additionally, TI underlines that the
current regional and international
structures and bodies should expand or
be replaced by new ones to improve
international cooperation on
enforcement, and parent company
responsibility for taking adequate
measures to prevent foreign bribery and
related money laundering across all of
its subsidiaries and controlled entities
should be introduced. Finally, countries
should address weaknesses hindering
enforcement, ensure that non-trial
resolutions meet standards of
transparency, accountability, and due
process, and raise enforcement issues
regarding non-OECD Convention
countries in international forums.
TI press release
TI short version of the r...
TI report
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UK FRC’s review of corporate reporting identifies
areas for improvement
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council
(FRC) published on 21 October its
annual review of corporate reporting,
which outlines the “top ten” areas to
improve the quality of reports. The
report also announces that the FRC’s
monitoring will focus on disclosures
addressing risk and uncertainty in light
of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic,
Brexit and climate-related risks, and
advises companies to articulate what
they expect will be the impact of such
factors on their business.
The annual review of corporate
reporting provides case studies and
example disclosures concerning
estimation uncertainty in the
recoverable amounts of tangible assets;
dividends declared without giving due
attention to accounting and legal
consideration; and significant
judgments in revenue recognition about
contract modifications, variable
consideration and the ‘highly probable
constraint’.

The “top ten” areas of
improvement should be
addressed by
Explaining specific accounting
judgments and quantifying sources
of estimation uncertainty
Disclosing impairment of assets in
light of the Covid-19 pandemic
Accounting policies explaining the
nature of any variable consideration
receivable in terms of revenue from
contracts with customers
Providing more information on
liquidity risk, including risk
management, covenants, the use of
facilities, as well as disclosing
material factoring and supplier
financing arrangements
Providing a strategic report

view of the company’s balance
sheet and cash flows, as well as
taxation and the result for the year
Complying with the statement of
cash flows requirements, with an
emphasis on the classification of
cash flows from unusual
transactions
Disclosing sufficient information to
enable users to understand
provisions and contingencies
Clearly explaining how acquired
assets and liabilities, and any
contingent consideration are
measured
FRC press release
FRC annual review
Review summary

comprising of a comprehensive

ECB outlines Eurosystem payments strategy
European Central Bank (ECB) Executive

The strategy includes

of cross-border payments

Board member Fabio Panetta delivered
a speech on 22 October on the future

Launching a European Payments

Initiating a new oversight

of digital payments in which he

Initiative to standardise card, online,

framework, which will be open for

outlined the Eurosystem’s payment

and mobile payments with a digital

public consultation in November

strategy to address a changing

wallet and universal card accepted

financial landscape. Panetta stated

by all EU member states

that the EU must remain vigilant when

Examining the implications
surrounding the possible issuance

depending on foreign payment

Cooperating with the European

of a digital euro through a recently

services and technologies, noting the

Commission to pave the way for EU

launched public consultation

increased risk of money laundering and

legislation to improve access to

terrorist financing, tax evasion, and

instant payments and the security

data ownership concerns.
25
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Europol publishes internet organised crime
threat assessment report
Europol published on 5 October its

social engineering continuing to be

systems, and vulnerabilities,

seventh annual internet organised

successful due to inadequate

assuming false identities, and

crime threat assessment report, which

security measures or insufficient

working in close cooperation with

highlights that cybercrime is evolving

user awareness

other cybercriminals

criminal activity, while the Covid-19

Ransomware has shown to pose a

There is an increase in subscriber

pandemic has amplified existing

significant indirect threat to

identity module (SIM) swapping,

problems exacerbated by the

businesses and organisations by

non-cash payment fraud, and

significant increase in remote working.

targeting supply chains and

business email compromise (BEC).

and infiltrating nearly every area of

third-party service providers. An

BEC attacks are growing in

The report notes that top tier criminals

emerging way of pressuring victims

sophistication and are more

run their operations like professional

to pay ransoms is by stealing and

targeted, while online investment

enterprises, whereas less sophisticated

threatening to auction off their data

fraud has started to incorporate

criminal actors rely on off-the-shelf

cyber elements

materials to conduct their activities.

Criminals have converted some

Additionally, cybercriminals are

traditional banking Trojans into

There has been an increase in the

displaying improved levels of

more advanced modular malware

use of privacy enhanced

operational security and the capability
to hide their identities.

Cybercrime threats include

cryptocurrencies and an emergence
The threat of distributed denial of

of privacy-enhanced concepts, such

service (DDoS) attacks is higher

as Wasabi and Samurai

than its current impact in the EU
Europol press release and...

Social engineering and

Criminals are employing a more

cryptocurrencies remain

holistic phishing strategy by

cross-cutting crime facilitators, with

demonstrating a high level of

Europol press release

competency when exploiting tools,

GRECO publishes compliance report on Andorra
The Council of Europe’s Group of

implemented satisfactorily three of the

interest or to publicly declare their

States against Corruption (GRECO)

13 recommendations set out in the

assets and interests. The report also

issued on 7 October its fourth-round

evaluation report, three of the others

notes that a permanent system for

compliance report on Andorra, which

having been partly implemented and

offering confidential advice on ethical

assesses the country’s progress in

the remaining seven having not been

matters to members of parliament,

implementing GRECO’s

implemented at all.

judges and prosecutors has also yet to

recommendations of 2 November 2017

be implemented.

on public sector corruption prevention

Specifically, the report finds that none

with regards to the parliament, judges

of the recommendations regarding

and prosecutors.

members of parliament have been
implemented, emphasising the lack of

In its fourth-round evaluation report,

specific obligations for members of

GRECO has found that Andorra has

parliament to declare conflicts of

26
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EU cybersecurity agency identifies top 15 cyber
threats and emerging trends
The European Union Agency for

and loss, information leakage,

being planned and executed by

Cybersecurity (ENISA) published 22

ransomware, cyber espionage, and

state-sponsored actors, while an

reports on 20 October examining the

cryptojacking. The agency also

increase in disinformation campaigns,

current cyber landscape, including a

identifies 10 cybersecurity emerging

data theft and the uncontrolled

list of the top 15 threats with a

trends, namely dealing with systemic

cyber-arms race is likely.

separate report for each crime, an

and complex risks, the widespread use

overview of the most important

of adversarial AI detection,

Additionally, ransomware remains

emerging trends, challenges and

unintentional error reduction, supply

widespread, cyberbullying, phishing and

incidents across the EU and worldwide,

chain and third party threats, security

deep fakes are most likely going to

a sectoral and thematic threat analysis

orchestration and automation, false

increase, and sextortion is most likely

focused on 5G technology, the Internet

positive reduction, zero-trust security

going to continue. Cybercriminals are

of things (IoT) and smart cars, and a

strategies, enterprise cloud migration

expected to improve business process

report on cybersecurity research and

errors, hybrid threats, and a growing

compromise tactics, and to target lower

innovation.

number of attacks on cloud

levels in organisations to compromise

infrastructures.

business emails, while an increase in

According to ENISA, the top 15 cyber

the use of managed service providers

threats include malware, web-based

According to the agency, the 2019-2020

attacks, phishing, web application

modus operandi focused on the

attacks, spam, distributed denial of

personalisation of attack vectors, with

service (DDoS) attacks, identity theft,

the use of social engineering being a

data breaches, insider threats, botnets,

serious trend, and finely targeted and

physical manipulation, damage, theft

persistent attacks on high-value data

to distribute malware is expected.
ENISA press release
ENISA publications page

UNCTAD on curbing illicit financial flows in Africa
In its latest policy brief released on 21

African borders has various illegal

Coordinating more on data sharing

October, the United Nations

sources, including tax and commercial

and regulations and engaging with

Conference on Trade and Development

practices, such as mis-invoicing of

international tax reform efforts

(UNCTAD) estimates that $88.6 billion

trade shipments and the abusive use of

per year leaves Africa in the form of

transfer pricing; terrorism financing;

Enhancing the fight against money

capital flight and predicts that foreign

corruption and smuggling. Commercial

laundering and corruption by

direct investment (FDI) in Africa will

flows of commodities are of particular

devoting more resources to the

decline by $10 to $20 billion in 2020.

concern, with at least $40 billion in

recovery of stolen assets and

losses due to under-invoicing in 2015.

protecting civil society

The paper provides guidance on how
African governments can combat the

organisations and whistleblowers

Recommendations include

unlawful channels through which

UNCTAD press release

capital flight leaves the country,

Collecting more relevant trade data,

so-called illicit financial flows (IFFs).

closing loopholes in tax treaties and

According to UNCTAD, the unlawful

strengthening national regulatory

movement of money and assets across

frameworks to curb IFFs
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AUSTRAC guide on illicit wildlife trafficking
The most
significant demand
for trafficked
animals comes
from China, Hong
Kong and Taiwan
Additionally, IP addresses and network
port numbers can also be useful to
identify the offenders’ location, as well
The Australian Transaction Reports

use several payment methods such as

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

online payment platforms, money

published a financial crime guide on

remitters, online domestic transfers,

wildlife trafficking on 8 October

debit and credit card purchases, ATM

intended to help financial service

cash deposits, and face to face

providers and law enforcement

transactions via bank branch tellers.

enhance their understanding of how
such crimes operate, the means of

According to the guide, the most

detection via suspicious financial

significant demand for trafficked

activity, and when to report suspicions.

animals comes from China, Hong Kong
and Taiwan with payments often made

AUSTRAC notes that wildlife trafficking

to individuals, pet or animal-related

requires a complicated network and

businesses, or to family members and

usually involves organised crime

associates. The regulator instructs

groups, including a coordinator,

financial institutions to use

domestic and an overseas trader,

international and domestic payment

money mules, drivers, and poachers.

details for generating profiles and

Adding to this, people involved in

monitoring financial activity, but also to

wildlife trafficking are usually

identify the role of the individual being

perpetrators of other crimes, such as

paid and scan for payments related to

identity and financial fraud, and often

animal-related goods and services.

28

as amounts paid, which, in the case of
lizards, the most trafficked Australian
native animal, is between A$1,000
(£548) and A$20,000 (£10,960),
representing more than 28 times the
domestic price offered for the animal.
The guide was developed by
AUSTRAC’s public-private partnership
the Fintel Alliance in tandem with the
Department of Agriculture, Water and
Environment. According to AUSTRAC
the illegal wildlife trade generates up to
$23 billion a year globally.
AUSTRAC press release
AUSTRAC report
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AUSTRAC to dedicate more resources to AML/
CFT supervision and enhanced reporting system
The Australian Transaction Reports

Services Australia, to prevent and

unclassified version of the ML/TF

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

detect Australian government

assessment is expected to be

published on 23 October its annual

programs introduced in response to

published this year

report, which states that following a

the Covid-19 pandemic from fraud

A$104 million (£56.8 million) funding

and criminal exploitation

boost, it will dedicate more resources

Supporting the US Department of
Justice in its investigation into

to ensuring businesses comply with

Establishing 500 financial

their AML/CFT obligations, increasing

intelligence international exchanges

non-compliance detection, and to an

on financial crime and signing

Disseminating an Operational

enhanced reporting system.

MoUs with Qatar and the UK

Intelligence Report to partner

Gambling Commission

agencies summarising

The Fintel Alliance has commenced

sanctions violations by North Korea

Cryptocurrency Threshold

work on eight risk assessments to

Implementing a new regulatory

Transaction Reporting from January

provide insights to the banking,

monitoring and alerting capability

to April 2020

gambling, and remittance sectors and

which analyses data to generate

on innovative projects that will improve

alerts that may indicate

alerting capabilities.

non-compliance with legislation

Key activities included

Releasing three risk assessments,

AUSTRAC press release
AUSTRAC report

namely on foreign proceeds of
Partnering with agencies, including

crime in Australia, the mutual

the Australian Taxation Office and

banking sector, and ML/TF. An

AUSTRAC portfolio budget ...

UKFIU webinar on cryptocurrencies and financial
crime shares industry best practice
In a webinar on cryptocurrency-related

details on how the FATF’s travel rule for

close scrutiny of individual account

financial crime risks, held on 28

the crypto sector has been

activity. In addition, a thorough analysis

October, the UK’s Financial Intelligence

implemented as of 20 June, by

of suspicious transactions might be

Unit (UKFIU) provided an overview of

requiring financial institutions and

able to prevent serious ML risks in the

the EU and FATF requirements to

virtual asset service providers (VASPs)

cryptocurrency sector.

mitigate and control the risks

to exchange client information to better

stemming from cryptoassets and

fight money laundering (ML).

discussed a series of case studies on

The speakers also touched on the
challenges around conducting

Hamas terrorism financing which was

In addition, Iggy Azad of Coinbase and

know-your-customer checks in relation

allegedly Bitcoin-enabled.

Michael Jacobs from crypto.com

to privacy coins, due to their anonymity,

presented a series of best practice

but which could also be used for

Blair Halliday, Europe Chief Compliance

examples on the implementation of

legitimate purposes, for instance in

Officer with cryptocurrency exchange

effective transaction monitoring

connection with charity work.

Gemini and the chair of the UKFIU’s

systems, through the use of keyword

crypto sector working group, provided

searches, IP address blacklisting and

29
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UN Security Council report on Somalia exposes
Al-Shabaab’s terrorism funding methods
The UN Security Council (UNSC) held

The seaport and zakat taxation

The Panel of Experts recommends that

on 28 October a debate on the final

accounts reviewed by the Panel show

the Somali government and reporting

report by the Somalia Sanctions

that 128 cash deposits and direct bank

entities focus on identifying, assessing

Committee’s Panel of Experts, which

transfers were processed by local

and disrupting money laundering and

provides details on the Al-Shabaab

banks in violation of their AML/CFT

terrorism financing risks, develop

extremist group’s illegal ‘taxation’

obligations, which demand obliged

transaction monitoring processes and

system and its use of legitimate

entities flag up transactions in excess

increase their reporting of suspicious

financial institutions, in violation of

of $10,000. Additional case studies

transactions. The current gaps in the

domestic anti-money laundering and

reveal that Al-Shabaab generated $13

implementation of mobile money

countering the financing of terrorism

million in taxes in Mogadishu seaport

accounts and know-your-customer

(AML/CFT) regulations.

and through zakat collection,

deficiencies in relation to mobile

checkpoint controls in Lower Juba and

operators also need to be addressed.

the extortion of Kismayo businesses.

The report asks the UNSC to consider

The Panel of Experts appointed by the
Somalia Sanctions Committee pursuant

establishing a reporting mechanism for

to resolution 751 (1992) notes that

According to the Panel of Experts, the

the Somalia sanctions regime to allow

Al-Shabaab generates revenue through

Somali government has made progress

the Sanctions Committee to receive

taxation checkpoints across southern

in strengthening oversight of the

requests from listed individuals.

and central Somalia, business extortion,

financial sector and has committed to

the taxation of sea freight imports and

working more with the private sector

the forced collection of zakat, an annual

and international donors to disrupt the

religious obligation. The group’s

financing of Al-Shabaab. The report

finances are reportedly collected

notes that the group is running a

through cash, bank and electronic

budgetary surplus, part of which is

money transfers, and forwarded to the

invested in property and businesses

group’s financial centre near Jilib.

within Mogadishu’s Bakara market.

UN Security Council press...
UNSC Somalia Sanctions Co...

FATF publishes follow-up report on Sweden
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

downgrade on another – FATF has

implement the new requirements”,

published on 2 October its first regular

re-assessed Sweden’s rating from

deficiencies related to the occasional

follow-up report assessing Sweden’s

‘partially compliant’ to ‘largely

transactions threshold and the VA

progress in strengthening its

compliant’ with respect to

transfer rules remain.

anti-money laundering and counter the

Recommendation 26, and from

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

‘compliant’ to ‘largely compliant’ on

Overall, FATF notes a general positive

framework, in response to deficiencies

Recommendation 15.

trend by Sweden towards addressing

identified in the country’s 2017 mutual

the deficiencies and closing loopholes

evaluation report (MER) and 2018

FATF notes that Recommendation 15

enhanced follow-up report.

has been updated since Sweden’s MER
to include obligations related to virtual

FATF’s follow-up report identifies

assets (VA) and virtual asset service

improvements relating to one

providers (VASPs), and even though the

recommendation and notes a

country has taken “numerous steps to

30

in technical compliance.
FATF press release
FATF follow-up report
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European Commission report highlights poor
implementation of the Anti-trafficking Directive
The European Commission (EC)

that important progress has been made

of exploitation. The EC also highlights

published a report on 21 October on

on transnational cooperation, including

the importance of discouraging the

efforts to combat human trafficking

cross-border law enforcement and

demand for all forms of exploitation,

indicating that the problem is evolving

judicial operational action and by

which encompasses responsible

in the EU, with emerging risks arising

putting in place and improving national

management of global supply chains

through technology and organised

and transnational referral mechanisms.

and attention to due diligence and

crime groups engaging in illegal

However, even though the number of

high-risk sectors.

adoption and organ selling. The report

victims has increased in recent years,

is accompanied by a staff working

the number of prosecutions and

The two documents were accompanied

document, which identifies poor

convictions remains low, and diverse

by studies on data collection

implementation of the EU

legal provisions may hamper efforts to

concerning human trafficking in the EU;

Anti-trafficking Directive 2011/36 and

discourage demand for such services,

the economic, social, and human costs

underlines the need for a strategic

while data recording and reporting

of human trafficking; and EU member

approach to the eradication of human

remains inconsistent.

states’ referral mechanisms.

trafficking that will form part of the EU
agenda on tackling organised crime.

The EC recommends seizing and

EC press release

confiscating criminal proceeds
According to the report, trafficking

following systematic financial

networks are often involved in or linked

investigations and joint investigations

to migrant and goods smuggling, drug

and the intensification of public-private

trafficking, extortion, money laundering,

partnerships with the banking sector to

and fraud. The EC report emphasises

improve reporting and early recognition

EC documents
EC study on the costs of ...

UK government's annual modern slavery report
The UK government published on 19

The report points to asset seizures as

targeting the financial aspects of

October its annual report for 2020 on

an increasingly important aspect of the

modern slavery include the

modern slavery, which states that over

government's response to slavery, as a

government’s Anti-Slavery

10,000 victims were identified in the

means of depriving criminal elements

Commissioner commissioning a

UK over the past year, with an

from the proceeds of human trafficking,

research project undertaken by Themis

additional £2 million pledged to help

modern slavery, and other violations.

and the TRIBE Freedom Foundation

law enforcement efforts prevent and
investigate modern slavery cases.

aimed at preventing the use of financial
According to the report, in the

services for modern slavery and

2019-2020 period, there was a decrease

trafficking.

The report focuses on government

from the previous year in the total

efforts to pursue groups and individuals

amount collected against confiscation

responsible for slavery, prevent

orders from £167 million to £139

potential victims and offenders, protect

million. However, there was a £7 million

vulnerable groups from exploitation,

increase in total forfeiture of criminal

identify and support victims, and

proceeds, according to 2015-2020

increase international responses to

government figures referenced in the

modern slavery and prevention efforts.

report. Other recent developments in

31

UK government press relea...
UK annual modern slavery ...
UK government criminal fo...
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Independent Commission for Aid Impact reports
on UK approach to modern slavery
The UK’s Anti-Slavery Commissioner

short of taking appropriate follow-up

and how well the portfolio delivers

published on 14 October a report by

actions at national level, while the UK

results and value for its investments. At

the Independent Commission for Aid

government has purportedly failed to

the time of its review, the portfolio for

Impact (ICAI) on the effectiveness of

form deeper partnerships with the

tackling modern slavery had a budget

the UK’s approach to combatting

private sector to tackle modern slavery.

of £240 million, of which £200 million is

modern slavery through its aid

Furthermore, the report claims that the

managed by the Department for

programme, giving the country an

government “does not have an overall

International Development (DFID), with

overall rating of “unsatisfactory”. The

research strategy or systematic

the vast majority of programmes

report notes that the government has

approach to filling evidence gaps”, and

targeting operations in Asia and Africa.

raised global awareness of the issue

that its aid portfolio lacks detailed

but lacks a systematic approach to

assessments of the problems

The report notes that the Covid-19

analysing the problem.

associated with modern slavery.

pandemic has increased the need for

Specifically, the report notes that

Overall, the report issues unsatisfactory

in light of the growing number of

despite the UK following through on

ratings for the UK government’s aid

migrant workers at risk of falling victim

investing £200 million to promote

programme on the questions of

to exploitation.

worldwide action, including through

building and applying an evidence base

persuading nations to sign up to a call

on how modern slavery operates,

to action since the 2015 Modern

building a strategic and credible

Slavery Act, the campaign has fallen

portfolio of modern slavery operations,

an effective modern slavery programme

Anti-Slavery Commissioner...
ICAI report

Europol report on fighting human trafficking
Europol published on 18 October a

traffickers to identify new victims and

existing legislative and policy

report detailing the challenges of

develop grooming strategies, frequently

frameworks to promote information

countering human trafficking in the

being used as a “psychological weapon”

exchange and cooperation between

digital era, which calls for an increase

to threaten victims if they fail to comply

law enforcement and the private

in technical knowledge and dedicated

with demands.

sector – namely internet service

human resources for law enforcement,
in order to effectively respond to

providers and social media

Key recommendations

companies

emerging technological challenges.
Implementing an update of the

Empowering law enforcement to

The report summarises the ways

current legal system to allow the

increase technical capabilities and

technology is exploited by traffickers,

use of digital footprints in

dedicated human resources

from the recruitment and advertisement

investigations and prosecutions

of victims, to blackmail and using

Europol press release

virtual forms of movement restrictions

Ensuring strengthened legislative

and real-time monitoring. In particular,

tools to support judicial

social media platforms are described

proceedings and the prosecution of

as “virtual catalogues” used by

traffickers, as well as amending

32

Europol report
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RUSI publishes research briefing on fraud
enabled terrorism financing
The Royal United Services Institute

centres on student loan fraud, identity

hampered by what he calls “an

(RUSI) published on 28 October, in

theft, and banking fraud, among others,

inconsistent enforcement prosecutorial

conjunction with the EU Internal

as a means to fund terrorism related

stance” from the Crown Prosecution

Security Fund-financed Collaboration,

operations and activities. “The link

Service (CPS), finding that only three

Research, and Analysis Against the

between terrorism financing (TF) and

out of 114 terror-linked convictions

Financing of Terrorism (Project Craaft),

fraud has already been well established

between 2016-2019 involved fraud,

a research briefing entitled

by international authorities, but the

despite its high use by such individuals

“Fraud-Enabled Terrorism Financing: A

Financial Crime Authority (FCA),

and groups.

Neglected Dossier”.

National Fraud Authority, and Home
Office were focused on victims of fraud

During a webinar to launch the paper,

RUSI press release

rather than fraud typologies” said Ryder.

the briefing’s author, Nicholas Ryder,

Project Craaft briefing

Head of the University of the West of

The briefing criticises the UK’s

England’s Commercial Law Research

investigatory approach to fraud, where

Unit, introduced what he called “a new

Ryder wrote that, unlike aggressive US

terrorism financing typology” that

prosecutors, British authorities are

Project Craaft presentati...

RUSI on financial crime risks in free-trade zones
The Royal United Services Institute
(RUSI) published a paper on 13
October on the risks of illicit trade,
money laundering/terrorist financing
(ML/TF), and other financial crimes
that arise in free-trade zones (FTZs).
The paper notes that simplified
procedures that accompany tax-free
FTZs, such as less regulated customs
inspections and liberalised
incorporation regimes, offer the same
advantages to legitimate businesses
that can also attract criminal
enterprises.
FTZ analysis in Morocco, Panama,
Singapore, and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) serve as case studies
for the paper, with challenges to
avoiding financial crime being seen as
likely to apply to other countries with
zones for free trade.
33

The challenges identified in the
four countries’ FTZs include
A lack of international standards
that are consistent and provide
incentives to police items passing
through FTZs, which leads to an
increased risk of illegal goods
A lack of understanding of the
financial crime risks in FTZs during
the planning and operational stages
of FTZ establishment
A lack of delegation and
understanding of which individuals
and authorities are responsible for
FTZ monitoring, regulation, and
oversight, including due diligence
assessments and the failure to
include customs agencies in the
assessment of FTZ risks

A lack of oversight over FTZ
administrators and users, with little
to no obligation on users to
demonstrate that they are not
acting on behalf of criminal third
parties
Inadequate sanctions or AML/CTF
supervision of businesses that
operate exclusively in FTZs
A relative lack of cooperation with
the private sector, including a lack
of incentives and end points for
submitting vital tips and other
information needed to seek out
illegal activity in FTZs
RUSI statement
RUSI paper
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UK's strategic export controls quarterly report
The UK government's Department of

individual export licence (OIEL)

and Russia. However, when examining

International Trade and the Export

applications, on which 75 decisions

the total value of listed items in export

Control Joint Unit published a quarterly

were made, 9.3 percent were rejected.

licences during the same period, the US

report on strategic export controls on

According to a government

placed the highest, with £3.07 billion

13 October covering the period from 1

commentary on strategic export

worth of strategic exports, according to

April to 30 June 2020, which reveals a

controls statistics published in parallel,

licence application valuations, with

10 percent decrease in standard

open general export licences (OGELs)

Saudi Arabia following at £660 million

individual export licences (SIELs) from

have continued to average at 350 every

and China at £530 million.

the previous quarter.

quarter since the start of 2008.

Of the more than 2,800 SIELs applied

Regarding end users, by the end of

for, 98.6 percent were issued, with only

2019, China remained the largest

40 requests refused. By contrast, of the

destination listed for export licences,

more scrutinised multi-shipment open

followed by the US, India, South Korea,

UK strategic export contr...
UK government commentary ...

UK OFSI publishes annual activity review
The UK Treasury’s Office of Financial

OFSI received 140 reports of

legislation and one of which was

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)

potential financial sanctions

under the UK Terrorist

published on 9 October its annual

breaches, an increase from 99

Asset-Freezing Act 2010. The new

review for the year 2019 to 2020, its

reports in 2018 to 2019. The total

additions were most commonly

third since it was granted powers by

value of these breaches was

associated with ISIL (11), the Syrian

the UK government in 2017 to impose

£982.34 million

regime (10) or violations of

financial penalties on entities found to
have violated sanctions.

Ukrainian sovereignty (7) and the
More breaches were reported for

political regime in Venezuela (7)

the Libyan regime than other
regimes, however, this was to be

Pursuant to the Terrorist

expected given that the majority of

Asset-Freezing Act 2010, HM

OFSI imposed three monetary

frozen assets in the UK are held

Treasury renewed the designations

penalties, including the largest

under the Libya regime

of 18 individuals and entities,

Activities and breaches include

including designating the entirety of

penalty for financial sanctions in UK
history, £7.69 million and £12.78

The majority of breaches continued

million, on Standard Chartered Bank

to be from the banking and financial

(SCB) in February 2020. SCB had

services sector, but OFSI received

In January 2020, HM Treasury

made loans to Turkish bank

breach reports from sectors such

imposed financial sanctions on

Denizbank A.Ş between 2015 and

as legal, charity, insurance, energy

Andrey Lugovoy and Dmitri Kovtun

2018, which was then majority

and travel

for the murder of Alexander
Litvinenko in 2005

owned by Russian state-owned

34

Hezbollah

bank Sberbank, with the latter

OFSI added 44 new designated

subject to restrictive measures

persons to the consolidated list of

under the EU Ukraine (Sovereignty

asset freeze targets, 43 of which

and Territorial Integrity) regime

were implemented by EU and UN

OFSI report
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World Bank's sanctions system annual report
The World Bank Group (WBG)

President involving 40 projects

involving corporate vendors. It also

published on 9 October its latest

worth $8.3 billion and 70 contracts

substantiated misconduct

sanctions system annual report, which

worth $974 million

allegations in six cases involving

provides an overview of actions taken

WBG staff, and closed eight

against entities and individuals

The WBG’s Office of Suspension

involved in WBG-financed contracts,

and Debarment (OSD) reviewed 29

corporate vendor cases

noting the debarment of 46 firms and

cases and 22 settlements,

The INT identified a total of 118

individuals, and recognising 72

suspended 30 firms and eight

proposed projects as having

cross-debarments from other

individuals, and sanctioned 19

integrity risks and 32 projects as

multilateral development banks.

respondents via uncontested

having integrity concerns

determinations
The report covers fiscal year 2020 and

INT staff identified and worked to

includes allegations of fraud and

The Sanctions Board issued six

mitigate integrity risks in 118

corruption by WBG staff and vendors

public reasoned decisions

projects, identified additional

and the group’s response to the

concerning seven firms and

integrity concerns in 32 projects,

Covid-19 pandemic.

individuals. The decisions offer

and provided advisory services in

guidance to stakeholders involved

53 countries and across 14 sectors

Figures from the report include

in anti-corruption and administrative
sanctions

World Bank press release

launched 46 new external

The INT pursued 66 cases of

World Bank report

investigations and issued 29 final

alleged fraud and corruption

investigation reports to the WBG

involving WBG staff and 16 cases

The Integrity Vice Presidency (INT)

Central banks and BIS publish report on CBDCs
The Bank for International Settlements

flexible, promoting innovation and

announcement that while “there will be

(BIS) and seven central banks

efficiency, and a CBDC should be

no ‘one size fits all’ CBDC due to

published a report on central bank

introduced in support of broader policy

national priorities and circumstances,

digital currencies (CBDCs) on 9

goals without harming financial stability

our report provides a springboard for

October, assessing how CBDCs could

or monetary stability.

further development of workable

help carry out public policy aims. The

CBDCs.”

report, entitled “Central bank digital

The core features of any future CBDC,

currencies: foundational principles and

as determined by BIS and the seven

The consortium will next begin

core features”, is a collaboration

central banks, ought to be resilience

examining the issues posed by CBDCs

between BIS, the European Central

and consistent operational integrity,

in the context of cross-border

Bank (ECB) and the central banks of

convenience for end users at low or no

payments, along with further domestic

Japan, the UK, Canada, the US,

cost, clearly following a legal

outreach and the expansion of

Switzerland, and Sweden.

framework and set standards, and

dialogues with other central banks.

having an “appropriate role for the
The report lays out three principles of

private sector”.

BIS press release

namely coexisting with cash in a

Benoit Coeure, Head of the BIS

CBDC report

manner that is both innovative and

Innovation Hub, stated during the

what a CBDC should accomplish,
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FSB releases RegTech, SupTech and BigTech
reports ahead of G20 summit
The Financial Stability Board (FSB)

improve supervisory capabilities and

The FSB found that the majority of its

released two reports on 9 October and

ensure greater regulatory compliance.

own members have SupTech systems

12 October on the use of regulatory

or strategies in place, with nearly half of

(RegTech) and supervisory technology

The report found that there has been an

respondents reporting that

(SupTech) by FSB members and other

overall positive response to the use of

enhancement of efficiency and

financial institutions as well as on

RegTech among authorities and

effectiveness was the institution’s

market developments and stability

regulated institutions. Survey results

primary driver for using such

implications regarding the emergence

show that one third of members

technology. In assessing associated

of BigTech in emerging markets and

implemented RegTech strategies with

RegTech and SupTech risks, the FSB

developing economies (EMDEs).

applications targeting: anti-money

report focused on over-reliance on

laundering/countering the financing of

historical data rather than current or

The two reports were delivered to the

terrorism (AML/CFT), fraud detection,

predicted future outcomes, which could

14 October G20 virtual summit for

risk management and regulatory

limit the transparency of these tools.

finance ministers and central bank

reporting. Regulated financial

governors, alongside a letter to the

institutions are using RegTech in

relevant G20 leadership by FSB Chair

increasing numbers to address matters

and US Federal Reserve Vice Chairman

such as know-your-customer

Randal Quarles, who stated that the

processes, identity verification, risk

SupTech and RegTech reports highlight

management and monitoring and

how both technologies can assist and

stress testing.

FSB BigTech press release
FSB RegTech and SupTech p...
FSB Chair letter to G20

US Attorney General cryptocurrency report
outlines key financial crime related risks
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

commit cybercrime, blackmail or

The so-called “chain-hopping

announced on 8 October that the US

extortion, or soliciting donations to

technique”, involving the transfer of

Attorney General’s Cyber-Digital Task

support terrorist activity. According to

money from one cryptocurrency into

Force has published a new report on

the DOJ, cryptocurrencies present

another, is generally made in an attempt

the cryptocurrency enforcement

opportunities for both individual and

to obfuscate the trail of funds. In view

framework, which provides an overview

“rogue states” such as Iran, Russia and

of these risks, money services business

of the current threats and challenges

North Korea to avoid sanctions and

and virtual assets service providers are

associated with the increasing use of

circumvent financial controls.

expected to fully comply with the

cryptocurrencies.

AML/CFT framework and the Bank
Among the business models that might

Secrecy Act’s requirements and

The report notes that criminals exploit

facilitate criminal activity, the report

safeguard their platforms from misuse.

the advantages offered by

mentions cryptocurrency exchanges,

cryptocurrencies to engage in financial

peer-to-peer exchanges and platforms,

transactions to advance or conceal

cryptocurrency kiosks, virtual currency

crimes such as buying and selling

casinos, anonymity enhanced

drugs and firearms, leasing servers to

cryptocurrencies, mixers and tumblers.
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DOJ press release
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FSB report on global stablecoin arrangements
The Financial Stability Board (FSB)

to enhance cross-border payments,

published a report on 13 October

which states that effective supervision

setting out recommendations for the

of GSC arrangements will enhance

GSC arrangements should have in

regulation, supervision and oversight

cross-border payments.

place a comprehensive governance

of global stablecoin (GCS)

relevant laws and regulations

framework with a clear allocation of

arrangements. The report states that

The roadmap aims to improve

accountability, robust systems for

as such arrangements become

confidence between financial

collecting, storing, and safeguarding

systemic across jurisdictions, specific

institutions and jurisdictions by

data, and appropriate recovery and

vulnerabilities may arise such as the

promoting more consistent application

resolution plans

risk of being used for money

of AML/CFT standards, facilitating

laundering/terrorist financing, tax

cross-border data flows and

GSC arrangements should have

evasion, and cybersecurity risks.

information sharing, fostering improved

effective risk management

digital identity frameworks and shared

frameworks in place, especially

The report provides recommendations

customer due diligence infrastructures

regarding reserve management,

for G20 states to address the regulatory

and, in specific cases, identifying

operational resilience, cybersecurity

challenges raised by GCS

low-risk “safe payment corridors”.

safeguards and AML/CFT measures

arrangements. The recommendations
are based in part on the feedback
received to its consultation, the
responses of which have been
published alongside the report.
The FSB has also published a roadmap

The FSB’s recommendations on
GCS arrangements include
Authorities should comprehensively
regulate, supervise, and oversee

FSB press release
FSB report
FSB overview consultation...

GSC arrangements and enforce

Ireland AML bulletin on transaction monitoring
The Central Bank of Ireland published

process; (3) a lack of mechanisms for

Implementing automated

on 2 October the latest edition of its

prompt adjustment of transaction

transaction monitoring solutions,

AML bulletin, detailing its findings and

monitoring controls to reflect new risks

without absolute reliance on such

expectations on the application of

– including threats related to the

solutions. Employees must be able

transaction monitoring controls.

Covid-19 pandemic; (4) the

to recognise when it is necessary to

implementation of a sample-based

manually identify potential

During its inspections, the AML Division

approach and generic monitoring

suspicious transactional activity

of the Central Bank noted common

thresholds across varying products,

shortcomings relating to transaction

services or customer types; and (5)

Regularly review the adequacy of

monitoring, including: (1) the failure to

insufficient technological resources and

the controls to ensure that they

use business and customer risk

the failure to maintain audit trails.

detect identified and emerging risks,

assessments to configure adequate
transaction monitoring controls and to

as well as implementing a

The expectations include

document these procedures; (2) the

to altered and new risk indicators

failure by the board and senior

Tailoring the transaction monitoring

management to address weaknesses

controls to the firm’s business and

identified in the transaction monitoring

customer risk assessments
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OECD report on taxing virtual currencies calls for
consistency with tax treatment of other assets
The Organisation for Economic

from 50 respondent countries and sets

foreign or domestic, for tax

Cooperation and Development (OECD)

out the current approaches to the

purposes

and the G20 Inclusive Framework on

taxation of cryptoassets. The report

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)

focuses on the treatment of virtual

In regard to income tax, most

published on 12 October a report on

currencies, but also considers the tax

countries declare cryptoassets as a

the tax treatment of virtual currencies,

implications of stablecoins, central

form of property for tax purposes

which provides an overview of the main

bank digital currencies, blockchain

policy gaps and tax evasion

networks and the development of

Most countries consider all forms

implications in relation to cryptoassets

decentralised finance.

of exchanges of virtual currency as

and calls for a sound tax policy

a taxable event, a few countries

framework to ensure consistency and

The report, which was presented at the

allow exemptions for virtual

prevent tax avoidance.

G20 finance ministers and central bank

currency trading and a few more do

governors’ meeting on 14 October, calls

not apply any taxes at exchange

The report, which
was presented at
the G20 finance
ministers and
central bank
governors’ meeting,
calls on all
jurisdictions to
adopt effective tax
policies and ensure
consistency with
the treatment of
other assets

on all jurisdictions to adopt effective tax
policies and ensure consistency with

Income from mining or exchanges

the treatment of other assets. These

are taxed as capital gains, or in a

measures would contribute to

minority of cases, as a form of

increased transparency, improved

capital or miscellaneous income

monitoring of compliance and better
detection of illegal activities in the

Bahrain, Egypt, India, Pakistan and

virtual currency sector. According to the

Vietnam have moved from severe

report, the market capitalisation of

restrictions on virtual currencies

virtual currencies reached $390 billion

towards more flexible approaches

in October 2020, with more than 10

allowing businesses to trade in

million transactions taking place daily.

virtual currencies

Key findings

Almost no countries have issued
tax guidance for new token types

The tax treatment of virtual

such as proof of stake generated

currencies has yet to be fully

tokens or use of virtual currencies

considered by all jurisdictions and

as an interest-bearing asset

detailed guidance is missing in
many cases

OECD press release

Only Belgium, Cote d’Ivoire, Italy and

OECD report on taxing vir...

The report is based on the analysis of

Poland consider virtual currencies

information and guidance documents

to be a type of currency, either
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US Federal Reserve issues paper on operational
resilience for large financial institutions
The US Federal Reserve published on

appetite for weathering disruption

Confirm minimum service capacity

30 October a paper on operational

from operational risks”

from testing IT systems and train

resilience best practices for large

essential staff to perform back-up

banks, authored by the Board of

Ensure operational resilience

roles in the event of disruptions,

Governors of the Federal Reserve

practices are led by experienced

such as cyberattacks

System, the Federal Deposit Insurance

staffers and that senior

Corporation (FDIC), and the Office of

management develops controls and

Third party relationships should be

the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).

maintains regular reviews of

formed through formal agreements

frameworks for identifying critical

and subject to continuous

operations and core business lines

performance monitoring

technical failures, cyber attacks, natural

Internal or external firm audits

Verify third party abilities to operate

disasters, and the ongoing Covid-19

should review and challenge the

during disruptive conditions

pandemic. The three agencies will

company's operational risk

consult with the public in the coming

management functions

Federal Reserve press rel...

Firm testing of business continuity

Operational resilience pa...

The paper notes recent disruption to
large financial institutions, including

months to refine the approach to
enhancing operational resilience.

plans, continuity plan test reviews

The guidance includes

and the incorporation of lessons

Explanatory note

learned, as well as the application
Firm board of directors should

of similar standards to third parties

approve and review their firm’s “risk

where possible

French financial markets authority holds annual
Sanctions Committee meeting
French financial markets authority

of obliged entities and 19 were in

National Financial Prosecutor’s Office

(AMF) President Robert Ophèle stated

connection with the investigations

(PNF) said that market abuse

during the annual Sanctions

carried out by the regulator.

represents 7 percent of the total

Committee meeting, held on 5 October,

number of PNF cases, a quarter of

that a growing number of AMF

Sanctions Committee President

which came from AMF referrals. In

sanctions decisions are being

Marie-Hélène Tric said that that the

Bohnert’s view, this represents a

challenged in the appeals court, in

Committee has delivered 14 sanctions

significant reduction in the proportion

particular in the area of investigations.

to date, covering both professional

of market abuse cases, which

misconduct and market abuse, in

amounted to 19 percent in 2018-2019.

Out of six AMF decisions issued by 15

addition to one warning, two

July, five were appealed either in the

reprimands and seven professional

Council of State or the Paris Court of

bans for a period of five years.

Appeal. Out of the total number of 23

AMF President closing rem...

appeals registered since 2018, eight

In his opening speech, Jean-François

were made in relation to AMF controls

Bohnert, the Head of the French
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French AMF annual report notes AML/CFT
deficiencies and fraudulent offers
The French financial markets authority (AMF) published on 7

The AMF’s EIS financial products platform was subject to a

October its annual report, summarising its main

growing number of complaints about unauthorised offers or

achievements and challenges from 2019 to the first months

scams, which highlights fraudsters’ ability to replace forex,

of 2020, including its role in anti-money laundering and

cryptocurrency or binary options scams with unlawful

countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

multi-product websites, such as cattle, fine wines, real estate

supervision and addressing financial scams.

investment trusts or the identity theft of authorised market
participants. The AMF notes that fraudulent websites are well

In 2019, the regulator issued four guidelines dedicated to the

designed and based on targeted marketing approaches and

implementation of the EU’s Fourth Money Laundering

more sophisticated phishing techniques. Financial scams

Directive (4MLD) and published sectoral risk analysis which

allegedly caused at least €1 billion in losses in France

found that private equity, real estate investments,

between 2017 and 2019.

discretionary management, financial investment advisers,
crowdfunding investment advisers, cryptoassets and digital

The AMF’s Enforcement Committee issued 26 decisions in

assets are exposed to moderate money laundering and

2019, including 19 sanctions decisions and seven

terrorism financing (ML/TF) risk.

administrative settlement agreements worth €1.65 million, of
which three were related to market abuse. In addition, the

The AMF’s supervisory activities for 2019 have identified

AMF blacklisted 200 fraudulent websites and initiated

several AML/CFT shortcomings including a lack of accuracy

legislative amendments on restricting the marketing,

in the implementation of identity verification checks for

distribution and sale of binary options and contracts for

beneficial owners and politically exposed persons (PEPs), a

difference (CFDs) to retail investors.

lack of clarity regarding know-your-customer (KYC) updates
and incomplete source of funds verifications during

AMF press release

onboarding procedures.
AMF annual report

Moneyval publishes follow-up report on Isle of
Man’s AML/CFT compliance
The Council of Europe’s Committee of Experts on the

compliant" in the area of new technologies, which includes

Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering Measures and the

virtual assets. The Isle of Man has reached a level of full

Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval) published its third

compliance with 20 of the 40 FATF Recommendations.

follow-up report on the Isle of Man’s anti-money laundering
and counter-financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) compliance

The Isle of Man must report back to Moneyval within a year

efforts on 23 October, since its December 2016 mutual

on the remaining technical compliance lapses.

evaluation report (MER).
Council of Europe press statement
The country has been given a higher compliance rating in the
area of tipping-off and confidentiality, and is rated as "largely

40
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EU calls for more efforts against corruption and
money laundering in Turkey and Western Balkans
register, but more effort is needed to tackle money
laundering, the confiscation of criminal assets and
reaching final convictions in serious crime cases
Corruption remains a serious concern in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, where no progress has been achieved in the
implementation of anti-corruption strategies and action
plans, in tackling high-level corruption and conflicts of
interest, or in ensuring an independent judicial process in
Covid-19 related corruption cases. In the absence of any
notable progress on its judicial reform, Bosnia and
The European Commission adopted on 6 October a
communication on the EU enlargement policy and seven
accompanying country reports assessing the
implementation of fundamental reforms by Turkey and
Western Balkans countries, which identify the need for more
credible progress in the fight against corruption, money
laundering and organised crime.
The EC states that the overall pace in the fight against
corruption, freedom of expression and media pluralism has
slowed down in these countries, while the current track
record on the investigation and prosecution of organised
crime does not currently meet the requirements for EU
membership. The EU calls for more progress in tackling
organised crime in all countries and for more consistent
results in the fight against high-level corruption. In the EC’s
view, the poor results in the fight against money laundering is
a result of the culture of impunity and highly ineffective
criminal procedures.

Key findings
Despite the Turkish government’s stated commitment to
EU accession, serious backsliding in the areas of
democracy, the rule of law and fundamental rights has
continued. The EC requests that Turkey improves its legal
frameworks on anti-money laundering/countering the
financing of terrorism (AML/CFT), cybercrime, asset
confiscation and witness protection and achieves more
progress on combatting tax evasion, corruption and
infiltration by organised crime
Albania has achieved some progress in the fight against
corruption and organised crime, including through the
adoption of new legislation on a beneficial ownership
41

Herzegovina should take more action to increase the
effectiveness of its AML/CFT framework, notably on the
transparency of beneficial ownership
Kosovo needs to accelerate anti-corruption reforms, carry
out more financial crime investigations, indictments and
confiscation of assets; law enforcement needs to
become more effective in targeting organised smuggling
across the border with Serbia
Montenegro has achieved some progress on the
trafficking of human beings and money laundering, but
needs to address a series of structural deficiencies in its
criminal justice system, in particular in relation to the
handing of cases by national courts, and fully align its
legislation with the EU AML/CFT requirements
North Macedonia consolidated its improvements on
investigating and prosecuting high level corruption cases,
but needs to demonstrate clear political will to fight
corruption, establish a centralised bank account register
in line with the EU’s Fifth Money Laundering Directive
(5MLD) and ensure cross-government coordination in
fighting organised crime
Serbia made no tangible efforts to combat corruption at
local level; the country needs to do more to establish a
convincing track record on investigations, prosecution
and convictions in international serious and organised
crime cases, which includes money laundering
EC press release
EC communication on EU enlargement
EC Western Balkans economic and investment pl...
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UK government holds sanctions policy and
compliance webinar for financial sector
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth and

In addition, financial sector entities

Joint Unit (ECJU) stated during the

Development Office (FCDO) held on 20

should consult the two main sanctions

webinar that only export licences

October a webinar for the financial

lists, whose structure will be changing

granted by the UK will be valid in UK

sector on UK sanctions policy and

as of 1 January 2021. The UK sanctions

territory at the end of the transition

compliance after the transition period,

list, managed by the FCDO, will be

period. In addition, these licences will

which provided an overview of the

amended to include all designations

not be valid for activity within the

current legislative framework and the

made under the new sanctions regimes

jurisdiction of EU member states. In

expected legislative changes, as well

under the Sanctions and Anti-Money

certain circumstances, when a UK

as sanctions exceptions and the

Laundering Act, but also other domestic

person is exporting controlled goods

geographical validity of licences.

regimes. Secondly, the Office of

from another country to a sanctioned

Financial Sanctions Implementation’s

destination or if the payment involves

To prepare for the end of the transition

consolidated list of financial sanctions

several jurisdictions, operators will be

period, FCDO representatives advised

targets will no longer include EU

required to hold both a UK and an EU

financial institutions to read and

designations and will focus only on UK

export licence.

understand the new UK regulations and

sanctions that are financial in nature.

guidance to ensure they remain

UK sanctions list

complaint, although the UK measures

Representatives from the Department

will generally be aligned with the EU.

for International Trade’s Export Control

UK experts expect informal UK-EU collaboration
on sanctions post-Brexit
The UK House of Lords EU Security and

others when possible in policy terms.

Justice Sub-Committee heard oral

hinder financial institutions, which will
need to consult two different lists.

evidence on 27 October on post-Brexit

In response to a question on the

sanctions policy, focusing on the

consequences of a possible situation

In respect of human rights, all three

impact of Brexit on UK and EU

where the UK does not transpose some

panelists underlined the EU’s current

sanctions regimes and discussing

EU designations, Emil Dall commented

efforts towards implementing a human

potential alignment or divergence.

that the UK will have different

rights sanctions regime, without

evidentiary thresholds, different listing

necessarily expecting coordination with

On the matter of the EU sanctions

criteria, and there will probably be a

the UK and US regimes. According to

regime being affected by Brexit, Maya

decrease in the number of EU

Maya Lester, the “informal aim” of the

Lester commented that the existence of

designations in place in the UK. In

EU is to have a human rights sanctions

a formal relationship between the UK

addition, he emphasised that, even in

regime in place on 10 December –

and the EU on sanctions is unlikely,

the instance where designations are

Human Rights Day.

however, from an informal perspective,

transferred, the UK could have access

the UK “is highly likely to want to

to “slightly different evidence than the

partner with international partners and

EU”, including different identifying

allies”, including the EU, the US and

details. Dall stressed that this could
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Transparency International finds evidence of EU
banks declaring profits in tax havens
that banks submit accurate and detailed reports and are fully
transparent about their organisational structure.

Key findings
31 out of 39 banks have operations in countries with
favourable tax deals and in zero-tax jurisdictions, while 29
declare high profits in jurisdictions where they do not
employ anyone
Banking activity in the Cayman Islands and Malta is most
Anti-corruption advocacy group Transparency International
(TI) released on 27 October a report on the financial
operations of 39 European banks, which claims that the
majority of these institutions seem to have engaged in tax
avoidance and profit shifting, by declaring profits in low or
no-tax jurisdictions and reporting economic activity in
countries where they do not employ staff.

The report reveals that banking
operations in traditional tax
havens are decreasing, while
banks seem to be targeting
standard tax jurisdictions that
offer highly favourable tax deals

frequently run by ‘ghost’ subsidiaries with no staff, with
most instances of this activity reported by UniCredit,
HSBC and Société Générale
15 banks, including Barclays and HSBC, seem to have
received significant tax relief in several African and
Middle East countries, such as Mauritius, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates
HSBC recorded annual profits of at least €350 million in
Saudi Arabia, while documenting no turnover or
employees in the country
At least 32 out of 39 banks have substantial operations in
low-tax EU member states, such as Ireland, Luxembourg
and Malta
At least 10 out of 39 banks declare profits that reveal
major discrepancies between their headquarters and the

Based on the banks’ country-by-country reporting (CBCR)

rest of their operations; the profits of Spanish banks

between 2015 and 2019, as required by the EU’s Capital

abroad are 18 times higher than in their home country

Requirements Directive (CRD) IV, TI’s analysis underlines that
the largest European banks declared €4.5 billion of their

Austria, Germany, France, Italy and Spain have the lowest

profits in zero-tax jurisdictions. In addition, 11 percent of their

profitability of banks’ operations in the EU

global operations were tax free between 2015 and 2019.
Transparency International press release
The report reveals that banking operations in traditional tax
havens are decreasing, while banks seem to be targeting

Transparency International report

standard tax jurisdictions that offer highly favourable tax
deals, such as Hong Kong, Ireland or Luxembourg. In view of
the findings, incorporated into an up-to-date Corporate Tax
Tracker online platform, TI urges EU member states to ensure
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FATF publishes follow-up report on China
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

grading system. However, there are still

which deals with new technologies,

published on 1 October its first

some “minor deficiencies” such as the

however the current framework does

enhanced follow-up report on China’s

lack of specific industry rules for

not require payment institutions to

progress in implementing FATF’s

internet finance institutions and market

assess the risks posed by new

anti-money laundering/countering the

entry requirements yielding limited

technologies in product development

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

mandatory periods for criminal record

and there are no specific demands to

Recommendations, re-rating China on

searching. FATF notes China’s progress

manage and mitigate those risks. The

several Recommendations.

in issuing guidance to assist online

follow-up report confirms that China is

lending institutions, real estate agents,

“compliant” on 7 of the FATF’s 40

According to the report, China has

dealers in precious metals and

Recommendations, “largely compliant”

made significant progress by issuing

accountants in applying AML/CFT

on 18, “partially compliant” on 9 and

administrative measures making the

requirements, however guidance for

“not compliant” on the remaining six

online lending sector subject to

lawyers and notaries is still not

Recommendations.

AML/CFT requirements, placing it under

available.

the supervision of the People’s Bank of

FATF press release

China (PBC) and requiring firms to

China has been upgraded from

conduct regular risk assessments that

“partially compliant” to “largely

will feed into the risk classification and

compliant” on Recommendation 15

FATF report

Egmont Group releases public bulletin on money
laundering of serious tax crimes
The Egmont Group’s Information

Key findings

Exchange Working Group (IEWG)

national strategies to enhance the
fight against ML of serious tax

published a public bulletin on ‘Money

Low level/no taxation policies can

crimes; (3) ensuring international

Laundering of Serious Tax Crimes:

attract criminals, creating

cooperation between FIUs, as an

Enhancing Financial Intelligence Units’

vulnerability in other jurisdictions,

essential tool to fight ML

Detection Capacities and Fostering

as a lack of beneficial ownership

Information Exchange’ on 7 October,

transparency hinders transnational

Case examples include: (1)

which summarises the key findings of

investigations

spontaneous information between

the report which is available to

FIUs to identify funds derived from

competent authorities and observers

There is room for improvement with

tax fraud; (2) spontaneous

of the Egmont Group.

regards to the access to and the

dissemination concerning ML of

use of data by competent

proceeds derived from tax evasion

The bulletin provides best practices

authorities, the secrecy of data and

using trust accounts; and (3)

aimed at assisting authorities and

the low level in suspicious

cooperation between foreign FIUs

practitioners with establishing national

activity/transaction reporting

and the private sector to detect tax

strategies and facilitating cooperation

evasion schemes

with financial intelligence units (FIUs),

Best practices include: (1)

as well as helping reporting entities to

facilitating effective cooperation

better detect money laundering (ML)

between FIUs and tax authorities at

relating to serious tax crimes.

national level; (2) establishing
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GRECO publishes report on France
The Council of Europe’s Group of

to strengthen the Ethical Standards

the National Assembly’s decision to

States against Corruption (GRECO)

Commissioner’s team. However, it

publish a list of donations and travel

published on 1 October its fourth

noted that the Commissioner has

expenses online.

evaluation round interim compliance

limited powers and that oversight of

report on France, noting the country’s

National Assembly members appears

According to the report, three

persistent failure to fully implement

to be less robust as it relies on its own

recommendations remain partially

several recommendations on judicial

staff rather than an independent or

implemented, while three have not been

independence. At the same time, the

outside body. Additionally, GRECO

implemented. However, following

monitoring body noted some progress

lauded changes to the parliamentary

France’s progress on MP obligations,

on preventing corruption by members

chambers’ rules of procedure on ad hoc

GRECO notes that the current level of

of parliament and encouraged France

conflicts of interest reporting.

compliance with the recommendations

to continue its efforts to supervise

is no longer “globally unsatisfactory”.

parliamentary members’ operational

The report also found that the National

expenses and in making asset

Assembly’s regulations still fail to

GRECO expects France to report back

declarations public.

provide for a ban in principle on certain

on progress made on implementing its

gifts, donations, and other benefits,

recommendations by September 2021.

GRECO welcomed the French Senate’s

while senators should refuse gifts and

revised oversight arrangements of its

benefits valued at over €150 from all

members’ operational expenses

interest group representatives, not just

involving the use of independent,

from those included on the national

external bodies, as well as the decision

register. Additionally, GRECO welcomed

Council of Europe press r...
GRECO report

Moneyval publishes report on Slovakia
The Council of Europe’s Committee of

reached during the assessed period and

transactions or activities that would

Experts on the Evaluation of

the final confiscation of seized assets

give rise to STRs

Anti-Money Laundering Measures and

remains low.

the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)
published its fifth-round mutual

The scope of investigations by the

Other findings include

evaluation report (MER) on Slovakia on

FIU and the National Bank of
Slovakia are not fully risk-based,

29 October, which assesses the

The FIU’s feedback to reporting

and AML/CFT supervision does not

effectiveness of its AML/CFT system

entities has improved, but its

seem to be adequately resourced

and its level of compliance with the

prioritisation of suspicious

FATF Recommendations.

transactions reports (STRs)

In relation to targeted financial

remains inefficient

sanctions (TFS), there are no clear

Moneyval notes that Slovakia has a

regulatory instructions on the

moderate understanding of national

Slovak banks demonstrated a good

designation process and no assets

money laundering and terrorism

understanding of ML/TF risks, but

have been frozen pursuant to UN

financing (ML/TF) risks and law

some non-bank financial

Security Council resolutions

enforcement agencies’ use of financial

institutions and designated

intelligence is minimal. Slovakia has

non-financial businesses and

weak results both in terms of ML

professions were unable to

investigations and the identification of

elaborate on typologies,

illicit proceeds. No TF convictions were
45
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The Sentry highlights the scale of transnational
organised crime in the Central African Republic
control vote. In addition, individuals linked to the Wagner
Group allegedly facilitated the deployment of 80 Sudanese
mercenaries in the country, commanded by Ali Muhammad
Ali Abd-Al-Rahman, accused by the International Criminal
Court of forming the Janjaweed militia that participated in
the Darfur genocide in Sudan in 2002 and 2003.

Recommendations include
The UN Security Council, the EU and member states
should: (1) cease support for the implementation of the
An alliance between the regime of Central African Republic
(CAR) President Faustin-Archange Touadéra and Russian
state-linked security enterprise Wagner Group, led by
sanctioned Russian businessman Yevgeniy Viktorovich
Prigozhin, is, along with the proliferation of money
laundering and trafficking in gold and other resources,
weapons, diplomatic passports, and drugs, at the core of
CAR’s transformation into a “breeding ground for
transnational organised crime”, according to a 19 October
report by The Sentry.
According to the report called ‘State of Prey: Proxies,
Predators, and Profiteers in the Central African Republic’, the
emergence of transnational organised crime and terrorism
financing in the country is fuelled by a number of factors,
including high-level corruption, political exploitation of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and a violent proxy war between
pro-French and pro-Russian actors determined to plunder
CAR’s lucrative natural resources, such as oil, uranium,
precious timber, diamonds, and gold. The control exerted by
local politicians, external governments, and commercial
interests over CAR’s natural resources propels territorial

Khartoum accord; (2) ensure elections are effectively
transparent and democratic, by conducting a thorough
audit of the entire electoral process, through an
independent body; (3) investigate and sanction networks
that systematically destabilise crisis responses and are
connected to transnational organised crime, focusing on
government officials and international facilitators; (4)
effectively implement the EU conflict minerals legislation,
coming into force in January 2021, to end the trafficking
of gold from CAR conflict zones to the EU; and (5) enforce
the arms embargo
Banks and financial institutions operating in CAR or with
affiliates in the country should conduct enhanced due
diligence and controls of transactions involving
transnational organised crime networks, with an
emphasis on those related to natural resources sectors,
and report suspicious findings to FIUs
The government of CAR should: (1) halt any instance of
armed group leaders holding political posts and hold
them accountable for their crimes; (2) establish and

conflict, as well as arms and natural resource trafficking.

implement an anti-corruption policy and encourage

The Sentry alleges that French and Russian networks use

holding transparent and democratic presidential and

proxy groups to implement their political and economic
agendas in the country, enabling war profiteers to exploit
crisis response initiatives, such as the health crisis, the
political agreement with armed groups, and the country’s
elections. The government and the Wagner Group purportedly
exploited the Khartoum agreement to secure the re-election
of Touadéra, cementing the support of 14 armed groups that
play a determining role in how people in territories they

46

transparency in public management; and (3) commit to
legislative elections
The Sentry press release
The Sentry full report
The Sentry report summary
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

OFAC issues advisory on sanctions risks related
to the art industry
According to the advisory, while the art

shell companies and intermediaries to

industry is largely unregulated and not

remit and receive payment for the

subject to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)

purchase, sale or holding of such

thus is not required to maintain

artworks.

anti-money laundering and
counter-terrorism financing (AML/CFT)

OFAC advises “art galleries, museums,

controls, OFAC sanctions still apply to

private art collectors, auction

the industry and US persons are

companies, agents, brokers, and other

prohibited from carrying out business

participants in the art market” to

with sanctioned individuals or entities.

maintain adequate risk-based
compliance programmes to mitigate

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) published on 30 October an
advisory highlighting potential
sanctions risks posed by high-value
artwork dealings involving sanctioned
individuals, including those listed on
OFAC’s specially designated nationals
and blocked persons list (SDN list).

The advisory describes characteristics

the exposure to sanctions-related

of the high-value artwork market that

violations. The advisory states that

pose sanctions risk, including: (1) a lack

particular caution should be taken when

of transparency and a high degree of

dealing with artwork with a market

anonymity and confidentiality,

value of over $100,000.

particularly concerning the sale and
purchase of high-value art pieces,

OFAC press release

which allows blocked persons to
conceal their true identities and

OFAC advisory

unlawful conduct; and (2) the use of

EU launches online arms exports database
The European External Action Service

2019. According to the EEAS, the new

competence” but “the assessment

(EEAS) announced on 26 October the

database improves transparency by

criteria on which national authorities

launch of an online database granting

offering “various graphic

base their decisions are European” and

public access to data on the arms

representations to all those interested

determined by Common Position

exports of all EU member states.

in the value, military equipment and

2008/944 CFSP.

destination of European arms”.
The EEAS arms database, which will be

EEAS press release

updated annually, currently provides

The EEAS reinforces the national and

information on the type of weaponry,

bloc-wide standards for arms exporting,

sale price, and end destination of

noting that deciding to issue export

European arms exports from 2013 to

licences is “a clear national
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EU adds two and removes two from list of noncooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes
The Council of the European Union

The Cayman Islands has been removed

extensions to several jurisdictions in

adopted on 6 October revisions to its

from the “grey list” following September

Annex II that do not yet comply with all

list of non-cooperative jurisdictions for

reforms to its framework on Collective

international tax standards but have

tax purposes, adding two and removing

Investment Funds. Additionally, Oman

committed to the necessary reforms.

two from the list, which now includes

has been removed after ratifying the

Mongolia and Bosnia and Herzegovina

12 jurisdictions.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation

have also been removed from Annex II

and Development’s (OECD) Convention

after they deposited the MAC’s

Anguilla and Barbados have been

on Mutual Administrative Assistance in

instruments of ratification.

added to the list following peer review

Tax Matters (MAC), enacting legislation

reports published by the Global Forum

to enable the automatic exchange of

on Transparency and Exchange of

information and taking “all the

Information for Tax Purposes, which

necessary steps to activate its

downgraded both countries from

exchange-of-information relationships”

“partially compliant” to “non-compliant”

with all EU member states.

EU Council press release
EU Council notice (Offici...
EU list of non-cooperativ...

with the international standard on
transparency and exchange of

Due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic,

information on request (EOIR).

the Council has granted deadline

UK Financial Conduct Authority bans sale of
crypto derivatives to retail consumers
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

UK, including brokers, investment

cryptoassets. In addition, PS 20/10

(FCA) announced on 6 October that the

platforms, financial advisers, operators

notes that the enforcement of the EU’s

sale of cryptocurrency-related

of trading venues and platforms.

Fifth Anti-Money Laundering Directive

derivatives and exchange traded notes

(5MLD) will not mitigate the risk of

(ETNs) to retail consumers will be

The ban also applies to both the UK

financial crime from abusive trading or

banned from 6 January 2021 “due to

branches of third-country investment

cybertheft of unregulated tokens.

the harm they pose” and the

firms who are marketing, distributing or

Despite the 66 percent reduction in

prevalence of market abuse and

selling crypto derivatives in the UK, and

reported hacks from 2018 to 2019, the

financial crime in the secondary

European Economic Area (EEA)

FCA references several reports showing

market, including cybertheft from

investment firms which currently

that losses due to fraud and

cryptoasset platforms.

passport into the UK and which will

misappropriation in the sector

continue operating after 6 January

increased by 533 percent over the same

According to the FCA Policy Statement

2021 under the temporary permissions

period.

(PS) 20/10, the ban, which was

regime or the financial services

originally proposed on 3 July 2019, will

contracts regime.

FCA press release

retail consumers. The rules apply to

In support of its decision, the FCA cites

FCA PS20/10

firms issuing, creating, marketing,

the extreme price volatility of these

distributing or selling derivatives

products, valuation difficulties and

referencing cryptoassets in, or from, the

consumers’ poor understanding of

help prevent £53.3 million in losses to
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FinCEN and OFAC issue ransomware advisories
CVCs, smurfing transactions across

digital forensics and incident response

multiple accounts, and transfers of

(DFIR) companies. To mitigate

currency to foreign exchangers and

exposure to violations of cyber-related

peer-to-peer exchanges in jurisdictions

sanctions programmes in relation to

with weak AML/CFT controls.

payments that might involve a blocked
person or an embargoed jurisdiction,

FinCEN provides details on the role of

OFAC highlights the importance of

financial intermediaries in ransomware

having an effective risk-based

payments and the key ransomware

compliance programme in place.

typologies and issues a reminder about

The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) and Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
issued on 1 October two advisories
alerting companies about the use of
the financial system to facilitate
ransomware payments and the
potential sanctions risks associated
with the facilitation of these payments
on behalf of victims targeted by
malicious cyber-enabled activities.
In its advisory, FinCEN outlines the
typical movements of convertible
virtual currency (CVC) in ransomware
attacks, which perpetrators then
launder through cryptocurrency mixers
or tumblers to convert funds into other

US financial institutions’ obligations

In addition, OFAC advises all companies

regarding suspicious activity reporting

involved in facilitating ransomware

under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and

payments on behalf of victims to timely

the US Patriot Act’s information sharing

report ransomware attacks to law

authority. FinCEN’s advisory also

enforcement, which will be considered

includes a list of the main financial red

a mitigating factor in any potential

flag indicators of ransomware-related

enforcement action. In view of the

illicit activity, covering transactions to

existing risks, licence applications

high-risk jurisdictions, the pattern or

involving ransomware payments will be

frequency of CVC transactions, or

reviewed by OFAC on a case-by-case

payment requests from a sector likely

basis with a presumption of denial.

to be targeted by ransomware.
US Treasury press release
OFAC’s advisory highlights the
sanctions risks associated with the

OFAC notice

facilitation of ransomware payments by
financial institutions, money services

FinCEN advisory

businesses (MSB), depositary
institutions, cyber insurance firms and

UK HMRC reveals 13 ongoing corporate
investigations for failure to prevent tax evasion
In response to a Freedom of

Three new CCO investigations have

sectors, such as financial services, oil,

Information Act request, the UK’s HM

been launched since 31 July, in relation

construction, labour provision and

Revenue and Customs (HMRC)

to which no decisions have been made.

software development. HMRC

announced on 21 October that it has 13

An additional 18 potential cases are

confirmed that 33 potential cases have

live investigations into the corporate

currently under review, bringing the total

been reviewed and rejected to date.

criminal offence (CCO) of failing to

number of potential CCO cases to 31.

prevent the facilitation of tax evasion.

The cases target small and large
companies in 10 different business
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FATF's October plenary adopts amendments on
proliferation financing risk
Crime Digest editorial staff, FATF

pause in the review process, despite

President Marcus Pleyer said during the

recent updates in Iran and the

FATF’s press conference that new

Democratic People’s Republic of

guidance on counter proliferation

Korea

financing (CPF) will be discussed at the

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
announced on 23 October the
outcomes of its first plenary meeting
under the two-year German presidency,
which included the issuance of
enhanced measures to prevent the
financing of weapons of mass
destruction proliferation, an update on
Covid-19 related money laundering and
terrorism financing risks and options to
strengthen FATF’s global network.
The plenary, held on 21-23 October,
adopted changes to FATF
Recommendations 1 and 2, and their
interpretive notes, which now require
countries and private sector entities to
identify and assess the risks of
potential breaches,
non-implementation, or evasion of the
UN’s targeted financial sanctions
related to proliferation financing, and
take appropriate mitigating measures.
Revised Recommendation 2 asks for
enhanced domestic cooperation,
coordination and information exchange

next plenary meeting in February 2021,

FATF concludes that its June

while the methodology for assessing

findings on Covid-19 related crime

the new obligations will be developed

remain relevant in view of the

before the end of the mutual evaluation

increasing levels of investment and

cycle in 2024. This timeline will allow

benefit fraud, cybercrime and

FATF countries to include CPF in their

counterfeit medical goods

national risk assessments.
FATF continues to assess the
In a statement issued on 23 October,

impact of the pandemic on the

the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

operation of AML/CFT systems and

Assets Control (OFAC) announced that

calls on all jurisdictions to actively

the global watchdog also adopted an

identify and address ongoing

updated report on trade-based money

Covid-19 related crime

laundering (TBML), which will be
published soon. According to OFAC, the

FATF’s presidency will continue to

new FATF report will assist public and

improve the digital transformation

private sector entities to address TBML

of AML/CFT systems to assist the

by using a risk-based approach.

private sector in the context of the
pandemic

Other plenary announcements
The joint experts’ meeting will be
Iceland and Mongolia are no longer

held on 23-25 November and will

subject to enhanced monitoring, in

discuss environmental crime, illicit

view of their significant progress in

arms trafficking and the financing of

countering strategic anti-money

ethnically motivated terrorism

laundering/countering the financing
of terrorism (AML/CFT) deficiencies

FATF will work to further enhance
cooperation with the FATF-Style

Pakistan has successfully complied

Regional Bodies to improve the

with 21 out of 27 points of action

implementation of FATF standards

and will remain on the 'grey list' until

across the whole global network

February 2021, with the country
FATF plenary outcomes

among national authorities.

expected to complete its full action

The FATF delegates discussed the

arranged

FATF public statement on ...

The February list of high-risk

FATF recommendations (upd...

ongoing work to develop new FATF
guidance on proliferation financing risk
assessment and mitigation. In
response to a question from Financial
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UK Finance supports statutory APP scam code
UK Finance stated on 22 October that a

Review, in which the consumer body

government should make legislative

statutory code to combat authorised

urged the government to introduce an

changes post-Brexit to provide the

push payment (APP) scams should be

obligation for all banks to follow a

Payment Systems Regulator with the

developed by the government in the

statutory code offering stronger

power to direct the Faster Payments

form of new legislation to deliver

protection for victims.

Scheme to introduce a new guarantee

certainty for firms and customers

for APP fraud victims.

because the “voluntary code is not

According to UK Finance, a statutory

delivering consistent outcomes”. The

code should be developed alongside a

statement follows a response by

sustainable funding solution for cases

Which? to HM Treasury’s call for

in which neither the customer nor the

evidence on its Payments Landscape

bank is at fault. Which? argues that the

UK Finance press release
Which? article

EU starts infringement proceedings against
Cyprus and Malta for “selling” EU citizenship
between the candidate and the relevant

especially when there is insufficient

member state undermines the essence

verification and lack of transparency, in

of EU citizenship and is not compatible

order to minimise the often linked

with the principle of sincere

threat of money laundering, the

cooperation enshrined in EU treaties.

undermining of mutual trust and the

Cyprus and Malta must purportedly

integrity of the Schengen area, in

reply to the letters of formal notice

addition to other political, economic

within two months and if their answers

and security risks to the EU and its

are not satisfactory, the EC may

Member States”.

proceed to the next phase of the

The European Commission (EC)
announced on 20 October that it is
starting infringement procedures
against Cyprus and Malta over their
citizenship by investment schemes
(CBI) otherwise known as “golden
passports”. The EC is issuing letters of
formal notice to the Cypriot and
Maltese governments and another
letter to Bulgaria about its concerns
regarding the country’s CBI.
The EC is of the opinion that granting of
EU citizenship in exchange for
pre-determined payments or
investments without any genuine link

51

infringement procedure with the

During a EP plenary debate held on 22

issuance of a reasoned opinion.

October, MPs welcomed the opening of
the infringement procedures and

The EC wrote to the member states in

underlined that granting EU citizenship

April setting out its concerns and

to third-country nationals without

asking for further information about the

proper checks has negative

schemes. The Bulgarian government

consequences for all member states

has one month to reply to the latest

and might give rise to crimes such as

letter, which requests further

tax evasion and corruption.

information, following which the EC will
decide on the next steps.

EC press release

In its latest related resolution adopted

EC report on investor cit...

on 10 July, the European Parliament
(EP) called on member states to phase
out all CBI and residence by investment
(RBI) schemes “as soon as possible,

EESC opinion on investor ...
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Cyprus suspends controversial golden passport
scheme and two officials resign
official in Cyprus after President Nicos Anastasiades, and
Member of Parliament Christakis Giovanis.
At the time the investigation was made public, Cyprus
defended the programme, providing assurance that the
tightening of laws and checking applicants’ background were
sufficient to prevent criminals from obtaining a passport.
However, using an undercover operative who claimed to
represent a Chinese investor sentenced to seven years in
prison for money laundering, Al Jazeera gained access to a
registered service provider for the CIP, lawyer Andreas
Cyprus’ ministers of finance and the interior submitted a
proposal to suspend the Cyprus Investment Programme
(CIP) which grants Cypriot citizenship and EU passports to
those who invest a minimum of €2 million in the country,
according a statement by the government’s press office on
13 October. The decision, which will take effect from 1
November, follows media reports detailing allegations that
criminals have been allowed to buy EU passports using the
country’s citizenship scheme, with high-ranking Cypriot
officials and professionals participating in the scheme.
‘The Cyprus Papers’ – a leak of 1,400 documents released in
August by Al Jazeera’s Investigative Unit – purportedly reveal
how the programme was used by convicted criminals to
obtain Cypriot citizenship and access the EU’s internal
markets and visa-free travel, particularly through the aiding
and abetting of some of the country’s highest political ranks.
These include the Speaker of the House of Representatives

Pittadjis, who described how another individual, who was in
custody for corruption and money laundering, had his
passport application approved. In addition, the undercover
operative captured video footage that appears to show
Pittadjis, Syllouris and Giovanis, stating that “they would do
everything in their power” to obtain the passport.
Al Jazeera published Giovanis’ resignation from his position
as an MP shortly after the decision to suspend the
programme was announced. Then on 15 October President
of the Cypriot Parliament, Syllouris announced that he would
be stepping down from his positions.
Cyprus government press release
Al Jazeera report
The Cyprus Papers report

Demetris Syllouris, who is the second highest-ranking state

UK SFO and CMA sign MoU
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and the Competition

from the other institution. When the SFO receives evidence of

and Markets Authority (CMA) signed a memorandum of

an alleged fraud or other criminal activity which could involve

understanding (MoU) on 21 October to cooperate in the

criminal cartel activity, an authorised person will

investigation of individuals involved in cartel offences where

communicate with the CMA as soon as possible before any

serious or complex fraud is suspected.

action is taken.

According to the MoU, either of the parties can lead on
criminal cartel investigations and may request assistance
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UK’s SFO publishes guidance on its approach to
deferred prosecution agreements
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO) published new guidance

The new guidance provides a comprehensive restatement of

on its approach to deferred prosecution agreements (DPA)

the position already set out in legislation and guidance

on 23 October, in the form of an update to its internal

relating to DPAs. The guidance stipulates that companies

operational handbook. The new guidance provides insight

must pass an evidential and public interest test applied by

into what the SFO will take into account when considering

the case prosecutor to determine a reasonable prospect of

whether a case is suitable for a DPA, and how the SFO will

conviction and that a DPA benefits the public interest more

approach the DPA process.

than continued prosecution, the latter of which includes
considerations such as a pattern of similar conduct,

DPAs, court approved agreements between investigated

compliance programmes, misleading behaviour or failure to

companies and the SFO or Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)

verify illicit conduct, and the degree of harm.

prosecutors, have been utilised since 2014 in the UK, with the
SFO reportedly being the only wing of British law

Cooperation with investigators, relative isolation of the illicit

enforcement to negotiate DPAs, entering into nine since the

conduct, distant past offence, or new management teams are

Crime and Court Act of 2013.

also factors playing into the public interest test that CPS or
SFO prosecutors apply to potential DPA cases. The chapter

SFO Director Lisa Osofsky refers to DPAs as a “valuable tool

underlines that cooperation with UK investigators is the

in the fight against serious fraud, bribery and corruption,

primary consideration that leads to a DPA determination,

capable of not only punishing corporates for criminality but

particularly with regards to reporting the offence early, taking

also making sure the company rehabilitates and becomes a

remedial action, and providing evidence in a timely manner.

better corporate citizen”.
SFO press release
In all DPAs, companies acknowledged wrongdoing, paid a
fine, and agreed to future compliance agreements.

DPA guidance

US National Security Agency releases advisory
on Chinese malicious cyber activity
The US National Security Agency (NSA) released on 20

In addition, obsolete and unused network protocols should be

October a cybersecurity advisory on Chinese

blocked and disabled in device configurations, internet-facing

state-sponsored malicious cyber activity, outlining the 25

services should be isolated in a network Demilitarized Zone

most common vulnerabilities and exposures known to be

(DMZ) to reduce the internal network’s exposure, and robust

recently leveraged by Chinese cyberactors.

logging of internet-facing services should be enabled.

In order to mitigate these vulnerabilities, the NSA

NSA press release

recommends keeping systems and products updated,
regularly changing passwords and account reviews, disabling
external management capabilities and setting up an
out-of-band management network.
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UNTOC adopts six resolutions on combatting
transnational organised crime during Covid-19
implementation of the Convention over

of illicit proceeds to ensure that they

the past 20 years and the additional

are not used to fund other crimes.

assistance that member states need in

The UN Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) Executive Director Ghada
Waly announced on 19 October that the
UN Convention against Transnational
Organised Crime (UNTOC) Conference
of Parties adopted six resolutions on
trafficking in firearms, persons and
cultural property, environmental crime
and falsified medical items in the
context of Covid-19.
The UNTOC Conference of Parties, held
between 12 and 16 October, launched
the first phase of the UNTOC review
mechanism, which will assess the

tackling transnational organised crime.

The UNODC Executive Director added

In her opening speech, Waly urged all

that the work by the UNODC’s Global

states to improve international

Programme against Money Laundering

cooperation through the UNTOC to

has led to over one billion US dollars in

prevent human trafficking and migrant

criminal assets being frozen, seized

smuggling and combat organised

and confiscated in Southern Africa in

crime, which has accelerated during the

2016-2019. The UNODC has continued

ongoing health crisis.

to develop specialised legislative
guides on additional crimes, such as

To limit the spread of fake medical

wildlife crime and waste trafficking.

items and tackle Covid-19 related
cybercrime, UNODC will continue

The UNTOC is the only global legally

providing specialised assistance, legal

binding instrument against

advice and training to practitioners as

transnational organised crime and

well as data research to expand the

currently has 190 signatories.

evidence base on transnational crime.
The UNTOC resolution on preventing

UNODC press release

and combatting the trafficking of
falsified medical products urges

UNODC Executive Director ...

member states to criminalise Covid-19
related offences such as corruption and

UN Secretary-General open...

money laundering and strengthen
multilateral cooperation on the seizure

EU customs authorities identify €17 million in
suspected transnational criminal funds
The European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF)

According to OLAF, Operation Daphne

OLAF provided both financial support

announced on 23 October that EU

took place last year and involved the

and the use of its Virtual Operations

customs authorities have uncovered

detection of 508 cases of undeclared

Coordination Unit (V-OCU), while

€17 million worth of currency flows

and opaque cash flows, of which 423

Europol performed crosschecks on its

potentially linked to money laundering,

involved air traffic, while 41 cases

databases. The European

terrorist financing and transnational

involved sea transport.

Commission’s Directorate-General for

criminal networks during a major

Taxation and Customs Union also

operation led by the Italian Customs

Most of the detected cases allegedly

and Monopolies Agency and OLAF, with

involved passengers travelling to or

support from Europol.

from outside the European Union.
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Iran announces lifting of UN arms embargo
despite US sanctions snapback
Similarly, missile-related restrictions will be lifted in 2023
under the same procedure, according to Zarif. Iran’s Foreign
Minister called on all UN member states to end their
“destructive approach” in relation to UNSC resolution 2231
(2015) on the JCPOA and announced Iran’s intention to take
countermeasures to secure its national interests.
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced on 18
October that the US is prepared to sanction individuals or
entities engaging in the transfer of conventional arms to or
from Iran, including those providing training, financial support
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif announced
on 18 October that the automatic expiration of the UN arms
embargo on Iran, agreed in the context of the 2015 Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), has taken effect “in
defiance of malign US efforts”, with no additional
confirmation required from the UN Security Council (UNSC).
According to the statement, all restrictions on the transfer of
arms, travel bans and the prohibitions on financial services to
and from Iran are “automatically terminated” as of 18
October, with weapons purchases and exports being

and other assistance. “Providing arms to Iran will only
aggravate tensions in the region, put more dangerous
weapons into the hands of terrorist groups and proxies, and
risk increasing threats to the security of Israel and other
peaceful nations”, Pompeo added.
Iranian Foreign Ministry press release
Iranian Foreign Ministry arms embargo factshe...
US Secretary of State statement on Iran

relaunched based solely on the country’s “defensive needs”.

EU Fund and Asset Management Association
launches cyber resilience working group
The European Fund and Asset Management Association

resources, working from home, and secure configuration

(EFAMA) published on 28 October updates to the Investment

should be taken into consideration by firms in order to

Funds Association’s (IFA) Cybersecurity Program Basics,

minimise the likelihood of cyber incidents during and after

which includes cyber prevention standards for investment

the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.

management companies. The IFA’s initiative was welcomed
by EFAMA, which has also launched a dedicated working

The original principles, which were launched in August,

group on cyber resilience to engage in policy discussions

recommended establishing a cybersecurity framework,

including on a Digital Finance Strategy for the EU.

conducting security awareness training, putting an incident
response plan into place, establishing and monitoring normal

According to IFA, six additional core principals focusing on

network activity, and participating in information sharing.

business continuity planning, information technology
controls, inventory and control of software and hardware, the
principle of least privilege in accessing information and
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FSB cyber incident response and recovery toolkit
The Financial Stability Board (FSB)

According to a separate 19 October

well as effective communication across

published a toolkit for financial

publication, the FSB received 58

third parties and the supply chain.

institutions on 19 October detailing

responses to its April call for public

effective practices for cyber incident

comments prior to assembling the

As a direct result of the consultation,

response and recovery, as well as the

effective practices report and held four

the FSB edited the draft practices report

findings of its consultation on cyber

virtual meetings on the topic that

by clarifying the proportionate and

incident response and recovery

reached 300 stakeholders in the private

risk-based nature of the kit and better

launched in April.

sector. Given the public consultation

aligned the toolkit with international

and subsequent publication’s timing in

standards and actual industry practice.

The FSB toolkit provides nearly 50

the context of the Covid-19 pandemic,

recommendations in the areas of

an ongoing challenge identified in the

governance, planning and preparation,

report is the increased difficulty posed

analysis, mitigation, restoration and

by remote working environments such

recovery, coordination and

as “the restricted ability to collect

communication, and improvement.

system hardware in order to conduct

FSB press release
FSB toolkit
FSB report on public cons...

forensic analysis of a cyber incident” as

UK details Russian GRU cyberattacks against
the Olympic Games, US announces charges
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab

National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)

Those charged by the DOJ are: Sergey

announced on 19 October that Russian

has determined that the GRU’s aim was

Vladimirovich Detistov, Pavel

military intelligence unit, the GRU,

to sabotage the 2018 Games by wiping

Valeryevich Frolov, Anatoliy Sergeyevich

engaged in cyberattacks and

data essential to running computers

Kovalev, Artem Valeryevich Ochichenko,

reconnaissance targeting 2020

and networks, attempts which were

and Petr Nikolayevich Pliskin. The GRU

Olympic and Paralympic Games

foiled by network administrators.

officers are each charged with seven

officials, and confirming for the first

counts of conspiracy to conduct

time the extent of the GRU’s illicit

The UK also makes reference to the US

computer fraud and abuse, conspiracy

activities targeting the 2018 Olympics

Department of Justice (DOJ) charges,

to commit wire fraud, wire fraud,

in South Korea.

which were announced on the same

damaging protected computers, and

day, against GRU officers belonging to

aggravated identity theft.

According to the UK government’s

the GRU-run Unit 74455, also known as

press release, GRU hackers

Sandworm and Voodoo Bear. The

masqueraded as Chinese and

charges pertain to the hacking of the

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

2018 Olympics, a 2018 spear phishing

(DPRK) hackers while sending

attack targeting the UK Defence

data-deleting malware to the 2018

Science and Technology Laboratory,

Olympics’ information technology

hacking of the 2017 French elections,

infrastructure through virtual private

and destabilising attacks on Ukraine,

network (VPN) shields. The UK’s

Georgia, and the Netherlands.
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CISA and FBI issue advisories on Russian and
Iranian state-sponsored cyber threats
The US Cybersecurity and

Alert AA20-296A updates a previous

injection attacks, spear phishing

Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)

joint alert on Russian state-sponsored

campaigns, website defacement, and

and the Federal Bureau of Investigation

APT actors known variously as Berserk

disinformation campaigns, with the aim

(FBI) released on 22 October two joint

Bear, Energetic Bear, TeamSpy,

of influencing and interfering with the

cybersecurity alerts detailing

Dragonfly, Havex, Crouching Yeti, and

US elections.

widespread advanced persistent threat

Koala in open-source reporting.

(APT) activity allegedly perpetrated by

According to the alert, the APT actors

The alerts provide a number of

Russian and Iranian state-sponsored

have conducted a campaign against a

suggested mitigating actions including

actors targeting the US government

wide variety of US targets, including

self-protection strategies against

and the US elections.

several SLTT government and aviation

cyberattacks perpetrated by APT actors,

networks, successfully compromising

namely: (1) applying multi-factor

According to CISA and the FBI,

vital infrastructure. The actors have

authentication; (2) identifying and

common tactics, techniques and

also exfiltrated data from “at least two

reporting suspicious unsolicited emails

procedures adopted by APT actors

victim servers”, including documents

or social media contacts; (3)

include leveraging legacy network

related to sensitive network

implementing input validation to protect

access and virtual private network

configurations and passwords,

against security flaws of web

(VPN) vulnerabilities. After gaining

standard operating procedures (SOP),

applications; and (4) regularly updating

initial access, unauthenticated

such as enrolling in multi-factor

VPNs and network infrastructure

attackers exploit the “elevation of

authentication (MFA), vendors and

devices.

privilege” on secured channel

purchasing information.

connections to compromise active

CISA press release

directory identity services. The

The second alert, AA20-296B, details

perpetrators are believed to target state,

Iranian APT actors exploiting critical

local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT)

vulnerabilities to conduct distributed

government networks, but not

denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks,

exclusively.

structured query language (SQL)

Updated alert AA20-296A
Alert AA20-283A on Russia...

Israel votes against inquiry into submarine affair
Israel’s parliament rejected a motion on

The initial parliament vote on the

followed. The second vote, which took

21 October to launch an inquiry into a

inquiry, which was confidential, was

place a few hours afterwards on a roll

long-running corruption scandal

approved with 25 opposition members

call basis, was boycotted by the

concerning the country’s purchase of

voting in favour and 23 coalition

opposition and concluded with 44

military submarines from German

members voting against. However, in a

coalition members voting against the

engineering company ThyssenKrupp.

controversial decision which was widely

motion and zero voting in favour.

The inquiry would reportedly have

criticised in the parliament, parliament

focused on alleged conflicts of interest

speaker Yariv Levin, who is considered

among the officials who negotiated the

a close associate of Netanyahu,

contract, most notably Prime Minister

annulled the votes. Levin justified the

Benjamin Netanyahu.

decision by stating that his request for
non-confidential voting was not
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Global Coalition to Fight Financial Crime issues
guidance on anti-corruption best practices
The Global Coalition to Fight Financial Crime’s MENA

procedures, employee training and awareness, risk

Financial Crime Compliance Group published on 15 October

assessment procedures, internal controls and monitoring. In

guidance on the key elements to implementing an effective

addition, the guidance provides clarification in terms of the

anti-bribery and anti-corruption programme, based on

proportionality of the organisation’s gifts and hospitality

practices fostered by Transparency International and the

policies, as well as its supervision of charitable and political

OECD.

contributions and sponsorship.

The paper covers best practices for the implementation of an

GCFFC press release

effective anti-bribery and anti-corruption policy, which
includes the approach of senior management, policies and

MENA FCCG guide

UK government response to terrorism report
UK Secretary of State Priti Patel issued a response on 22

overseas” and that “the risk of prosecution for a terrorism

October to Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation

offence as a result of involvement in legitimate humanitarian

(IRTL) Jonathan Hall’s report on terrorism activity in the UK

efforts is however low”. Nevertheless, Patel wrote that she

in 2018 and the operation of the 2000 and 2006 UK

accepted Hall’s recommendation for the Attorney General to

Terrorism Acts, accepting 15 of Hall’s 28 recommendations,

review the potential issuance of prosecutorial guidance that

rejecting nine, and partially accepting one.

could be made available to international aid groups to ensure
they operate within UK law.

Patel signalled agreement with Hall’s critique of legislation
keeping up with investigatory powers, stating that UK law

Hall’s recommendations also targeted policy regarding ports

enforcement and intelligences agencies “require a robust and

and border areas where either terrorists, possible terror group

up-to-date legislative framework which makes it vitally

assets, or equipment used to commit terrorist acts could be

important that we have counter-terrorism legislation that is

moved into the UK. Patel rejected Hall’s assertion that UK

both proportionate and effective”.

customs and immigrations officers should have their power
as examining officers removed, arguing that the operational

Patel rejected Hall’s recommendation that terrorist

issues that have arisen during the Covid-19 pandemic have

proscriptions lapse after set times unless renewed, defending

highlighted the need to maintain such authority, but did agree

the current proscription regime and stating that, currently,

with the need to review the border detention policies under

individuals or entities who find themselves impacted by

Schedules 7 and 8. Patel also agreed that, “where

proscription may apply to the Home Office for

appropriate, data recorded and managed by individual police

reconsideration, noting that three out of five such

forces should be available to frontline counter-terrorism

applications since 2015 have been treated favourably. The

border officers”.

Secretary of State also defended current UK government
counter-terror policy with regard to international aid, claiming

Home Office response

that the existing laws “does not prevent organisations,
including aid agencies, operating in high risk jurisdictions
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UK’s Export Control Joint Unit issues notice on
registering for the EU dual-use OGEL
The UK Department for International Trade’s Export Control

system. The one-off OGEL registration will allow multiple

Joint Unit (ECJU) published on 16 October a notice

shipments of controlled items to any EU member state,

reminding exporters that they need to sign up for the EU

without an expiry date.

dual-use open general export licence (OGEL) before the end
of the Brexit transition period on 31 December.

The sectors subject to strategic controls include nuclear
materials and processing equipment, machine tools,

The OGEL will be required for trading in dual-use items listed

electronics, computers, telecommunications, information

in Annex 1 of EU Regulation 428/2009 with any EU member

security including cyber and crypto, sensors and lasers,

state and the Channel Islands from 1 January 2021. Under

navigation, marine, aerospace and propulsion.

the current export licensing arrangements, the OGEL is not
required for exports of dual-use items carried out during the

ECJU notice to exporters 2020/14

transition period.
SPIRE online exporting system
The ECJU advises exporters to check whether their goods,
software and technology are controlled and sign up for the

Council Regulation (EC) 428/2009

OGEL by registering with the SPIRE online export licensing

UK government releases new guidance on the
chemical regulatory framework after Brexit
The UK government’s Department for Environment, Food &

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) between 1 January and 30

Rural Affairs released on 27 October additional guidance to

April 2021. Under HSE’s rules, grandfathering will not apply to

assist companies in complying with UK REACH, the UK’s

registrations held by entities established outside of GB,

independent chemicals regulatory framework, to move

irrespective of whether they are part of a group of companies

chemical substances to and from the EU after 1 January

which has a presence in GB.

2021 at the end of the Brexit transition period.
A different set of instructions has been released for UK
The guidance encourages Great Britain (GB) based

downstream users (who do not hold an EU REACH

companies currently registered with EU REACH to review their

registration) to ensure continued access to the GB market

supply chains, because after the transition period they will no

and maintain supply chains. According to HSE, these entities

longer be able to sell their items into the European Economic

will need to submit a Downstream User Import Notification

Area (EEA) without transferring their registration to an

(DUIN) to announce their intention to continue importing

EU/EEA based organisation. However, under the Northern

substances from the EU/EEA by 27 October 2021.

Ireland Protocol the EU REACH Regulation will continue to
apply to Northern Ireland entities after 1 January 2021.

UK government guidance on UK REACH

The new guidance clarifies that UK-based holders of existing

HSE guidance on grandfathering process

EU REACH registrations via the European Chemical Agency
(ECHA) may keep their registrations under UK REACH, under
the so-called ‘grandfathering’ process, by notifying the UK’s
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US reports on Hong Kong Autonomy Act, FAQs
published on secondary sanctions
The US State Department submitted its

Executive, Hong Kong Police

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

first report to Congress required

Commissioner Chris Tang, and Luo

Control (OFAC) has amended the

pursuant to Section 5(a) of the Hong

Huining, Director of the Chinese

Specially Designated Nationals listing

Kong Autonomy Act 2020 on 14

government’s Hong Kong liaison office,

for each of the designated individuals

October, which stipulates that foreign

were designated by the US on 7 August

named in the Section 5(a) report to

individuals, entities or organisations

pursuant to Executive Order 13936. One

include the notation: “Secondary

must be identified that “materially

listed individual – Stephen Lo, former

sanctions risk: pursuant to the Hong

contribute” to China’s failure to

commissioner of the Hong Kong Police

Kong Autonomy Act of 2020.” OFAC has

preserve Hong Kong’s autonomy.

Force – is not named in the report.

also issued four frequently asked

The report names ten Chinese nationals

The Hong Kong Autonomy Act now

851 – which provide guidance on

and Hong Kong governmental officials

requires the US Treasury Department to

secondary sanctions for foreign

“whose actions have undermined

submit a report to Congress within 60

financial institutions.

freedoms of assembly, speech, press,

days. The Section 5(b) report will

or the rule of law, or whose actions

identify foreign financial institutions

have reduced the high degree of

that “knowingly conduct significant

autonomy of Hong Kong”, according to

transactions” with those identified in

State Department spokesperson

the State Department’s report.

questions (FAQs) – 848, 849, 850 and

Morgan Ortagus. All of the individuals

US State Department repor...
OFAC bulletin
US State Department press...

named in the report, including Hong

Concurrently with the publication of the

Kong administrator Carrie Lam Chief

Section 5(a) report, the Treasury

Switzerland returns CHF 36.6 million to South
American Football Confederation
Prosecutors from the Swiss Office of

detriment of CONMEBOL. According to

because the case was picked up in

the Attorney General (OAG) announced

the Swiss OAG, the forfeited funds,

Argentina with the OAG’s mutual

on 14 October that CHF 36.6 million

which were seized between December

assistance. Regarding this case, the

(£31 million) in frozen funds has been

2019 and September 2020, were seized

OAG specifically ordered that funds of

returned to South American Football

after first proceedings against Leoz and

around CHF 1.8 million were seized,

Confederation CONMEBOL in

Deluca concluded. The charges against

which have also been returned to

connection with Swiss corruption

Leoz were dropped when he died in

CONMEBOL. The OAG also stated that

investigations into former CONMEBOL

August 2019. However, more than CHF

in September 2020, as part of criminal

president Nicolas Leoz and former

16.1 million which the OAG had seized

proceedings conducted against

secretary general Eduardo Deluca.

during these proceedings were

persons unknown, the forfeiture of

refunded to CONMEBOL.

around CHF 18.7 million was ordered,

Both Leoz and Deluca were alleged to

the proceedings of which are ongoing.

have abused their positions and

The OAG abandoned criminal

unlawfully enriched themselves to the

proceedings conducted against Deluca
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UK FCA sandbox to support Covid-19 recovery
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

announced in early November, while

products and solutions are still in

(FCA) announced on 5 October the

applications for Cohort 7 are open until

development, while Cohort 7 of the

opening of applications for its pilot

31 December. According to the

regulatory sandbox is suitable for firms

digital sandbox initiative and for

regulator, both sandbox services are

that need to test their product in a live

Cohort 7 of the regulatory sandbox,

meant to address three key areas of

environment or on real consumers

with a particular focus on supporting

interest namely detecting and

before potentially progressing to full

products and solutions to assist

preventing fraud, supporting the

authorisation.

consumers and firms affected by the

financial resilience of vulnerable

Covid-19 pandemic.

consumers, and improving access to

FCA press release

finance for SMEs.
The digital sandbox’s application period

Digital sandbox website

was open until 30 October and the

The digital sandbox pilot aims to

successful applicants are due to be

support earlier stage innovation where

UK government publishes AML risk assessment
for estate and letting agency businesses
able to conceal large sums of money in

Reluctance or inability to provide

a single transaction and beneficial

details about the source of

ownership can be masked through the

funds/wealth, a complicated

use of corporate vehicles or overseas

ownership structure or the

trusts. The UK’s National Risk

unjustified use of intermediaries

Assessments (NRA) for 2015 and 2017
assessed the abuse of property as a

Successive sale transactions,

medium risk and EABs as low risk. Both

requests for unreasonably high

EABs and LABs have a low risk for TF.

asking/letting prices or payments

LABs are currently being assessed for

made in cash or virtual currencies

the next NRA due by the end of the year.
The UK’s HMRC published on 14
October new guidance under the
Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing
and Transfer of Funds (Information on
the Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLR
2017) aimed at helping estate agency
businesses (EABs) and letting agency
businesses (LABs) recognise the
money laundering and terrorist
financing (ML/TF) risks.
According to HMRC, EABs and LABs are
usually targeted by money launderers
because they are widely available, are

61

The buying and selling of property

Key risk indicators include

by politically exposed persons
(PEPs) or foreign high net worth

The acquisition or sale of

customers

super-prime property is generally
identified by the UK’s National

Dealing with overseas clients,

Crime Agency as a feature of

especially from a high-risk third

investigations into corruption and

country identified by the EU, FATF or

money laundering

HM Treasury

Dealing in residential property and

UK government press relea...

doing business with online EABs,
particularly in higher-risk overseas
jurisdictions, or with unregistered
EABs or LABs

UK guidance
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UK government publishes money laundering risk
guidance for high value dealers
HVD businesses can be subject to

Northern Irish bank notes in other

ML/TF due to their services, products

parts of the UK

and the level of cash use in the sector.
Due to the small size of the sector,

A customer making cash deposits

HVDs were assessed as low risk for

directly into a HVD’s bank account

ML/TF in 2017, but the NRA warned

from multiple branches of the bank

that subsectors such as alcohol/cash

around the UK

and carry, cars/vehicles and
jewellery/gold are higher risk.

The person paying the cash is not
known or does not appear to be

Risk indicators include
The UK’s HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) published on 14 October new
guidance under the Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of
Funds (Information on the Payer)
Regulations 2017 (MLR 2017) aimed at
helping high value dealers (HVD)
identify money laundering and terrorist
financing (ML/TF) risks and carry out
risk assessments.
The recent guidance covers the key
risks faced by HVDs, in line with the
UK’s National Risk Assessment (NRA)
from 2015 and 2017, which found that

linked to the customer

Unusual sales or purchase activity

Cash payments from high-risk

and goods purchased by organised

jurisdictions or from countries that

criminal groups, usually active in

restrict the use of cash

drug dealing, people smuggling or
modern slavery

Overseas customers that do not
seem to travel to the UK regularly or

A customer wanting to break down

who travel to the UK to make the

cash payments artificially, conduct

payment but do not have UK

“off the record” sales or does not

business premises or operations

have a bank account
UK government press relea...
Receiving a high value cash
payment from an unregistered HVD

UK government guidance

or customers paying in Scottish or

AUSTRAC decides not to take regulatory action
against Afterpay following AML/CFT audit
The Australian Transaction Reports

AUSTRAC ordered the appointment of

financial crime function, and completed

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

an external auditor on 12 June 2019 to

all remediation necessary to ensure

announced in a 14 October press

determine whether the company was

compliance”. AUSTRAC stressed that

statement that it will not be pursuing

complying with the Anti-Money

all start-up companies and particularly

further regulatory action against

Laundering and Counter-Terrorism

technology-based ventures must take

Afterpay Australia Pty Limited

Financing Act 2006. AUSTRAC has now

AML/CFT into account.

following an external audit into the

concluded that in response to the

company’s compliance with the

recommendations put forward in the

anti-money laundering and

audit report “Afterpay has uplifted its

counter-terrorism financing laws.

AML/CFT compliance framework and
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UK government publishes AML risk assessment
guidance for money service businesses
The UK’s HMRC published on 14

Key AML risk indicators

October new guidance under the

denomination notes, regularly in a
poor condition, into high

Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing

Large one-off transactions, the use

denomination notes that can be

and Transfer of Funds (Information on

of anonymous ways to deposit cash

easily transported

the Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLR

or the lack of any economic sense

2017) to assist money service

to the transaction

businesses (MSBs) in carrying out

Forex MSBs are attractive to
criminals for being able to make

their money laundering and terrorist

A customer making multiple cash

large overseas remittances and are

financing (ML/TF) risk assessments.

deposits directly into an MSB’s bank

typically used to move illicit cash to

account from different bank

other accounts in banks or MSBs as

MSBs present a high risk for ML/TF,

branches around the UK or

part of the laundering process

according to the UK National Risk

travelling a long distance in the UK

Assessment (NRA) for 2015 and 2017,

to use the MSB

most often in relation to the transfer of

Cheque cashers are frequently used
for tax evasion purposes, and

criminal funds to overseas locations,

Money transmitters should be alert

businesses should pay attention to

converting illicit cash into high foreign

when there is no family link

customers seeking to avoid

denominations and exchanging

between customers and the

identification or conceal the source

fraud-derived cheques into cash. In

destination of the money, when the

of the funds, or to cheques coming

addition, organised crime groups

money is transferred to high risk

from multiple sources or from scrap

(OCGs) might seek to control an MSB,

jurisdictions or when small

metal dealers

corrupt its employees or use it to

combined cash payments are mixed

transfer illicit proceeds oversees by

with criminal funds into larger MSB

‘quick-drop’ deposit services or by

money movements

instructing the MSB to make overseas
third-party payments.

UK government press relea...
UK government guidance

The abuse of currency exchanges to
change large volumes of low

Advocacy group proposes UN wildlife protocol
The Global Initiative to End Wildlife

trafficking in any specimen a criminal

disposal of specimens. The protocol

Crime (EWC) released on 14 October

offence, whilst establishing the

would also introduce enhanced border

the text of a possible protocol under

exchange of information on organised

controls, the provision of training and

the UN Convention Against

criminal groups and the means of

technical assistance upon request, and

Transnational Organised Crime

concealing wildlife, in contravention of

additional measures to discourage the

(UNTOC), which would criminalise the

international agreements.

demand for wildlife.

intentional illicit trafficking of wildlife
and could help avoid future

The adoption of the protocol by UNTOC

wildlife-related pandemics.

parties would incriminate the
intentional forgery or alteration of any

Under the proposal, states would adopt

document used for wildlife trafficking

national legislation deeming illicit

and would enable the confiscation and
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EU launches due diligence helpdesk and Iran
sanctions tool to assist SMEs
The European Commission (EC)

due diligence request to the helpdesk,

based on an analysis of the relevant

announced on 6 October the launch of

the EC advises SMEs to use a

documents provided by the planned

a due diligence helpdesk on the EU’s

self-assessment sanctions tool to

Iranian business partner. In addition,

sanctions regime on Iran, which is

understand the impact of sanctions on

depending on the disclosure quality and

intended to provide support to small

their planned business projects in Iran.

the identified red flags, the EC team

and medium sized enterprises (SMEs)

The interactive tool provides

could carry out more indepth Level 2 or

in doing legitimate trade with Iran and

businesses with general, non-binding

3 due diligence checks, including

provide reassurance to European banks

guidance about the EU’s restrictive

research of Farsi databases and on-site

in connection with their involvement in

measures on Iran and whether their

investigations.

Iran trade.

business projects fall within the scope
of EU sanctions concerning Iran.

EC press release

out a free of charge due diligence check

During a launch event held on 6

EC due diligence helpdesk

on EU businesses’ potential Iranian

October, EC helpdesk team leader

expose to ensure that their planned

Simon Cheetham noted that the new

activities do not violate the restrictive

service will generally enable EU SMEs

measures in place. Before submitting a

to access a Level 1 due diligence check,

The Iran sanctions helpdesk will carry

EU sanctions tool - Iran

G20 voices support for FATF AML/CFT efforts
during Covid-19 pandemic and stablecoin risks
G20 finance ministers and central bank

found that FATF standards pertaining to

stablecoins, only 25 of the FATF’s 39

governors welcomed on 14 October,

virtual assets and service providers

members, 12 of them G20 members,

during the 2020 virtual summit,

must apply to stablecoins as well.

have applied the FATF standards to

continued efforts by the Financial

their own national legal frameworks,

Action Task Force (FATF) to address

In an address to the G20 on 14 October,

urging the remaining members to

the increased risks associated with the

FATF President Marcus Pleyer told the

implement such policies without delay,

rise of stablecoins and in light of the

international body that in the midst of

and applauding the over 200

ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, and

the pandemic, a crucial priority must be

jurisdictions that have already

called for the rapid and complete

to ensure that relief funds are able to be

committed to implementing the FATF

global implementation of the FATF

delivered effectively to those affected,

standards.

Recommendations.

and that following FATF standards
increases the likelihood of those funds

The G20 also cited the FATF’s June

being used as intended.

report on money laundering and

FATF statement

terrorist financing (ML/TF) risk

Pleyer also noted that despite the

associated with stablecoins, which

ML/TF risks presented in its report on
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BoE and FCA launch AI public-private forum
The Bank of England (BoE) and the

apparent at the data level and building

Ramsden noted that a recent FinTech

UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

up to the level of models trained on

Hub survey of banks and insurers

launched on 12 October a

those data” which in turn rises to the

regulated by the BoE and the FCA found

public-private forum that will meet four

firm-level and the overall financial

that 45 percent of firms surveyed stated

times over the next year to discuss the

system. Furthermore, he stressed the

that the importance of AI and data

use of artificial intelligence (AI) and

need for sound regulation to address

science for future operations has

machine learning in financial services,

risks in the field, keeping in mind that

increased during the Covid-19

according to the opening remarks of

policy frameworks will need to be

pandemic, with 55 percent reporting no

BoE Deputy Governor for Markets and

flexible to anticipate future

significant changes in AI dependence,

Banking Dave Ramsden.

developments.

but with none reporting a reduction in

Ramsden noted some of the benefits of

The forum will be made up of 21

machine learning and AI to the financial

experts in AI from universities, financial

sector, including enhancing the ability

services firms, and technology

The forum is due to publish summary

to tailor products to specific customers,

companies, with observers representing

reports of all discussions and a final

increasing efficiency and productivity,

the Information Commissioner’s Office

report of its findings and conclusions.

and identifying more effective methods

and the Centre for Data Ethics and

to fight financial crime. However, the

Innovation. The forum is charged with

Deputy Governor also discussed “risks

furthering the dialogue between the

and challenges in a hierarchical way,

public and private sectors to better

starting with those that become

assess the impact of AI in finance.

the overall importance of AI to financial
services.

BOE speech

US federal banking agencies and FinCEN grant
premium finance loans exemption from CIP rules
US federal banking agencies (FBA) and

According to FinCEN and the FBA,

exemption from CIP rules for loans

the Treasury’s Financial Crimes

which consists of the Office of the

extended by banks and their

Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued

Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the

subsidiaries to commercial customers

an order on 5 October granting an

Board of Governors of the Federal

only, following a request from a

exemption from the customer

Reserve System, the Federal Deposit

consortium of banks. In November

identification program (CIP) rules for

Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the

2018, the American Bankers

bank loans to all customers to facilitate

National Credit Union Administration

Association requested that the

property purchases and casualty

(NCUA), the exemption is consistent

exemption be extended to

insurance policies, otherwise known as

with the purposes of the Bank Secrecy

non-commercial customers as well.

premium finance loans. The order

Act, based on FinCEN’s determination

reminds banks that despite the

that premium finance loans have a low

exemption they must continue to

risk of money laundering and terrorist

comply with all other regulatory

financing (ML/TF).

FinCEN order

On 27 September 2018, the FBA and

OCC press release

FinCEN announcement

requirements, including suspicious
activity reporting.

FinCEN issued an order granting an
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UK Finance supports government’s plans to
introduce a register of overseas entities
UK Finance published on 13 October its

non-compliance. Founding the register

The consultation on the draft bill was

response to the 2019 call for evidence

on the current Companies House

held between 23 July and 17

on the draft registration of overseas

regime would not be effective, the

September 2018 and underwent

entities bill, expressing its support for

response notes.

pre-legislative scrutiny in 2019. In its

a publicly accessible register of

response to the House of Commons

overseas entities (ROE) as part of

To assist the financial sector in

joint report of July 2019, the

wider company registration reform

performing customer due diligence

government confirmed the ongoing

plans, and underlining the role of

verification, presenters should be

work around the reform of Companies

public-private partnerships in fighting

obliged to demonstrate their prior

House, which would also house the

money laundering (ML), fraud and

registration with an AML supervisory

ROE. The UK government is reportedly

cybercrime.

body. In addition, UK Finance highlights

planning to launch the register in 2021.

that the outcome of the bill needs to be
According to UK Finance, in order for

supported by greater consistency in

the ROE to be a credible tool, it must

AML supervision across different

provide for constant checks from

sectors, including accountants,

independent sources, monitoring and

conveyancing lawyers and banks.

enforcement in cases of

UK Finance press release
UK Finance response
Draft government response...

FinCEN unemployment insurance fraud advisory
The US Treasury Department’s

Red flags include

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

Accounts receive or send UI
payments to peer-to-peer (P2P)

(FinCEN) issued an advisory on 13

Accounts receive out-of-state UI

applications and are then sent to

October on unemployment insurance

payments, multiple UI payments

foreign accounts or withdrawn with

(UI) fraud that has occurred during the

within the same payout period, UI

a debit card

Covid-19 pandemic.

payments to a different name,
deposits or transfers that appear to

The IP address linked to suspicious

A common type of fraud is that

be multi-state or multi-person UI

account logins does not match the

involving fictitious employers or

payments, or higher amounts of UI

UI payment origins

employees, using fake or doctored

payments than other customers are

wage records to apply for UI payments,

receiving

while employer-employee collusion is

UI payments sent to suspected shell
companies, which is indicative of

also common, when employees

Account holders withdraw UI funds

continue to work on reduced and/or

in a lump sum with prepaid debit

unreported wages in exchange for the

cards, cashier's cheques, or

The registered debit card user does

employer signing off on fraudulent

transfers into out-of-state accounts

not have a history with the address

unemployment documentation.

the debit card is being used in

Identity-related fraud remains prevalent

UI payments diverted to foreign

in UI schemes, while misrepresenting

accounts, particularly in

past income to receive higher than

jurisdictions lacking anti-money

justified UI payments is on the rise.

laundering (AML) controls
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US FinCEN issues supplemental advisory on
identifying human trafficking
attempts to fill out information without consulting the
customer, maintains control over all the documents or funds,
claims to be a relative but lacks critical information, tries to
open an account for an unqualified minor, or intimidates or
shows aggression towards a customer. Other behavioural red
flags include prospective customers using third-party
identification to open an account and customers who show
signs of abuse, fatigue, malnourishment, or display confusion
about their whereabouts, provide inconsistent explanations,
or offer seemingly scripted answers.

The US Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued a supplemental
advisory for financial institution on 15 October on
identifying and reporting human trafficking and related illicit
activities.
FinCEN’s supplemental advisory notes that the Covid-19
pandemic has increased human trafficking vulnerabilities and
that travel restrictions, lockdowns, and remote working may
lead to alterations to the agency’s list of red flags for human
trafficking, which accounts for roughly $150 billion in criminal
proceeds each year.
Significant methods of money laundering by human
traffickers that FinCEN focuses on in the supplemental
advisory are the use of front companies, exploitative
employment practices that can particularly affect foreign
nationals, funnel accounts to maintain anonymity, and the
use of alternative payment methods, with a particular focus
on prepaid cards, virtual currency for advertising commercial
sex work online, and third-party payment processors (TPPPs)

Red flag indicators include
Customer transactions seem to show routine movement
across different parts of the US, particularly when
transactions involve foreign countries known to be
trafficking hubs
Transactions inconsistent with the customers’ professed
line of work and expenses
Large numbers of transactions taking place at night
Frequent cash deposits and use of prepaid cards
Customer account shares common numbers, email,
address, or social media handles with known escort
agencies or commercial sex websites
Frequent transactions with classified websites abroad,
involving cryptocurrencies through darknet markets, or
using third-party payment processors that conceal origins

for wiring funds.

or beneficiaries

In addition to several case studies on recent human

Customer avoids transactions that trigger reporting or

trafficking cases, FinCEN’s latest advisory includes reminders
of the importance of suspicious activity report (SAR) filing,
with a call to include FinCEN advisory codes as SAR
references. The advisory lists ten behavioural indicators that
should raise suspicion of human trafficking, including the
involvement of a third-party who speaks on behalf of a
customer, insists on being present for all transactions,
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UK’s Work and Pensions Select Committee
holds hearing on pension scams
Rachel Vahey, a Senior Technical Consultant at AJ Bell, told
the Committee that guidance and feedback on filed reports
from Action Fraud or the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
would be useful in preventing and identifying further scams,
noting that AJ Bell investigates together with HMRC
whenever clients want to transfer their pensions to another
scheme to determine if it is registered and eliminate any
fraud suspicions.
Lorraine Harper, Client Director and Head of Proposition at
Mercer, underlined that since 2015 there has been a 65
The UK House of Commons’ Work and Pensions Select
Committee heard oral evidence on 7 October on pension
scams from representatives of investment firms and asset
managers as part of a larger inquiry into the impact of
pension freedoms introduced in 2015.

Big tech search firms and social
media platforms are believed to
be acting as “enablers to
advertise fraudulent investment
products” purportedly linked to
well-known household brands

percent increase in transfer activity across all schemes and,
when the possibility arises that transfers maybe a scam,
Mercer contacts trustee clients of the relevant pensions
scheme to express their concerns, usually through a report.
Members of trustee organisations also pointed that there
should be a mechanism to allow the blocking of a transfer if
there are suspicions that it could be the result of a scam.
According to Hazelwood, big tech search firms and social
media platforms are acting as “enablers to advertise
fraudulent investment products” purportedly linked to
well-known household brands. Hazelwood said that an
extension of the Online Harms Bill to include the advertising
of fraudulent investments, including pension scams, would
be highly beneficial, and underlined that challenger payment
platforms and web domains providers play “a key role” in
tackling these scams.

On 28 July, the Committee announced that it would begin
looking at how savers are prepared and protected when they
begin using their pension savings and that the first phase of

Julian Adams, Director of Public Policy and Regulation at
M&G plc, agreed on the important role played by big tech

its inquiry would focus on pensions scams.

companies in monitoring, identifying and closing fraudulent

According to Peter Hazelwood, Group Financial Crime Risk

important due to the sharp increase in the use of digital

Director at Aviva plc, the definition of pension scam should
be broad enough to include more than pension transfer
funds, which accounts for only five percent of reported fraud,
while 95 percent of scams relate to cloned investment sites
selling fake bonds and fake individual savings accounts
(ISAs). Hazelwood also pointed out that organised crime
groups and individuals are involved in these scams and
operate worldwide, and that the banking sector should report
suspicious activities more often pursuant to Section 11 of the
Criminal Finances Act.
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websites and emphasised that this role will be more
financial services as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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LEGISLATION

UK Financial Services Bill amendments on
market abuse and overseas trusts
The UK’s HM Treasury introduced the

bill intends to provide long-term access

information and lists and to reduce the

Financial Services Bill in the House of

between the UK and Gibraltar for

administrative burden on issuers.

Commons on 21 October, which aims

financial services firms.

to provide an effective financial

In a statement published on 21 October,

services regulatory framework and

The Bill amends the criminal market

the FCA welcomed the introduction of

sound capital markets for the UK after

abuse regime in the UK, in relation to

the Financial Services Bill, which will

leaving the European Union, including

both insider dealing and market

provide more clarity on the Benchmark

by extending the maximum criminal

manipulation offences, by increasing

Regulation and the prudential regulation

sentence for market abuse and

the maximum sentence from seven to

of investment firms. The Bill will be

increasing beneficial ownership

10 years, bringing it into line with

subject to legislative scrutiny in the

transparency for trusts.

comparable economic crime, such as

House of Commons and then the

fraud and bribery. The Bill introduces

House of Lords. The first debate was

According to the government, the Bill

amendments to the Sanctions and

due to take place on 9 November.

will introduce a new prudential regime

Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 to

for investment firms, will enable the full

ensure HMRC will be able to access

implementation of Basel III standards

information on who owns and benefits

and will introduce new equivalence

from UK-linked overseas trusts.

regimes for retail investment funds and

Additional amendments will be made to

money market funds to ensure they can

the Market Abuse Regulation to clarify

be marketed in the UK. In addition, the

firms’ obligations in relation to insider

UK government press relea...
UK Finance Services Bill
Financial Services Bill –...

EU Commission puts forward joint proposal for
an EU human rights sanctions regime
The European Commission (EC) and

According to the EC, the sanctions

on 16 September, EC President Ursula

the High Representative of the Union

regime will provide greater flexibility to

von der Leyen promised to deliver a

for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy

target those responsible for human

European Magnitsky Act proposal and

Joseph Borrell put forward a joint

rights violations and abuses worldwide

suggested adopting qualified majority

proposal on 19 October for a Council

and will consist of asset freezes and

voting on human rights and sanctions

regulation on an EU sanctions regime

travel bans. The new sanctions regime

implementation.

to combat serious human rights

is not intended to replace existing

violators worldwide. Once adopted, the

geographic sanctions regimes.

EC press release

During the State of the Union address at

State of the Union addres...

regulation will establish the EU global
human rights sanctions regime.

the European Parliament (EP) plenary
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EU Parliament resolution asks for legally binding
rule of law and human rights mechanism
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

should be governed by an

This proposed new EU mechanism is

a resolution on 7 October welcoming

interinstitutional agreement between

intended to consolidate and supersede

the European Commission’s (EC)

the EP, the EC and the EU Council and

the EC’s annual rule of law report, the

annual rule of law report, but noting

should consist of an annual monitoring

EC’s rule of law framework and annual

that its assessment fails to encompass

cycle on union values.

reporting on the application of the

areas of democracy and human rights

European Charter of Fundamental

and calling for an objective and

The cycle should contain clear

Rights, and the EU Council’s

evidence-based monitoring

country-specific recommendations with

Cooperation and Verification

mechanism enshrined in a binding

timelines and targets for

Mechanism (CVM).

legal act. The proposal was discussed

implementation to be followed up in

during the EP’s plenary session on 5

annual or urgent reports, while failure to

The EC is due to table a proposal on the

October on the rule of law in the EU.

implement recommendations should

basis of the resolution.

result in infringement procedures and
According to the resolution, an EU

budgetary conditionality. The resolution

mechanism on democracy, the rule of

also stipulates that budgetary

law and fundamental rights ought to be

conditionality should be correlated with

established, building on the EP’s

the use of reverse qualified majority for

proposal from 2016 and the EC’s annual

the protection of the EU’s budget.

EP press release
EP resolution
Recorded version of the E...

rule of law report. The mechanism

EU Parliament adopts resolutions on human
rights in Nicaragua, Eritrea and Saudi Arabia
On 8 October, the European Parliament

monitoring the situation in the country.

condemns human rights violations,

(EP) adopted three resolutions

The EP expresses particular concern

notably the detention of government

regarding the human rights situation in

over the Nicaraguan government’s new

opposition, in Eritrea.

Eritrea, Nicaragua and Saudi Arabia. Of

law on the regulation of foreign agents,

particular note, the EP requests that

the special law on cybercrime and the

Finally, the EP resolution on Saudi

Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega

law on hate crimes, which if approved,

Arabia strongly condemns the

and Vice-President Rosario Murillo be

will provide Ortega’s government with

treatment of Ethiopian immigrants in

placed under EU sanctions.

new tools of repression to silence

detention centres in Saudi Arabia and

individuals or organisations that receive

demands their immediate release. The

foreign funding.

EP cites reports by Human Rights

In view of the continued violations of
human rights in Nicaragua, the EP

Watch, which found that around 30,000

resolution requests that the Council

Concerning the situation in Eritrea, the

Ethiopians are being detained in

quickly adds new individuals and

EP calls for the unconditional release of

detention centres after their expulsion

entities to its sanctions list, including

Swedish-Eritrean journalist Dawit Isaak,

from northern Yemen.

Ortega and Murillo. It also calls for an

who has been detained in Eritrea since

EP delegation to be sent to Nicaragua

2001, and other independent

as soon as possible in order to resume

journalists. The EP more widely
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EU and UK impose sanctions on six Russian
officials and one entity over Navalny poisoning
out or were involved in the poisoning of Alexei Navalny”, given
his leadership role within the FSB.

Those designated are
Chief of the Presidential Domestic Policy Directorate
Andrei Veniaminovich Yarin
First Deputy Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive
Office Sergei Vladilenovich Kiriyenko
The Council of the European Union announced on 15
October that it has imposed asset freezes and travel bans on
six individuals and one entity allegedly responsible for the
poisoning of Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny. The
UK government issued a statement on the same day
confirming that the UK will apply the sanctions announced
by the EU in order to “significantly punish Russia’s reckless
and malign behaviour”.
The action follows a statement from the Organisation for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) on 6 October,
which confirmed the findings of laboratories in Germany,
France and Sweden that a Novichok group nerve agent was

Plenipotentiary Representative of the President of the
Russian Federation in the Siberian Federal District Sergei
Ivanovich Menyailo
Deputy Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation
Pavel Anatolievich Popov
Deputy Minister of Defence of the Russian Federation
Aleksei Yurievich Krivoruchko
The State Scientific Research Institute for Organic
Chemistry and Technology (GosNIIOKhT)

used in the attack on Navalny in August.

EU Council press release

The restrictive measures target, among others, the Head of

UK government press release

Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) Aleksandr Vasilievich
Bortnikov, who, according to the European Council “is

EU Council Implementing Regulation (EU) 2020/...

responsible for providing support to the persons who carried

EU renews sanctions on the Republic of Guinea
The Council of the European Union renewed on 23 October

on political demonstrators in Conakry on 28 September

the restrictive measures against the Republic of Guinea for

2009”. The restrictive measures include travel bans and asset

another year, until 27 October 2021, amending Council

freezes against government officials. Five individuals are

Decision 2010/638.

currently designated.

The renewed sanctions have been made pursuant to Council

EU Council decision

Decision 2020/1556 and continue the EU position adopted in
2009 in response to “the violent crackdown by security forces
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EU Council sanctions Yevgeniy Prigozhin for
violating the Libya arms embargo
The Council of the European Union

designated. According to the EU

March they sent a letter to Ambassador

announced on 15 October the

Council, Wagner Group has been

Stavros Lambrinidis, Head of the

designation of Russian businessman

involved in numerous breaches of the

Delegation of the EU to the US, urging

Yevgeniy Viktorovich Prigozhin, for

UN arms embargo established pursuant

the EU to join them in increasing

engaging in and providing support for

to UNSCR 1970 (2011), such as the

economic pressure on Prigozhin.

acts that threaten the peace, security

delivery of arms, deployment of

or stability of Libya, including through

mercenaries, and participation in

Prigozhin was originally listed in

violations of the United Nations arms

multiple military operations against the

December 2016 by the US Treasury

embargo. Specifically, Prigozhin has

UN-endorsed Government of National

Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

been linked to private military

Accord of 2015.

Control (OFAC) for having materially

company, Wagner Group, and has

assisted, sponsored, or provided

allegedly provided support for Wagner

On the same day, the UK Treasury also

financial, material, or technological

Group’s activities in Libya, which

designated Prigozhin.

support for, or goods or services in

includes financial assistance.

support of, senior officials of the
Meanwhile, US Congressmen Michael T.

The designation has made through the

McCaul, Eliot L. Engel, and Adam

adoption of Council Implementing

Kinzinger welcomed the

Regulation (EU) 2020/1481 and Council

announcements, underlining that they

Decision 2020/1483. The restrictions

send “a clear message that the US and

imposed on Prigozhin include a travel

our European allies will stand together

ban and an asset freeze. EU persons

in ensuring the Putin regime and its

and entities are also forbidden from

cronies, including Prigozhin, are held

making funds available to those

accountable”. They recalled that in

Russian Federation.
EU Council press release
EU Council Implementing R...
EU Council Decision 2020/...

EU sanctions 7 Syrian government ministers
The Council of the European Union

The designated individuals are: Minister

designated pursuant to the EU

announced on 16 October the

of Internal Trade and Consumer

sanctions regime to 280 and 70

designation of seven newly appointed

Protection Talal Al-Barazi, Culture

entities. Those designated are subject

Syrian government ministers for

Minister Loubana Mouchaweh, Minister

to an asset freeze and travel ban.

sharing responsibility for the Bashar

of Education Darem Taba’a, Minister of

Al-Assad regime’s violent repression of

Justice Ahmed Sayyed, Minister of

the civilian population. The

Hydraulic/Water Resources Tammam

designations have been made pursuant

Ra’ad, Minister of Finance Kinan Yaghi,

to Council Implementing Regulation

and Minister of Transport Zuhair

(EU) 2020/1505 and Council

Khazim. The latest designations bring

Implementing Decision 2020/1506.

the total number of individuals
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EU and UK designate Russian officials and body
over 2015 Bundestag cyberattack
The Council of the EU announced on 22

military intelligence officer Dmitry

the 2015 cyberattack under the EU’s

October that it has imposed restrictive

Sergeyevich Badin and current GU/GRU

regime and as part of its “ongoing

measures on two individuals and one

head Igor Olegovich Kostyukov have

partnership with its allies to send a

body for their involvement in the 2015

been made subject to a travel ban and

message to Russia that there will be

cyberattack on the German federal

an asset freeze for their activity in

consequences for its malicious cyber

parliament, which targeted the

connection with GTSSS’s cyberattack

activity”. According to the notice issued

institution’s information systems and

against the Bundestag.

by the UK’s Office of Financial

resulted in the theft of data.

Sanctions Implementation (OFSI) on 23
The legal framework for restrictive

October, all individuals and entities

According to Council Implementing

measures imposed in response to

must refrain from dealing with the

Regulation 2020/1536, the 85th Main

cyberattacks was put in place via

funds or economic assets of the

Centre for Special Services (GTSSS) of

Council Decision (CFSP) 2019/797 and

designated persons and must report

the Main Directorate of the General

first used in July 2020. The

any findings to the OFSI.

Staff of the Armed Forces of the

announcement brings the total number

Russian Federation (GU/GRU), also

of those designated under the EU

known “military unit 26165”, “APT28”,

sanctions regime to eight people and

“Fancy Bear”, “Sofacy Group”, “Pawn

four entities.

EU Council Implementing R...

due to its role in cyberattacks “with a

The UK Foreign Secretary announced

EU Council Decision (CFSP...

significant effect” on the EU and its

on 22 October that it has designated

member states. In addition, Russian

GTSSS and the two military officials for

EU Council press release

Storm” and “Strontium”, has been listed

European Parliament calls for expansion of the
sanctions regime against Belarus
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

surveillance drones on the list of

financial flows of the Lukashenko

on 21 October a recommendation to

equipment that might be used for

family and their associates, including

the Council and the Commission, which

internal repression. To prevent similar

transactions by state-owned

calls for the full implementation of

misconduct from happening in the

enterprises in offshore zones. The EP

recently agreed EU sanctions and an

future, the EU human rights sanctions

adds that the EU economic support to

expansion of the 2 October list of

mechanism should be swiftly

Belarus for addressing the

designated Belarusian officials.

implemented and applied against those

consequences of the Covid-19

violating human rights in Belarus.

pandemic should be closely monitored

In the EP’s view, the Council should

to prevent misuse.

consider adopting sectoral sanctions

The EP urges other European

on Belarus, which could help increase

institutions to voice concern about the

the pressure on the regime without

large-scale systemic corruption in

causing a negative impact on the

Belarus and the harassment of

population, and reviewing Council

anti-corruption journalists and

Regulation (EC) 765/2006 to include

encourage investigations into the
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EU renews sanctions on Burundi for another year
The Council of the European Union

Regulation 2020/1578 and concern

deputy director general of the National

renewed on 30 October the restrictive

activities deemed to be undermining

Police, Godefroid Bizimana, and

measures in respect of Burundi for

democracy or obstructing the search

Minister of Interior, Community

another year, until 31 October 2021,

for a political solution, including acts of

Development and Public Security

amending Council Decision

violence, repression or incitement to

Gervais Ndirakobuca.

2015/1763.

violence and acts which constitute
serious violations of human rights.

EU Council Decision 2020/...

made pursuant to Council Decision

The restrictive measures include travel

EU Council Implementing R...

2020/1585 and Implementing

bans and asset freezes against former

The renewed sanctions have been

EU Council renews sanctions on Moldova
The Council of the European Union

EU’s position vis-à-vis the leadership of

renewed on 30 October the restrictive

the Transnistrian region of the Republic

measures against the Republic of

of Moldova.

Moldova for another year, until 31

conducting campaigns of intimidation.
The sanctions apply to 16 members of
the de facto Transnistrian leadership,

October 2020, amending Council

The restrictive measures require

including the former president of

Decision 2010/573.

European Union member states to

Transnistria, Igor Nikolayevich Smirnov.

prevent the entry into, or transit through
The renewal of the sanctions regime

their territories, of persons involved in

has been made pursuant to Council

obstructing the political settlement of

Decision 2020/1586 and continues the

the Transnistrian conflict and

Council Decision 2020/158...

Aperio Analysis by Christopher Peters
Presidential elections on 1 November saw the anti-corruption campaigner Maia Sandu of the pro-EU Party for Action and
Solidarity take the lead over pro-Moscow President Igor Dodon of the Party of Socialists. The second round will take place on 15
November. Dodon is known to have sought, and obtained, electoral support from voters in the breakaway Transnistrian Republic,
whose leadership (and very existence) are underpinned by Moscow. The recently renewed EU measures will incentivise them to
facilitate continuing support for Dodon in the second round, and subsequently make him further beholden to them (and to
Moscow). Transnistria is known to raise significant funds from arms smuggling, human trafficking, counterfeiting, sanctions
evasion and money laundering. A victory by Dodon will also see investigations into the so-called “Grand Theft” of $1 billion from
the country’s banking system, and the involvement of oligarch politicians Ilan Shor and Vlad Plahotniuc, further delayed.
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OFAC's amended Yemen Sanctions Regulations
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

amount and extent of changes being

involved in obstructing “the

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on

made, the regulations have been

implementation of the agreement of 23

28 October the reissuance of the

reissued in their entirety.

November 2011 between the

amended Yemen Sanctions

Government of Yemen and those in

Regulations, which provide more

The original regulations followed

opposition to it, which provides for a

comprehensive guidance on the

Executive Order (EO) 13611, which was

peaceful transition of power in Yemen”.

regulations, licensing requirements,

signed on 16 May 2012 by then US

and other regulatory provisions.

president Barack Obama to block the

OFAC announcement

property of those threatening the peace,
According to the 29 October notice in

security, or stability in Yemen. The

the US Federal Register, due to the

sanctions regime targets individuals

Federal Register notice

US amends Cuban Assets Control Regulations
to remove military-run entities from remittance
The US Treasury Department’s Office

CRL entity or sub-entity is not

on 26 November, will apply to both

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

authorised as an ordinarily incident

direct and indirect transactions with

issued on 26 October an amendment to

transaction where such transactions

CRL entities or sub-entities.

the Cuban Assets Control Regulations

are expressly excluded under the

(CACR) to remove transactions

general or specific licence.

involving Cuba’s military-controlled

Subsequently, on 28 October, the Cuban
Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced

entities identified on the Department of

The action is intended to restrict access

that Western Union has decided to

State’s Cuba Restricted List (CRL) from

to funds obtained in connection with

close its 407 offices based in Cuba by

the scope of certain remittance-related

remittance-related activities for entities

late November, due to the restrictions

general authorisations.

under the control of, or acting on behalf

on engaging in financial transactions

of the Cuban military, intelligence, or

with Fincimex. According to the Foreign

Specifically, OFAC’s amendment

security services or personnel, such as

Ministry, the sanctions against

concerns four general licences provided

Fincimex and AIS. According to OFAC,

Fincimex will “prevent remittances to

in Sections 515.570, 515.572(a)(3),

direct financial transactions with said

Cuba through US companies with

515.587 of Title 31 of the Code of

entities disproportionately benefits

general licenses, which will directly

Federal Regulations (CFR), to suspend

such services or personnel at the

harm the Cuban people”.

authorisation of any transaction relating

expense of the Cuban people and the

to the collection, forwarding, or receipt

private sector.

OFAC press release

The amendment also covers Section

OFAC has also issued a new FAQ 852

OFAC FAQ 852

515.421, to clarify that a transaction

and made amendments to related FAQs

related to the collection, forwarding, or

to reflect the amendments. The

receipt of remittances involving any

amendments, which come into effect

of remittances involving any CRL entity.
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US Congress notified of intention to remove
Sudan from state sponsor of terrorism list
US President Donald Trump formally

September regarding a possible peace

Trump’s deal but denied that the

notified Congress on 26 October of the

treaty with Israel, which would follow

country has ever supported terrorists.

certification of rescission that Sudan

recent Israeli peace agreements with

EU High Commissioner for Foreign

should be removed from the US list of

the UAE and Bahrain. Sudan purportedly

Affairs Josep Borrell also took to

nations sponsoring terrorism, with the

agreed to pay compensation for the

Twitter on 20 October to address EU

country having purportedly not

over 700 victims of the 1998 Al-Qaida

support for the US’ removal of Sudan

supported acts of terrorism in the past

attacks against US embassies in Kenya

from the terrorism list.

six months and “provided assurances

and Tanzania.

that it will not support acts of

The US State Department issued a

international terrorism in the future”.

The agreement will require approval

press release following a phone call

Trump previously announced via

from Congress, but lacks support from

between Pompeo and Hamdok on 22

Twitter on 19 October that the

New York and New Jersey Senators

October in which both individuals

government of Sudan had agreed to a

Charles Schumer and Robert

welcomed the agreement to revoke

deal to pay $335 million to compensate

Menendez, the latter of whom

Sudan’s state sponsor of terrorism

US victims of terrorist attacks in

reportedly told Secretary of State Mike

designation, and agreed on the

exchange for removal from the US list

Pompeo on 15 October that he was

importance of the rapid passage of

of nations sponsoring terrorism.

concerned such an agreement would

legal peace legislation by Congress.

jeopardise the opportunity for families
The US listed Sudan as a state sponsor

of 9/11 victims to receive

of terrorism in 1993 for hosting Osama

compensation.

Bin Laden, according to reporting by the

Trump notice to Congress
Trump Tweet

Wall Street Journal, which also reported

Sudanese Prime Minister Abdalla

on talks between the US and Sudan in

Hamdok expressed gratitude for

Hamdok Tweet

US renews national emergency with respect to
the Democratic Republic of the Congo
US President Donald Trump extended

that the regional instability in the DRC

increasing political fracturing, armed

the national emergency pursuant to

“continues to pose an unusual and

militia violence targeting civilians, and

Executive Order (EO) 13413 regarding

extraordinary threat to the foreign policy

the frequent use of child soldiers in

the situation in the Democratic

of the United States”.

combat in the country.

Republic of the Congo (DRC) on 23
October. The restrictive measures have

EO 13413, as amended, was issued by

been renewed for another year.

then-president George W. Bush
following three 2005 and 2006 United

Trump explains in his letter to Congress
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US designates 25 Belarus officials for election
fraud and human right violations
The US Department of State and the

of the Minsk branch of the Ministry of

responsible for “undermining

Treasury Department’s Office of

the Interior, Ivan Uladzimiravich

Belarusian democracy” and imposed

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Kubrakou, Minsk Special Purpose

visa restrictions on them, pursuant to

announced on 2 October the

Police Unit Commander Dzmitriy

Presidential Proclamation 8015.

designation of 25 Belarusian officials

Uladzimiravich Balaba, and two Ministry

allegedly involved in falsifying the 9

of the Interior’s Internal Troop leaders,

The latest OFAC listings join a group of

August Belarus presidential election

Yuriy Henadzievich Nazaranka and

16 Belarusian officials already

results and engaging in human rights

Khazalbek Bakhtsibekavich Atabekau.

sanctioned pursuant to EO 13405 for

violations. The designations were

Additionally, Belarus’ Central Election

their involvement in the falsification of

made in coordination with the EU on

Commission (CEC) Deputy Chairperson

the 2006 election. In August 2011,

the same day as well as the UK and

Vadzim Dzmitrievich Ipatau and

another set of sanctions was imposed

Canada on 29 September.

Secretary Alena Mikalaeuna Dmukhayla

on four major Belarusian state-owned

have also been designated for their

enterprises pursuant to human rights

According to OFAC, the designations

involvement in falsifying the

violations following the December 2010

made pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

presidential election results and in “a

presidential elections.

13405, include Minister of the Interior

myriad of election irregularities”.

Yuriy Khadzymuratavich Kareau and

US Department of State pr...

Deputy Minister of the Interior

The US State Department has also

Alyaksandr Pyatrovich Barsukou, head

identified 24 Belarusian individuals

OFAC press release

OFAC designates Russian state-controlled
research institute over links to Triton malware
The US Department of the Treasury’s

More specifically, TsNIIKhM has been

malware to gain control and manipulate

Office of Foreign Assets Control

designated for creating customised

the facility’s infected systems, which

(OFAC) designated on 23 October the

tools behind the Triton malware,

disrupted operations at the plant. In

Russian government research

otherwise known as TRISIS and

addition, the same cyber attackers

institution – State Research Centre of

HatMan, which enabled Russian cyber

reportedly scanned and probed at least

the Russian Federation FGUP Central

actors to target and manipulate safety

20 electric utilities in the US for

Scientific Research Institute of

systems at industrial plants.

vulnerabilities over the course of 2019.

Chemistry and Mechanics (TsNIIKhM)
– pursuant to the Countering America’s

According to OFAC, TsNIIKhM allegedly

Adversaries Act (CAATSA) for

built the tools that enabled the Triton

knowingly engaging in significant

malware to be utilised to attack a

activities undermining cybersecurity

petrochemical facility based in Saudi

against any person on behalf of the

Arabia in 2017, originally through

Russian government.

phishing campaigns distributing the
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OFAC designates 18 Iranian banks, issues Iranrelated general licence and FAQs

The US Treasury Department’s Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
announced on 8 October that it has
identified the Iranian financial sector
as “an additional avenue that funds the
Iranian government’s malign activities”,
pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13902 of 10 January 2020 authorising
the imposition of sanctions on key
sectors of Iran’s economy.
In addition, OFAC has designated 18
Iranian banks in an effort to “stop illicit
access to US dollars” and issued Iran
General License (GL) L, which
authorises transactions and activities
involving Iranian financial institutions

blocked pursuant to EO 13902 that are

Additionally, OFAC designated Islamic

already exempt under the Iranian

Regional Cooperation Bank pursuant to

Transactions and Sanctions

EO 13902, for being owned or

Regulations (ITSR). OFAC also

controlled by Eghtesad Novin Bank, and

published six new Iran-related

Iranian military-affiliated Hekmat Iranian

frequently asked questions (FAQs)

Bank pursuant to EO 13382 of 29 June

providing detail on the scope of GL L

2005, which targets proliferators of

and the effect of the sanctions on US

weapons of mass destruction, for being

and non-US persons.

owned or controlled by Bank Sepah.

According to OFAC, 16 banks have been

The sanctions provide for a 45-day

sanctioned pursuant to EO 13902 for

winding down period for non-US

operating in the Iranian financial sector,

persons involved in non-sanctionable

after being previously identified as

activities in relation to the Iranian

Iranian financial institutions pursuant to

financial sector. OFAC also clarifies that

EO 13599. The designations include

actions under EO 13902 do not affect

Amin Investment Bank, Bank

existing authorisations and exceptions

Keshavarzi Iran, Bank Maskan, Bank

for humanitarian exports to Iran,

Refah Kargaran, Bank-e Shahr, Eghtesad

included ITSR authorisations, which

Novin Bank, Gharzolhasaneh Resalat

remain in full force and effect.

Bank, Hekmat Iranian Bank, Iran Zamin
Bank, Karafarin Bank, Khavarmianeh

OFAC press release

Bank (also known as Middle East Bank),
Mehr Iran Credit Union Bank, Pasargad

OFAC identifying informat...

Bank, Saman Bank, Sarmayeh Bank,
Tosee Taavon Bank (also known as

US State Department press...

Cooperative Development Bank) and
Tourism Bank.

US designates Iranian ambassador to Iraq
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,

government, increasing undermining

Assets Control (OFAC) added on 22

Ambassador Masjedi is also a high

sectarianism, and targeting peaceful

October Iran’s Ambassador to Iraq, Iraj

ranking general in the Islamic

Iraqi citizen protestors with violence”.

Masjedi, to its Specially Designated

Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force

Nationals (SDN) list pursuant to

(IRGC-QF) and has allegedly funnelled

Executive Order (EO) 13224, for acting

foreign currency into Iraq for the

on behalf of a designated foreign

IGRC-QF using his diplomatic cover.

terrorist group.

Masjedi is further accused of directing
training and support efforts for militias

According to a press statement by US
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in Iraq, “undermining the Iraqi
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US designates entities and officials connected to
Iran’s petrochemicals industry
The US Treasury Department’s Office

Limited, Jane Shang Co Limited, and

Concurrently, the US Department of

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Sibshur Limited.

Justice (DOJ) announced the filing of a

updated its specially designated

complaint seeking the forfeiture of two

nationals (SDN) list on 29 October,

Arya Sasol and Binrin have been

shipments containing Iranian missiles

adding 11 entities and five officials

sanctioned by the US Department of

seized by the US Navy in November

based in Iran, Hong Kong and

State as well, along with Arya Sasol’s

2019 and February 2020, in transit from

Singapore, pursuant to Executive Order

Managing Director Amir Hossein

IRCG to militant groups in Yemen, as

13846, for their involvement in Iranian

Bahreini; Binrin’s Director Lin Na Wei;

well as the sale of approximately 1.1

petrochemical product dealings with

Bakhtar Commercial Company and its

million barrels of Iranian petroleum that

Triliance Petrochemical Co Ltd, which

CEO Firouzi Arani; Kavian

the US previously took custody of from

was listed in January 2020 for being

Petrochemical Company and its CEO

four foreign-flagged oil tankers destined

linked to Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary

Ramezan Oladi; and Strait Shipbrokers

for Venezuela. According to the

Guard Corps (IRGC).

PTE Ltd and its Director Murtuza

Assistant Attorney General for the

Mustafamunir Basrai.

National Security Division John C.

According to OFAC, Triliance has

Demers, the forfeiture complaints

brokered sales and purchases of Iranian

The designations have been made

allege “sophisticated schemes by the

petrochemical products for Iranian

pursuant to Section 3(a)(ii) and 5(a)(vii)

IRGC to secretly ship weapons to

petrochemical firms Morvarid

of EO 13846, for knowingly engaging in

Yemen and fuel to Venezuela”.

Petrochemical and Arya Sasol Polymer

significant transactions for the

Company, and its customer,

“purchase, acquisition, sale, transport,

Singapore-based Jiaxiang Energy

or marketing of petroleum products

Holding, using multiple Chinese

from Iran” and for being principal

companies to conceal the dealings.

executive officers of the

These include Binrin Limited, Elfo

aforementioned entities.

OFAC press release
Identifying information
Department of State press...

Energy Holding Limited, Glory Advanced

US designates Guatemalan Congress’ members
The US Department of State

members are ineligible for entry into

for personal enrichment and the

announced on 28 October the

the United States.

advancement of herself and her family.

designation of First Secretary in the

According to the US Department of

Congress of Guatemala Felipe Alejos

According to the announcement, while

State press release, their acts of

Lorenzana, and former deputy Delia

acting as a deputy, Alejos was involved

corruption “undermined the rule of law

Bac for their involvement in significant

in corrupt acts to enrich himself, while

and the Guatemalan public’s faith in

corruption pursuant to the Department

also “seriously harming US businesses’

their government and their country’s

of State, Foreign Operations, and

international economic activity”. From

democratic institutions and public

Related Programs Appropriations Act.

2008 to the present, Bac was also

processes”.

The restrictions mean that both

allegedly involved in corruption

individuals and their immediate family

including by using her political influence
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US lists Iran entities for election interference
The US Treasury Department’s Office

amongst US social media users through

Iranian people and fan the flames of

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

mischaracterised or falsified posts,

hatred against the United States” and

designated five Iranian entities on 22

particularly through the denigration of

has now “deployed some of the same

October for attempting to influence the

US political figures and posts

propaganda and media infrastructure in

2020 US presidential election on behalf

“exploiting social issues within the

an attempt to undermine elections in

of the Iranian government through

United States, including the Covid-19

the United States”.

voter disinformation and other

pandemic” including conspiracy

misleading operations, often

theories and other types of

Pompeo added that the US is adding

performed while acting under the guise

misinformation.

several Iranian individuals to the US

of news organisations.

terrorist list for operating on behalf of
All property and interests in the US

the IRGC’s cyber wing in the same

The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps

belonging to the five entities is blocked

capacity to undermine the elections.

(IRGC), IGRC-Quds Force (IRGC-QF), and

as a result of the designations, as are

The Secretary of State noted that

Bayan Rasaneh Gostar Institute have all

any transactions between them and any

“talented Iranians should use their skills

been designated pursuant to Executive

US entities or individuals. EO 13848

to promote peace and foster prosperity

Order (EO) 13848 for engaging in and

was adopted on 12 September 2018 to

for their families, not assist the Islamic

sponsoring foreign interference in the

address and target foreign interference

Republic in conducting its oppression

election, while the Iranian Islamic Radio

by any outside actors with malign intent

at home and spreading terror abroad”.

and Television Union (IRTVU) and

in US elections.

International Union of Virtual Media

US Treasury Department pr...

(IUVM) have been designated for being

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo

subordinate to the IRGC-QF. The US

stated on 23 October that for “far too

Treasury stated that the newly listed

long, the Iranian regime has used its

Iranian entities often sow discord

state propaganda machine to lie to the

OFAC designations
US State Department press...

OFAC designates Australia-based Al-Qaeda
financial facilitator and company
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

support to Al-Qaeda affiliated groups.

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on

Brazil, Colombia, Sri Lanka, Tanzania,

19 October the designation of

According to OFAC, Talib has been

Australia-based Al-Qaeda financial

involved in operational and facilitation

facilitator Ahmed Luqman Talib and a

activities on behalf of Al-Qaeda and

gemstone company that he controls,

used his Melbourne-based company

Talib and Sons Pty Ltd, pursuant to

Talib and Sons Pty Ltd to move funds

Executive Order (EO) 13224, as

and individuals internationally for the

amended, for sponsoring or providing

benefit of Al-Qaeda. Talib reportedly
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US State Department sanctions Chinese, Hong
Kong entities and executives for IRISL links
The US Department of State

and Daniel Y. He have been designated

An investigation by Radio Free Asia,

announced on 19 October that it has

pursuant to Section 6 of the Iran

published on 21 October, claims that

designated six entities and two

Sanctions Act as part of the same

Shanghai resident Shen Yong serves as

individuals pursuant to the Iran

enforcement action.

a director for all the designated

Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act

shipping lines, whose sole shareholder

(IFCA) for supplying goods, services

Since the June 2020 designation of

is Cyprus-registered Santatos Shipping

and container vessels to Iran’s Islamic

IRISL and its Shanghai-based subsidiary

Co Ltd. An analysis of the companies’

Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL)

E-Sail Shipping Company Ltd pursuant

records allegedly shows that they are

and its subsidiary Hafez Darya Arya

to Executive Order 13382, Reach

all based in an industrial building in

Shipping Company (HDASCO).

Holding Group (Shanghai) Co Ltd and

Kwun Tong, an empty space allegedly

Reach Shipping Lines have allegedly

used to register businesses in Hong

The designated entities include

ensured that IRISL vessels receive port

Kong, in an attempt to evade sanctions

China-based Reach Holding Group

berths in China. According to OFAC,

and benefit from the region’s special

(Shanghai) Company Ltd as well as

Reach Shipping Lines knowingly sold,

trading privileges.

Hong-Kong based companies Reach

supplied, or transferred four large

Shipping Lines Hong Kong Co Ltd,

container vessels to HDASCO, with four

Delight Shipping Co Ltd, Gracious

additional vessels being supplied by

Shipping Co Ltd, Noble Shipping Co Ltd

Delight Shipping Co Ltd, Gracious

and Supreme Shipping Co Ltd. In

Shipping Co Ltd, Noble Shipping Co Ltd

addition, Reach Holding Group

and Supreme Shipping Co Ltd to be

(Shanghai) Co Ltd executives Eric Chen

used in the Iranian shipping sector.

US State Department press...
OFAC notice
Radio Free Asia report (2...

OFAC issues Venezuela-related General License
5E on PDVSA bond authorisation
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

GL 5E, OFAC continues to prohibit US

there is no authorisation in effect

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on 6

persons from engaging in any

applicable to the holders of the PDVSA

October Venezuela-related General

transactions related to the sale or

8.5 percent bond, pursuant to EO

License (GL) 5E, which authorises

transfer of Citgo shares serving as

13835. GL 5E replaces and supersedes

certain transactions related to the

collateral for PDVSA 2020 8.5 percent

in its entirety GL 5D, issued on 15 July.

Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA)

bond until on or after 19 January 2021.

2020 8.5 percent bond, with a delay in

In addition, OFAC has amended

effectiveness until 19 January 2021.

frequently asked question (FAQ) 595 to
cover the new effective date for the

GL 5E has been issued pursuant to

OFAC GL 5E

PDVSA bond authorisation.

Executive Order (EO) 13835 of 21 May

OFAC Venezuela-related FA...

2018, as amended by EO 13857 of 25

According to FAQ 595, between 24

January 2019. Through the issuance of

October 2019 and 19 January 2021
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OFAC issues amended Iran-related GL and FAQs
The US Department of the Treasury’s

transactions with NIOC. GL 8 was

re-exportation, payment, and brokering

Office of Foreign Assets Control

issued on 27 February 2020 to

sales for agricultural commodities,

(OFAC) issued on 26 October

authorise certain humanitarian trade

medicines and medical devices to Iran.

Iran-related General License (GL) 8A,

transactions involving the CBI, following

which authorises certain humanitarian

its designation in September 2019

In addition, OFAC has amended

trade transactions involving the Central

pursuant to EO 13224.

frequently asked questions (FAQs) 821,

Bank of Iran (CBI) or the National

822, 823, 825, 828, and 844 to apply to

Iranian Oil Company (NIOC). The action

Through GL 8A, OFAC introduces the

transactions involving NIOC, or any

is concurrent with the designation of

authorisation of certain transactions

entity in which NIOC owns a 50 percent

NIOC pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

involving the NIOC, or any entity owned

or greater interest.

13225, for providing financial support

directly or indirectly by NIOC, which are

to Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard

prohibited pursuant to the Global

Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF) and

Terrorism Sanctions Regulations (31

Lebanon’s Hezbollah.

CFR part 594), or the Iranian

OFAC press release
General License 8A

Transactions and Sanctions
GL 8A replaces and supersedes GL 8 in

Regulations (31 CFR part 560). GL 8A

its entirety, restating its provisions

provides the authorisation needed to

along with new ones licensing certain

engage in the exportation,

OFAC press release on des...

OFAC issues General License 8M authorising
educational services and software to Iran
The US Department of the Treasury’s

Iranian students who are eligible for

classification to facilitate the

Office of Foreign Assets Control

non-immigrant classification and have

participation in online education.

(OFAC) issued on 29 October

been granted a non-immigrant visa by

Iran-related General License (GL) 8M,

the State Department, but, due to the

Concurrently, OFAC issued frequently

pursuant to the Iranian Transactions

Covid-19 pandemic, are not physically

asked question (FAQ) 853, which

and Sanctions Regulations (ITSR),

present in the US.

summarises GL 8M’s provisions and

authorising US universities and related

those of three other general licences

contractors to provide certain graduate

GL 8M authorises the provision of

with regards to the means through

level educational services and

certain online educational services

which US academic institutions are

software to Iranian students until 1

concerning educational courses which

allowed to provide online learning

September 2021.

are the equivalent of courses ordinarily

services and software to assist Iranian

required for the completion of graduate

students in accessing coursework.

Through the issuance of GL 8M, OFAC

degree programmes in the humanities,

authorises accredited graduate and

social sciences, law, or business.

OFAC press release

academic institutions and their

In addition, GL 8M authorises the

General Licence 8M

contractors to export certain

exportation of software to Iranian

educational services and software to

students eligible for the same

undergraduate degree-granting US
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OFAC designates key Iranian oil sector entities
and officials for financing IRGC-QF
The US Department of the Treasury’s

shipments to Syria, and the

Key subsidiaries of the Ministry of

Office of Foreign Assets Control

procurement of US dollars for the

Petroleum, including the National

(OFAC) designated on 26 October the

benefit of IRGC-QF.

Iranian Oil Refining and Distribution

Iranian Ministry of Petroleum and

Company (NIORDC) and its Director

seven of its subsidiaries, the National

In addition, OFAC has listed four entities

Alireza Sadiqabadi, the National

Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), and the

in connection with the sale of tens of

Petrochemical Company (NPC) and

National Iranian Tanker Company

thousands of metric tons of Iranian

its Managing Director Behzad

(NITC), along with six officials of said

gasoline to the Maduro regime in

Mohammadi, the National Iranian

entities, including the Minister of

Venezuela, namely UAE-based Mobin

Oil Products Distribution Company

Petroleum and the managing directors

International Limited, Iranian

(NIOPDC), the Iranian Oil Pipelines

of NITC, NIOC, and a NIOC subsidiary

businessman Mahmoud Madanipour

and Telecommunications Company,

in Switzerland.

and two of his UK-based companies,

the National Iranian Oil Engineering

Mobin Holding Ltd and Oman Fuel

and Construction Company, Abadan

Trading Ltd.

Oil Refining Company, and Imam

OFAC has listed four
entities in
connection with the
sale of tens of
thousands of metric
tons of Iranian
gasoline to the
Maduro regime in
Venezuela
The designations have been made
pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13224
and concern the alleged coordination
between NIOC, NITC and the Central
Bank of Iran (CBI) to collect revenue for
the benefit of the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF), to
generate revenue for Hezbollah, and to
set up front companies in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) to conceal the
illicit activities. According to OFAC, the
Ministry of Petroleum and its
subsidiaries have been used by Iranian
high-level officials to facilitate the
IRGC-QF revenue generation scheme,
including through arrangements of oil

83

Khomeini Shazand Oil Refining
Concurrent with the designations, OFAC

Company

issued amended General License (GL)
8A, pursuant to the Global Terrorism

UAE-based front companies Atlas

Sanctions Regulations (GTSR) and the

Ship Management, Atlantic Ship

Iranian Transactions and Sanctions

Management Company

Regulations (ITSR), to authorise certain
humanitarian trade transactions

UAE-based Mobin International

involving NIOC or any entities directly or

Limited, Iranian businessman

indirectly owned by NIOC.

Mahmoud Madanipour and two of
his UK-based companies, Mobin

Designations include

Holding Ltd and Oman Fuel Trading
Ltd, for facilitating the transport of

Iranian Ministry of Petroleum and

tens of thousands of metric tons of

the Iranian Minister of Petroleum

gasoline

Bijan Zanganeh
Viyan Zanganeh, the representative
National Iranian Oil Company

of Syrian regime affiliated Qatirji

(NIOC) and its Managing Director

Group, which was designated in

Masoud Karbasian; the Managing

2018 for facilitating fuel trades

Director of NIOC’s

between the Syrian regime and the

Switzerland-based subsidiary

Islamic State of Iraq and al Sham

Naftiran Intertrade Company (NICO)

(ISIS)

Ali Akbar Purebrahim; and two
vessels in whose property NIOC has

OFAC press release

interest, Longbow Lake and Wu Xian
Identifying information
National Iranian Tanker Company
(NITC) and its Managing Director
Nasrollah Sardashti

State Department press re...
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OFAC designates Hezbollah council members
The US Treasury Department’s Office

leader Imad Mughniyah. Baghdadi was

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

cited by the Treasury Department for

designated two Lebanese members of

speaking in favour of operations

Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin said

Hezbollah’s Central Council, Hassan

targeting US forces or US civilians and

that the group’s leadership is

Al-Baghdadi and Nabil Qaouk, on 22

praising IRGC-QF and militia fighters for

“responsible for creating and

October, pursuant to Executive Order

assaults on US bases in Syria and Iraq.

implementing the terrorist

(EO) 13224. The two officials have

first year of the Syrian Civil War.

organization’s destabilizing and violent

been designated by the US due to their

Baghdadi was also purportedly

agenda against US interests” and that

positions as leaders or officials of the

designated for his praise of Secretary

the US “must continue to hold

terrorist organisation.

General Hassan Nasrallah, who was

Hezbollah accountable for its horrific

designated by OFAC and the

actions as we approach the 37th

The US Treasury statement points to

multinational Terrorist Financing

anniversary of Hezbollah’s bombing of

the pair’s public statements, particularly

Targeting Centre (TFTC) as recently as

the US Marine Barracks in Beirut”.

Qaouk’s addresses commemorating the

May 2018 and as far back as 1995, the

death of Islamic Revolutionary Guard

latter designation for purportedly

Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF)

attempting to derail Middle East peace

commander Qasem Soleimani, who

efforts by then-president Bill Clinton.

was killed by US forces at Baghdad

OFAC also designated Nasrallah in

International Airport on 3 January, and

2012 for lending military support to

October 2001-designated Hezbollah

Bashar Al-Assad’s regime during the

OFAC designation
Treasury Department state...
State Department press re...

US designates Nicaraguan members of Daniel
Ortega’s inner circle and financial institution
The US Treasury Department’s Office

Secretary of the Presidency Paul

allegedly co-owned by designated

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Herbert Oquist Kelley has also been

Nicaraguan state gas company

added two Nicaraguan officials and one

designated for playing “a lead role in

Distribuidor Nicaraguense de Petroleo

Nicaraguan entity to the Specially

covering up and justifying the regime’s

S.A. and designated Venezuelan state

Designation Nationals (SDN) List on 9

crimes and human rights abuses”.

gas company Petroleos de Venezuela

October for engaging in corrupt and

S.A. US Secretary of State Mike

repressive activities in association with

Additionally, financial institution

Pompeo further stated that Caruna is

the Daniel Ortega presidency, pursuant

Cooperative De Ahorro Y Credito Caja

frequently used as a shelter for the illicit

to Executive Order (EO) 13851.

Rural Nacional RL (Caruna) has been

proceeds of sanctioned members of

designated for providing support to

Ortega’s network, due to a lack of

Ana Julia Guido De Romero, Attorney

Banco Corporativo, a designated

regulations and oversight.

General of Nicaragua’s Prosecutor’s

Nicaraguan bank. According to OFAC,

Office and one of those designated,

Caruna a financial institution is not

allegedly fabricated cases against jailed

subject to traditional regulatory

opposition figures and activists and

oversight and has served as a tool for

created an office specifically to unjustly

Ortega to siphon money from ALBA de

charge pro-democracy protestors,

Nicaragua, S.A.’s oil trusts and credit

according to the US State Department.

portfolios. ALBA de Nicaragua is
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US BIS revises human rights licensing policy for
EAR crime controlled items
The US Department of Commerce’s

a case by case basis “unless there is

in human rights violations or abuse,

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

civil disorder in the country or region of

such as censorship, surveillance,

published on 6 October a final rule

destination or if BIS assesses that there

detention or the excessive use of force.

amending the Export Administration

is a risk that the items will be used in a

Regulations (EAR) in relation to the

violation or abuse of human rights”.

licensing policy for items controlled for

According to BIS, the new rule will apply
to items related to “certain

crime control (CC) reasons, created to

In addition, BIS is broadening the

telecommunications and information

promote respect for human rights.

consideration of human rights issues

security and sensors”, to prevent them

beyond CC-controlled items to include

from being used to enable human rights

Through the new rule, BIS is expanding

those controlled for any other reason,

violations, either by entities other than

its licensing policy as it applies to CC

except for items controlled due to short

the government or by governments, in

controlled items under the EAR. To

supply. The final rule clarifies that more

addition to internationally

provide more clarity for exporters, the

widely the EAR licensing decisions are

acknowledged human rights.

revised EAR provisions mention that

based in part upon the government’s

licence applications for CC controlled

assessment of whether the export or

items will be considered favourably on

reexport items may be used to engage

BIS final rule

US BIS revises licence review factors for certain
exports to China, Russia and Venezuela
The US Commerce Department’s

export, reexport or transfer of the items

capabilities; the scope and

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

controlled for national security reasons

effectiveness of the export control

published on 29 October a final rule

will make a “material contribution to the

system in the importing country; and

amending the Export Administration

development, production, maintenance,

the impact of the proposed export on

Regulations (EAR) to revise the licence

repair, or operations” of weapons

the US defence industrial base. In

review policy for items controlled for

systems in the three countries.

addition, the review will include details

national security reasons destined for
China, Venezuela or Russia.

on how reliable the parties are in
According to the final rule, in reviewing

relation to previous exports and their

licence applications BIS will consider

potential involvement in unlawful

Through these revisions, BIS and the

the risk of diversion to a military end

procurement or diversion activities.

other reviewing agencies will determine,

user or end use; the significance of the

on a case by case basis, whether the

item for the country’s weapons
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US BIS grants six-month licence extensions
The US Department of Commerce’s

creation of a central electronic mailbox

that exporters with licenses due to

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

for the submission of requests.

expire on or before the end of 2020,

announced on 16 October that

Depending on the number of requests,

who may not have been able to ship

exporters may request six-month

BIS estimates that licences will be

orders due to resource constraints

extensions for any export licence that

reviewed and extensions approved

during the pandemic, have the

is set to expire by 31 December in the

within two to three business days.

opportunity to benefit fully from the

context of the Covid-19 pandemic.

authorizations”.
Acting Under Secretary for Industry and

According to BIS, the licence extension

Security Cordell Hull said that “the

process will be simplified through the

streamlined process will help ensure

BIS press release

US extends national emergency with respect to
Colombian narcotics trafficking
US President Donald Trump announced

for the blocking of all property and

United States and abroad”. As of 5

the continuation of the national

interests in the US of designated

August, a total of 32 individuals have

emergency with respect to narcotics

individuals involved with serious

been designated pursuant to EO 12978,

trafficking in Colombia on 19 October,

narcotics trafficking in Colombia.

according to the US Treasury

extending the restrictive measures by
another year.

Department.
President Trump declared that
traffickers in the region “continue to

Executive Order 12978 was issued in

pose an unusual and extraordinary

1995 by then-president Clinton in

threat to the national security, foreign

response to what he called

policy, and economy of the United

“unparalleled violence” caused by

States and to cause an extreme level of

foreign narcotics traffickers and allows

violence, corruption, and harm in the

White House announcement
President Trump letter to...
Updated list of designate...

EU renews ISIL/Da’esh and Al-Qaida sanctions
The EU Council announced on 19

Those individuals and entities

October the extension of the EU

designated are subject travel bans to

sanctions regime targeting ISIL/Da’esh

the EU and asset freezes. In addition,

and Al-Qaida for another year due to

EU persons and entities are forbidden

the continued threat of terrorism posed

from making funds and economic

by the two organisations. The

resources available to those listed. Five

restrictive measures will now expire on

individuals are currently listed.

31 October 2021.
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Canada suspends arms exports to Turkey over
alleged use in Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict
Canada’s Foreign Affairs Minister

The Global Affairs Canada investigation

At the time of the announcement,

announced on 5 October that Canada

was prompted by a 28 September

Turkey remains L3Harris’ second

has suspended the export permits of

report by Canadian watchdog Project

primary destination of drone technology

certain military technology to Turkey

Ploughshares, which reported that the

after the US, which withdrew from the

following a Global Affairs Canada

targeting sensors built by Burlington,

ATT in April 2019.

investigation claiming that the

Ontario-based L3Harris WESCAM,

country’s exported technology was

owned by US defence company

In his statement announcing the export

being utilised in the Nagorno-Karabakh

L3Harris Technologies, have been used

ban, Minister of Foreign Affairs

conflict involving Armenian,

on Turkish attack drones since 2017

Francois-Philippe Champagne also

Azerbaijani, and Turkish forces.

against targets in Kurdish-held areas of

called for action “to be taken

Turkey as well as throughout Syria, Iraq,

immediately to stabilize the situation on

and Libya.

the ground and reiterate that there is no

According to Canada’s Global News, the
technology in question is a targeting

alternative to a peaceful, negotiated

sensor built by an Ontario-based

The report notes Canada’s legal

company purportedly used in Turkish

obligation under the 2014 Arms Trade

drones that may have been used to

Treaty (ATT) to “assess the potential

destroy Armenian infantry and armour

that weapons exported abroad could

targets in the Armenian-held and

pose a substantial risk for human rights

Azerbaijani-recognised territory of

violations” or “threaten regional peace

Nagorno-Karabakh.

and security”.

solution to this conflict”.
Canadian Minister of Fore...
Canada Global News articl...
CBC article

China enacts new export control law
The Standing Committee of China’s

“implements a unified export control

documents of interest, examining any

National People’s Congress passed the

system, and manages it by formulating

financial accounts of relevance, and

new Export Control Law on 17 October,

control list, directories, or catalogues,

seizing suspicious items.

which includes reciprocity measures

and implementing export licenses”.

that can be utilised if the Chinese

The law states that export control

government deems another country to

The new standardised export controls

authorities will issue guidelines for

be abusing export controls in a manner

apply to both Chinese-owned and

export operators on the establishment

contrary to Chinese national security.

foreign-owned companies within China

and improvement of their internal

and allow for temporary state control of

export control compliance systems.

According to Presidential Order No. 58,

unlisted goods for a period not

the export controls primarily concern

exceeding two years. The law stipulates

dual-use items, military equipment,

that export control regulators may

nuclear material, and other

investigate any suspected violations by

technologies or services controlled by

conducting on-site inspections,

national security interests, and

questioning individuals, copying all
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China to sanction Lockheed Martin, Boeing
Defence, Raytheon over Taiwan arms sales
China’s Foreign Ministry announced on

support of “legitimate self-defense

Cooperation Agency (DSCA), includes

26 October that sanctions will be

requirements”. The US Taiwan

$436.1 million in

imposed on major American defence

Relations Act of 1979 requires the US to

Lockheed-manufactured mobile rocket

companies, including Lockheed Martin

support Taiwan with defensive

launchers as well as $367.2 million

Corp, Raytheon Corp, and Boeing

armaments, despite the US not having

worth of Raytheon aircraft

Defence, which participate or play a

formal diplomatic ties with the island

reconnaissance pods. Boeing products

role in arms sales to Taiwan. The

nation, with Taiwan’s Foreign Ministry

makes up the bulk of the deal, with $1

announcement follows the US State

telling US media that the country will

billion in air-to-ground cruise missiles,

Department’s approval of $1.8 billion

continue to purchase arms from the US.

and while China is a major market for

worth of potential arms sale to Taiwan.

Boeing commercial aircraft, civilian
According to 26 October reporting by

aviation from Boeing will not be

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson

the Wall Street Journal, Lockheed

impacted by the sanctions.

Zhao Lijian told media outlets that

signalled that it is undeterred by the

China urges the US to abide by the One

sanctions in China, where its business

On the same day that China announced

China policy and that the designated

operations are limited given the

the sanctions, the DSCA published the

entities “played a bad role in the arms

restriction preventing American

approval of another Taiwan arms deal,

deal”, adding that sanctions were

companies from selling hardware to the

this time a $2.37 billion anti-ship

necessary to protect Chinese interests.

Chinese military, telling the paper that

Harpoon missile package that includes

“foreign military sales are

up to 100 coastal defence systems.

US State Department spokesperson

government-to-government

Morgan Ortagus responded, telling US

transactions and we work closely with

journalists that “we have consistently

the US government on any military

conveyed to the Chinese government

sales to international customers”.

Wall Street Journal artic...

to China’s attempts to coerce private

The arms deal, which was published on

DSCA Raytheon announcemen...

firms” and that the arms package is in

21 October by the Defense Security

Chinese Foreign Ministry ...

that the United States strongly objects

European Parliament calls for KYC principles for
businesses to combat counterfeit goods
The European Parliament (EP) passed

Alert System for dangerous non-food

on the risk of biometric data being used

on 20 October a resolution on adopting

products (RAPEX) and notify authorities

by identity fraudsters.

an EU Digital Services Act, which

as soon as they become aware of

states that know-your-customer (KYC)

illegal, unsafe and counterfeit products

principles should be introduced to

on their platforms.

prevent fraudulent companies from
selling illegal products online.

EP press release
The EP suggests introducing
mandatory requirements for operators

In the EP’s view, online marketplace

to remove unsafe or illegal products

providers should consult the EU Rapid

from sale and clearly inform customers
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Canada designates 31 Belarusian officials
The government of Canada announced

The latest designations include: the

arbitrary detentions, which also target

on 15 October that it has designated an

Head of the Department for Safety and

prominent opposition figures, the

additional 31 Belarusian officials in

Security Aleksandr Svyatoslavovich

excessive use of force against peaceful

response to human rights violations

Shepelev; former prosecutor general of

protestors, torture and sexual violence

perpetrated in the country. The

Belarus Aleksandr Vladimirovich

against those unlawfully detained.

designations have been made pursuant

Konyuk; the First Deputy Chairman of

to amendments made to the Special

the Security Committee (KGB) Sergey

Those designated are subject to asset

Economic Measures (Belarus)

Yevgenyevich Terebov; the State

freezes and travel bans, while

Regulations. The additional

Secretary of the Security Council of

individuals and entities in Canada and

designations have also been made in

Belarus Valery Pavlovich Vakulchik; and

Canadians outside the country are

coordination with recent actions taken

several members of the Central

prohibited from dealing in any property

by the European Union.

Electoral Commission (CEC), including

of those designated or providing

Sergey Alekseyevich Kalinovskiy, Irina

financial or related services to them.

The latest designations follow a first

Aleksandrovna Tselikovets, and

round of sanctions imposed in

Svetlana Petrovna Katsubo.

Canadian government press...

which targeted, among others,

According to the Canadian government,

List of designated person...

Belarusian President Alexander

the sanctions follow numerous reports

Lukashenko and his son and advisor,

of “gross human rights violations”,

Victor Lukashenko.

state-sponsored violence against the

September in coordination with the UK,

Amended Canadian regulati...

people of Belarus, including prolonged

UK's Export Control (Amendment) (EU Exit)
Regulations 2020 laid before parliament
The UK Department for International

provide for a series of exceptions to

authorisation, import and transit

Trade (DIT) laid the Export Control

export prohibitions.

measures for firearms, their parts and

(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations

components, and ammunition.

2020 before parliament on 15 October,

Additionally, the new statutory

which will amend the legislation

instrument makes amendments to the

Part Five of the Regulations includes

implementing the UK’s strategic export

Export Control (Amendment) (EU Exit)

transitional provisions regarding the

controls to ensure some EU rules

Regulations 2019, the Dual-Use Items

incorporation into UK domestic law of

remain in place after the end of the

and Firearms etc (Amendment) (EU

Regulation (EU) 2019/125 on torture

transition period.

Exit) Regulations 2019 and the Trade in

under Section 3 of the European Union

Torture etc Goods (Amendment) (EU

(Withdrawal) Act 2018.

The Regulations amend the Export

Exit) Regulations 2020 to allow a series

Control Order 2008 to remove

of controls imposed by an EU directive

cross-references to EU legislation,

or regulation to continue to be available

reference retained EU law in relation to

in the UK after 31 December 2020.

the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland

These specific measures cover

in the EU withdrawal agreement and

dual-use items and export
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EU Council renews sanctions on Nicaragua
The EU Council announced on 12

The EU’s restrictive measures against

Those designated are subject to

October the renewal of the

Nicaragua were first introduced in

EU-wide asset freezing measures and

autonomous sanctions regime on

October 2019 pursuant to Regulation

travel bans. Furthermore, EU persons

Nicaragua for another year until 15

2019/1716, in light of the country’s

and entities are forbidden from making

October 2021, prolonging the

“deteriorating political and social

funds available to them.

imposition of sanctions on the six

situation”, which includes the

officials designated in May for “human

repression of political opponents,

rights violations or abuses or for the

demonstrators, independent media and

repression of civil society and

civil society observed in Nicaragua

democratic opposition in Nicaragua”.

since April 2018.

EU Council press release
Implementing Regulation (...

EU extends chemical weapons sanctions regime
The EU Council decided on 12 October

Nine people and one entity are currently

sanctioned entity is the Syrian regime’s

to renew the restrictive measures on

sanctioned under the restrictive

principal organisation for the

the development and use of chemical

measures, which consist of an asset

development of chemical weapons, the

weapons until 16 October 2021. The

freeze and a travel ban, as well as a

Scientific Studies and Research Centre.

sanctions regime for chemical

prohibition on making funds available

weapons has been extended for

to those listed. Five of the individuals

another year through the adoption of

listed are linked to the Syrian regime

EU Council Implementing Regulation

and the remaining four have been

(EU) 2020/1480 and EU Council

designated for their involvement in the

Decision 2020/1466.

Salisbury attack using Novichok. The

EU Council press release
EU Council Implementing R...

Cayman Islands legal framework for virtual
asset service providers comes into force
On 31 October, the Ministry of Finance

(Amendment) Bill 2020 was published

demonstrate their compliance with

of the Cayman Islands announced the

on 29 October and is due to be

anti-money laundering, counter

launch of a new regulatory framework

presented at the next sitting of the

proliferation financing and counter

for virtual asset service providers

Legislative Assembly.

terrorism financing standards. Phase

(VASPs), which provides for the

two, which is set for June 2021, will

supervision of those involved in

The new legal framework will be rolled

involve licensing requirements and

businesses that use or rely on virtual

out in two phases. From 31 October,

prudential supervision.

assets.

phase one will require VASPs and new
providers to register with the Cayman

The Virtual Asset (Service Providers)
90
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The Vatican strengthens AML/CFT framework
The Holy See Press Office published a

owners. Adding to this, the obligation to

persons, proof of registration, including

Decree on 10 October amending Law

report suspicious activity is extended to

adequate, accurate and current

no. XVIII on transparency, supervision

any person who provides material help,

information on beneficial ownership, is

and financial information, aimed at

assistance or advice in tax matters as

necessary. Additionally, ongoing due

strengthening the financial supervision

their main professional activity, for art

diligence must include the context and

and anti-money laundering/countering

traders, intermediaries to the art trade,

purpose of all complex transactions,

the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

including freeports, involving

involving unusual or large amounts, or

framework in line with the Europe’s

transactions worth at least €10,000,

having no clear economic purpose.

Fourth and Fifth EU AML Directives.

and agents acting as intermediaries in

The Decree introduces enhanced due

real estate transactions of the same

“The latest amendments to Law XVIII

value or more.

are part of an overall strategy aimed at

diligence in dealings with high-risk

making the management of Vatican

countries, the establishment of a

Obliged legal persons and public

finances increasingly transparent,

central registry at the Financial

authorities need to carry out

within a framework of intensive and

Information Authority (FIA), the

self-assessment activities aimed at

coordinated checks”, said President of

prohibition of anonymous safe-deposit

preparing and periodically updating

the FIA, Carmelo Barbagallo, in an

boxes, and protection for

their own risk assessments, including

interview with Vatican News.

whistleblowers.

for foreign branches and subsidiaries.
In performing customer due diligence,

According to the Decree, the scope of

obliged entities can identify a customer

financial activities is extended to any

using electronic identification means or

activity connected with trusts or similar

other secure, regulated, recognised

legal structures, with a new obligation

remote or electronic identification

for obliged entities to keep records of

procedures approved or accepted by

actions taken to identify beneficial

the FIA, while in the case of legal

Vatican Press Office rele...
Vatican News article
Law no. XVIII

US renews sanctions regime in relation to the
Turkish military operation in Syria
US President Donald Trump announced

13894 will continue beyond 14 October

The White House notice was published

on 8 October the renewal of the

due to the unusual and extraordinary

in the Federal Register on 13 October.

national emergency with respect to the

threat posed by the Turkish

situation in Syria, declared through

government’s military offensive in

Executive Order (EO) 13894, pursuant

northeast Syria. The situation in and in

to the International Emergency

relation to Syria is said to undermine

Economic Powers Act (IEEPA).

the campaign against the Islamic State
of Iraq and Syria, regional stability and

According to the US President’s notice,
the national emergency declared via EO
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security and endangers civilians.

US President notice
US President letter
Federal Register notice
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UK's Immigration (Persons Designated under
Sanctions Regulations) (EU Exit) Regulations
2020 come into effect
The UK government’s Immigration (Persons Designated

review and challenge mechanisms for the sanction itself.

under Sanctions Regulations) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020
were signed into law on 9 October, which amend the

According to the Regulations, if a person is made subject to a

Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 to provide

travel ban while being lawfully in the UK, the appeal may be

clarifications in relation to potential immigration cases.

heard by either the High Court or the Court of Session in
Scotland. The Regulations came into effect on 30 October.

The Regulations cover the treatment and determination of
immigration claims by a designated person and the

Instrument signed into law

obligation to keep the consideration of a human rights or
protection claim by a designated person separate from the

Immigration (Persons Designated under Sanctio...

European Parliament resolution calls for a
robust European framework for cryptoassets
The European Parliament (EP) adopted on 8 October a

control of VASPs. In addition, the EU-level supervisor should

resolution calling for a single European supervisor for

have oversight of cryptoasset related activities that have a

cryptoasset related activities, which would include exchange

significant cross-border element, while its actions should be

services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies,

subject to a judicial review process.

custodian wallet providers, and all other virtual asset service
providers (VASPs) covered by the Financial Action Task

The EP welcomes the adoption of the European

Force’s (FATF) Recommendations.

Commission’s Digital Finance Package on 24 September but
underlines that the proposals on cryptoassets do not

The resolution calls on the European Commission to ensure

adequately address money laundering, terrorism financing

that all VASPs are subject to the EU’s anti-money laundering

and related criminal activity. According to data cited by the

and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) rules

EP’s resolution, half of cryptoasset transactions are allegedly

and adopt a legislative framework to introduce a stable

linked to illegal purchases of goods or services, money

conversion rate between stablecoins and fiat currencies, in

laundering and ransomware attacks.

view of the significant threats that these assets might pose
to financial stability.

EP press release

According to the EP, the dedicated European supervisor

EP resolution

should work in close cooperation with national competent
authorities and the European supervisory authorities, based
on a single rulebook and product intervention powers for the
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EC press release (24 September)
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EP resolution on the Capital Markets Union
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

processes to cryptoassets that qualify

structures developed in financial

a resolution on 8 October on the

as financial instruments.

services, as well as technology

development of the Capital Markets

companies that have become major

Union (CMU), focusing on improving

The EP calls on the EU Commission to

actors in the financial services market

SME access to capital market finance,

appoint a single EU supervisor, in

and investigate how such advantages

and on further enabling retail investor

cooperation with the national

may be used to distort competition. The

participation.

competent authorities, on the basis of a

EP also expresses its concern over the

common rulebook and product

recent Wirecard scandal and calls for

The resolution stresses that

intervention powers for oversight on

conclusions to be drawn to help

cryptoassets are becoming a

cryptoasset-related activities with a

strengthen the EU’s regulatory and

non-traditional financing channel for

significant cross-border element.

supervisory framework.

SMEs and insists that clear EU
guidance is needed on the applicability

Additionally, the resolution calls on the

of existing regulatory and prudential

EU Commission to monitor oligopolistic

EU Parliament resolution

UN adds to ISIL and Al-Qaida sanctions list
The UN Security Council updated its

According to the UN Sanctions

support of ISIL and Al-Qaida. Zeiniye is

ISIL (Da’esh) and Al-Qaida sanctions

Committee, whilst the leader of

currently at large.

list on 8 October, adding Jamal

Al-Nusrah, Zeiniye has allegedly

Hussein Hassan Zeiniye, the leader of

organised or participated in armed

the Al-Nusrah Front for the People of

conflicts against Lebanese Military

the Levant in Syria, pursuant to

Armed Forces. He is said to have been

resolution 2368 (2017) reinforcing the

involved in financing, planning,

asset freeze, travel ban and arms

facilitating, preparing, or perpetrating of

embargo against Zeiniye.

acts or activities by, in conjunction with,

UN press release
Interpol notice
UN summary of reasons

under the name of, on behalf of, or in

EU removes two from Libya sanctions list
The Council of the European Union

Saleh has been removed from the list

removed from the list as it was decided

announced on 2 October that it has

following his agreement to constructive

that he has not had a recent role in the

removed two individuals from the Libya

engagement in support of a negotiated

Libyan political process.

sanctions list. Those removed are

political solution to the Libyan crisis.

speaker in the Libyan House of

The Council stated that it will continue

Representatives Agila Saleh and

to monitor Saleh’s behaviour, notably in

former president of the internationally

relation to his support for the Berlin

unrecognised General National

Process and the efforts of the UN

Congress of Libya Nuri Abu Sahmain.

mission to Libya. Sahmain has been
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EU Parliament adopts resolution on the rule of
law and anti-corruption efforts in Bulgaria
The European Parliament (EP) adopted a resolution on 8

funds are spent and to immediately address concerns that

October on the rule of law and fundamental rights in

taxpayers’ money is being used for the enrichment of circles

Bulgaria, noting widespread corruption and several

associated with the ruling party.

institutional deficiencies and the findings of a recently
published rule of law report regarding prosecutorial

The EP calls on the authorities to investigate revelations from

vulnerabilities in the fight against corruption. The resolution

the FinCEN Files regarding allegations that three Bulgarian

was adopted with 358 votes in favour, 277 votes against,

banks were involved in processing payments associated with

and 56 abstentions.

money laundering, terrorist financing and organised crime,
and to strengthen the banking sector’s supervision and its

The resolution calls on the
authorities to investigate
revelations from the FinCEN
Files regarding allegations that
three Bulgarian banks were
involved in processing payments
associated with money
laundering, terrorist financing
and organised crime
The EP resolution expresses concern over the lack of
progress in solving identified systemic vulnerabilities such as
the lack of effective accountability mechanisms and checks
and balances regarding the Supreme Judicial Council and the
Prosecutor General, and the continued lack of high-level
corruption investigations. It also underlines the necessity of
conducting serious, independent and active investigations
and achieving results in the areas of anti-corruption,
organised crime, and money laundering, and the need for the
Bulgarian government to ensure stricter controls on how EU

94

fight against money laundering.
During a 5 October EU Parliament plenary debate, Michael
Roth, speaking for the German presidency of the EU,
announced that a general discussion would be held on the
rule of law situation in the EU later in the month. Starting in
November, five EU member states will be monitored on
progress made on the rule of law, namely Belgium, Denmark,
Bulgaria, Estonia, and the Czech Republic.
EU Commissioner Věra Jourová emphasised that the recent
protests in Bulgaria demonstrate that citizens attach great
importance to an independent judiciary and good
governance, pointing out that constitutional reforms should
be subject to debate. EU Commissioner for Justice Didier
Reynders also pointed out that the European Commission
(EC) will continue to work with Bulgaria under the new rule of
law mechanism, which has an even broader scope than the
Cooperation and Verification Mechanism (CVM).
EP press release
EP resolution
Recorded version of the EP plenary session (5...
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Mexico to hold referendum on which presidents
should be investigated for corruption
Obrador (AMLO) to hold a referendum

references to the ex-presidents in

(Consulta Popular) on whether five

question, namely Carlos Salinas,

former presidents should be

Ernesto Zedillo, Vicente Fox, Felipe

investigated and possibly prosecuted

Calderón and Enrique Peña Nieto.

for corruption. AMLO’s proposal is
backed by 3 million Mexican citizens,

On 25 October, Mexico's lower house of

who signed a petition in support of

Congress (Cámara de Diputados)

holding the referendum.

approved the proposal to hold the
referendum, setting the date for 1

On 1 October, the Mexican Supreme
Court approved a plan proposed by
President Andrés Manuel López

The Supreme Court, which upheld the

August 2021, two months after the

referendum as constitutional in a 6-5

mid-term elections in the country.

decision, changed the question
originally drafted by AMLO’s

Decree of the Mexican Con...

administration and removed all

Aperio Analysis by Mario Levin
The debate about bringing charges against former presidents in Mexico has intensified over the past few months, particularly in
light of the revelations made in the trial of Emilio Lozoya, former CEO of Mexican petroleum company Pemex. Lozoya, who told
prosecutors he had accepted bribes from Brazilian construction firm Odebrecht, stated, among other things, that this money
funded the 2012 presidential campaign of AMLO’s predecessor, Enrique Peña Nieto. Since his landslide victory in the 2018
presidential election, AMLO has made the fight against corruption one of the primary objectives of his administration. In his
public statements, AMLO reportedly sought to bring the decision on whether to prosecute the country’s former presidents, who
are currently immune from prosecution by Mexican law, “back to the Mexican people”.

UN Security Council extends authorisation to
inspect ships off Libyan coast for another year
The UN Security Council (UNSC)

that the UN Secretary-General provides

member states are urged to identify

adopted on 2 October a resolution

a report within 11 months on the

those engaged in migrant smuggling

extending for another year the

implementation of the provisions. The

and human trafficking and consider

authorisation for member states to

report calls for an end to impunity for

designating offenders, and to observe

inspect vessels that they have

smugglers and traffickers operating in

the UN arms embargo in relation to

reasonable grounds to suspect are

Libya and beyond, and urges the

Libya.

being used for migrant smuggling or

authorities to investigate human rights

human trafficking, on the high seas off

violations. To better dismantle

the coast of Libya.

smuggling and trafficking networks,
more efforts are needed to investigate

UNSC resolution 2546 (2020) requests
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associated financial transactions. All

UNSC press release
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CONSULATIONS

UK parliament's Treasury Committee launches
new economic crime inquiry
anti-economic crime systems

activity reports (SARs) concerning the

conducted during the previous

UK and 400 organisations registered in

parliament in 2018. Significantly, the

the British Virgin Islands.

inquiry will take evidence relating to
corporate liability for economic crime.

Concurrently, the inquiry focuses on
consumers, including emerging trends

The current Treasury Committee has

such as the impact of the Covid-19

decided to assess the progress made in

pandemic and authorised push

combatting economic crime, calling for

payment (APP) fraud.

written evidence regarding the work of

The UK Treasury Committee launched
on 23 October an additional economic
crime inquiry to examine the
effectiveness of the government’s
anti-money laundering (AML) and
sanctions measures, as well as its
mechanisms to protect consumers
from fraud, since the conclusion of its
initial inquiry into the UK’s

the Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA)

The deadline for submissions to the

Office for Professional Body Anti-Money

Committee's inquiry is 27 November.

Laundering Supervision (OPBAS), which
was established in 2018 to oversee

UK parliament press relea...

AML supervisors’ compliance with the
2017 AML Regulations.

Inquiry notice

Additionally, the inquiry seeks evidence

Call for evidence

related to the impact of the FinCEN
Files, which include 622 suspicious

French anti-corruption body consults on updates
to its recommendations
The French Anti-Corruption Agency

The AFA’s process of updating its

framework for the public sector. The

(AFA) issued a 16 October public

recommendations follows three years

consultation ends on 16 November.

consultation seeking feedback on

of activity and associated lessons

proposed updates to its December

learned gleaned from its supervisory

2017 recommendations designed to

activities. The AFA is seeking public

help all legal persons, companies and

comment on three draft sections

the public sector implement suitable

comprising of anti-corruption efforts

mechanisms for preventing and

relevant to all parties, an anti-corruption

detecting corruption.

framework specifically related to
companies, and an anti-corruption
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UK FRC consults on proposed revisions to the
international auditing standard relating to fraud
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council

Clarification that the evaluation of

New paragraphs discussing how

(FRC) launched a consultation on 20

whether suspected or identified

management could perpetrate and

October on proposed revisions to the

fraud is material should take into

conceal fraudulent financial

international auditing standard, to

consideration the qualitative and

reporting and how assets of the

provide increased clarity on auditors’

quantitative characteristics

entity could be misappropriated

requirements for detecting, identifying

The objectives of the auditor should

The auditor’s report should explain

and assessing material misstatements

include obtaining reasonable

to what extent the audit was

due to fraud. The decision to revise UK

assurance about whether the

considered capable of detecting

auditing standard ISA (UK) 240 was

financial statements are free from

irregularities, including fraud

prompted by “concern that auditors are

material misstatement due to fraud

obligations and enhance the

not doing enough to detect material

FRC notice

fraud”, which could be attributed to a

The auditor should maintain

lack of clarity on auditors’ obligations.

professional scepticism to remain

Consultation document

unbiased and alert to both
The consultation is accepting

corroborative and contradictory

responses until 29 January 2021.

audit evidence, as well as to

Draft ISA 240

indications that a record or

The proposed changes include

document may not be authentic

UK government outlines plans for freeports
The UK’s HM Treasury published on 7

and Northern Ireland, as part of a

Regulations 2017, as amended. In

October its response to the

separate allocation process.

addition, checks will be conducted on

consultation on the proposed policy on

freeport operators and businesses

freeports, which confirms the

In response to written contributions on

during the authorisation process to

government’s intention to deliver

the risk of freeports being used for

ensure that their policies are adequate,

freeports across the UK based on a

money laundering and terrorism

and the eligibility criteria for tax relief

new customs model and an

financing, smuggling of goods, illegal

will be clear to limit the risk of tax

authorisation procedure to minimise

wildlife trade, tax evasion or avoidance,

evasion, avoidance and abuse. More

the risk of illicit activity.

the Treasury stated that it will ensure

detail on the nature of the tax site and

that “all the necessary safeguards are in

on how firms will be held to account in

In its response, the government

place and will continue to meet

relation to their actions to minimise the

confirms that sea, air, and rail ports in

international standards when

risk of illicit activity will be included in

England will be invited to bid for

considering the risks in a UK context”.

the government’s bidding prospectus.

freeport status before the end of the
year, with a view to having the first sites

The document mentions that UK

ready for business in 2021.The

freeports will adhere to the OECD Code

government is working with the

of Conduct for Clean Free Trade Zones

devolved administrations to establish at

and will maintain the obligations set out

least one freeport in Wales, Scotland

in the UK’s Money Laundering
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Companies House should play a key role in
fighting economic crime, states UK Finance
In the context of the UK government’s

the best use of resources, the checks

outside parties, including regulated

plans for the reform of Companies

should start with the registered

firms and their data providers, to

House, UK Finance published on 13

companies, their directors, people with

facilitate KYC verification. In addition,

October its response to the May 2019

significant control (PSC) and those

Companies House should be given

consultation on the proposed reforms

filing information on behalf of a

more discretion to query company

to the corporate transparency register,

company, and then focus on future

information before it is placed on the

which stresses that Companies House

companies and their presenters.

register, based on already known

should play a full part in the economic
crime reform agenda.

economic crime typologies to identify
According to UK Finance, Companies

high risk presenters.

House should work to improve its
According to UK Finance, Companies

monitoring and enforcement using

House should implement a phased

innovative technology and by leveraging

approach to identity verification, which

related investigatory work by law

should prioritise high-risk companies

enforcement and regulators. UK

and other money laundering red flags

Finance thinks the government should

indicated in the UK’s Public Private

extend the ability of Companies House

Threat Assessment of 2019. To ensure

to disclose address information to

UK Finance press release
UK Finance response
UK government consultatio...

Law Society of England and Wales opposes UK
government’s economic crime levy
The Law Society of England and Wales

Furthermore, the Law Society claims

addition, the Law Society also calls for

published its response on 14 October

that decreases in money laundering

levy exemptions that would apply to

to the UK government’s consultation on

benefit the wider public more than the

firms that generate less than £10.2

its proposed economic crime levy to

regulated sector, arguing that the

million, and that only AML-related

support anti-money laundering (AML)

burden of improvement costs should be

activity should be factored into

efforts, expressing strong opposition

covered by taxpayers, recovered

domestic revenue when determining

to the proposal and suggesting it could

criminal assets and AML fines.

whether a firm ought to be exempt.

prove detrimental to solicitors. The UK

Additionally, the Law Society claims

government consultation ran from 21

that “any levy based on revenue would

Lastly, the Law Society notes that

July to 14 October.

be especially harmful to the profession,

international firms considering

as it decouples it from the risks against

expansion to the UK could be

which it is intended to protect”.

concerned by the levy and that the levy

The Law Society states that although
the legal profession as a whole has a

could damage the “UK’s international

vested interest in maintaining effective

If the government proceeds with the

reputation as a good place to do

AML frameworks, law firms already

levy, the Law Society suggests that a

business”.

engage in AML efforts “as

given firm ought to be charged based

demonstrated by the substantial costs

on its previous year’s number of

and resources allocated by the

suspicious activity reports (SARs),

profession to comply with its AML and

which would be less costly and fairer

financial crime obligations”.

than a levy based on revenue. In
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EBF response to consultation on supervisory
approach to banking sector consolidation
The European Banking Federation

The EBF welcomes the ECB’s support

team with a proven track record in both

(EBF) published on 1 October its

for the European Commission’s

the M&A process and banking business,

response to the European Central

AML/CFT action plan and underlines

and experience in dealing with ML/TF

Bank’s (ECB) consultation on the

that more harmonisation, with a focus

risks. In response to this, the EBF stated

supervisory approach to consolidation

on risk mitigation, could incentivise

that the reference to M&A should be

in the EU’s banking sector, noting that

banks to further engage in cross-border

removed, as the skill is not relevant in

the lack of harmonisation regarding the

mergers. On the other hand, the

the long-term as it is not part of core

anti-money laundering/counter the

differences in tax regimes between EU

banking activities.

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

member states in relation to M&A could

framework and tax regimes remain

create inefficiencies such as the loss of

The ECB’s consultation ran from 1 July

important regulatory barriers in the EU.

deferred tax assets even without any

to 1 October 2020. All comments will be

change in the parent company’s

published together with a feedback

headquarters.

statement on the ECB’s website.

According to the EBF, the current
AML/CFT framework leaves too much
discretion to national regulation,

In its guide on the supervisory approach

creating disparities and affecting the

to consolidation in the banking sector,

effectiveness of cross-border

the ECB emphasised that the

institutions and regulators. In addition,

governance and organisational

the EU directive-driven state of affairs

structure of the business combination

leads to loopholes in combatting

should follow a series of high-level

financial crime.

principles, such as a strong leadership

EBF press release
EBF response to ECB consu...
ECB press release (1 July...

China's central bank consults on AML/CFT
guidelines for Beijing real estate industry
The Beijing office of the People’s Bank

Key obligations include

of China published on 19 October a set

Real estate development
enterprises and real estate

of draft anti-money laundering and

Real estate development

intermediaries will need to have in

countering the financing of terrorism

enterprises and real estate

place internal controls designed to

(AML/CFT) guidelines for the Beijing

intermediaries must monitor all

supervise the implementation

real estate industry, seeking advice on

transactions and report large or

AML/CFT rules

the measures until 3 November. If

suspicious transactions to the

adopted, the guidelines will come into

Anti-Money Laundering Monitoring

Real estate development

effect on 1 January 2021. Under the

and Analysis Centre. When the

enterprises and intermediaries will

proposed provisions, new obligations

transaction includes elements of

need to perform KYC verifications,

will be introduced for real estate

ML/TF, other criminal activities or it

risk assessments, and adopt

development enterprises and real

could endanger national security or

measures to mitigate the risks

estate intermediaries in Beijing when

social stability, real estate agents

selling properties, providing brokerage

must also submit a report to the

or other activities.

central bank
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US FinCEN consults on recordkeeping and travel
rules under the Bank Secrecy Act
The US Department of Treasury’s Financial Crimes

between 2012 and 2018 were at or below $300, totalling

Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and the Federal Reserve

more than $5.7 million.

Board (FRB) issued a request for comments on 23 October
seeking feedback on a proposed rule to amend the

Both agencies believe that lowering the current $3,000

recordkeeping and travel rule regulations under the Bank

recordkeeping threshold for potentially illicit transactions to

Secrecy Act (BSA). The proposed rule would lower the

$250 would be valuable for law enforcement and national

reporting threshold under the BSA from $3,000 to $250 with

security agencies, particularly taking into account that

respect to transactions outside of the US and would broaden

financial institutions may not recognise or retain records for

the definition of money to apply the recordkeeping and

all suspicious activity below the $3,000 threshold. In addition,

travel rules to cryptocurrencies and digital assets with legal

FinCEN has proposed lowering the threshold of the travel rule

tender status.

to $250 as well, although financial institutions are able to
report certain smaller-value suspicious transactions that fall

FinCEN and the FRB believe that
lowering the current $3,000
recordkeeping threshold for
potentially illicit transactions to
$250 would be valuable for law
enforcement and national
security agencies
Citing the 2015 National Terrorism Finance Risk Assessment,
FinCEN notes that terrorist financiers and facilitators use
low-dollar transactions to exploit vulnerabilities in the
financial system. Analysing suspicious activity reports
(SARs) filed between 2016 and 2019, FinCEN found that
approximately 57 percent of the 1.29 million transmittals of
funds reported were at or below $300, totalling more than
$103 million. Concurrently, approximately 52 percent of
money transmittals related to fentanyl trafficking reported

100

below the current threshold.
According to the agencies, a certain unnamed industry group
has asserted that crypto transactions would not apply to the
travel rule, given that cryptocurrencies are not standardly
considered ‘money’ as defined by the Uniform Commercial
Code (UCC). Thus, the proposed rule would provide a
definition for ‘money’ to clarify that “both payment orders and
transmittal orders include any instruction by the sender to
transmit CVC [convertible virtual currencies] or any digital
asset having legal tender status to a recipient”, superseding
the UCC’s definition.
Comments on the proposed amendments can be submitted
until 27 November.
FinCEN press release
Federal Reserve press release
Federal Register notice
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

Huawei launches freedom of information case
against US government
Huawei Technologies Co Ltd and

relations between the US and China,

Division, the FBI and the Office of the

Huawei Device USA Inc filed on 30

and the development of 5G tech.

US Trade Representative, the agencies

October a Freedom of Information Act

“refused to conduct adequate searches,

(FOIA) complaint against the US

The Chinese telecoms company

failed to produce responsive records,

federal government over its failure to

complains that the FBI, the US

and relied on blanket applications of

release nine documents requested

Immigration and Customs Enforcement,

FOIA exemptions asserted without any

between May and September 2019, in

and the Departments of State, Treasury,

meaningful explanation”.

relation to the criminal investigation

Homeland Security, Commerce and

into Huawei’s alleged fraudulent

Justice “stonewalled” its request for

Huawei requests that the US District

scheme to obtain prohibited US items

information and sought to use the

Court for the District of Columbia order

for its Iran-based business in violation

ongoing criminal charges “to advance

the expedited release of the

of US sanctions.

policy objectives unrelated to the

documents, in view of the “widespread

even-handed administration of criminal

and exceptional” media interest and

justice.”

their relevance for the public confidence

According to the complaint, the
documents relate to the prosecution of

in government institutions.

Huawei Tech Chief Financial Officer

In addition, the plaintiffs argue that, in

Wanzhou Meng, charged in 2019 with

the case of three additional documents

bank and wire fraud, but also to trade

released by the DOJ National Security

Huawei FOIA complaint (re...

UK court dismisses fraud suit against Ukrainian
oligarch Yuriy Ivanyushchenko
A UK court on 9 October dismissed a

allegedly made as a loan to

of the time, but never made payment on

multi-million dollar fraud case over an

Ivanyushchenko. Shulman purportedly

either jet. Furthermore, he claims to

Odessa land investment brought by

then entered into an agreement with

have loaned the Ukrainian billionaire

Vadim Shulman against Ukrainian

two other parties to develop the land,

over $6 million in 2010 and alleges that

billionaire and former Ukraine MP Yuriy

selling back some of the shares. The

the loan was never paid back.

Ivanyushchenko after the judge ruled

lawsuit alleged that the land has

that the lawsuit did not have grounds

remained undeveloped, and that

In determining the case’s jurisdiction,

for determination in the UK.

Shulman and Dili should have received

Judge Clare Moulder declared that

their full investment back.

none of the three claims bear legal

According to the court ruling, Shulman

relevance in the UK, with two of the

and his Panama-based company Dili

Additionally, Shulman alleges that he

primary agreements purportedly taking

Advisors Corporation invested $21.8

made an agreement with

place in Monaco and the third falling

million into a property near Odessa in

Ivanyushchenko to pay half the

under the jurisdiction of Ukrainian law.

2008 with plans to develop the land,

operating costs of two of Shulman’s

with half of Shulman’s investment

private jets in return for using them half
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US court affirms it has jurisdiction in Halkbank’s
Iran sanctions and money laundering case
A US court ruled on 1 October that

and upheld in a 26 October ruling, which

In September 2017, US prosecutors

Turkish lender Türkiye Halk Bankasi

also decided that Halkbank’s US trial

charged nine individuals, including

AS (Halkbank) is not immune from

will start on 3 May 2021.

Halkbank employees and the former

prosecution in relation to October 2019

Turkish economy minister, with alleged

charges of bank fraud, money

The US Justice Department (DOJ)

participation in the scheme.

laundering and conspiracy to violate

announced on 15 October 2019 that it

Businessman Reza Zarrab pleaded

sanctions against Iran.

was charging Turkey’s majority

guilty in October 2017 and a jury

state-owned bank with fraud, money

convicted Halkbank’s former deputy

According to the New York Southern

laundering and violations of the

general manager, Memet Hakkan Atilla,

District Court, the Foreign Sovereign

International Emergency Economic

in January 2018.

Immunities Act does not grant

Powers Act, for allegedly funnelling $20

immunity in criminal proceedings, while

billion-worth of Iranian oil revenue

the presumption against

through fraudulent transactions, money

extraterritoriality does not bar the

service businesses and front

charges in the indictment nor cancel its

companies in Turkey, Iran and the UAE

jurisdiction over the perpetrators. The

from 2012 to 2016.

Halkbank motion (10 Augus...
Court decision and order ...
Court decision and order ...

order was appealed by the defendant

Spanish Supreme Court upholds convictions in
Gürtel corruption case
Spain’s Supreme Court upheld on 14

treatment in the awarding of public

According to the Spanish daily

October 29 convictions relating to the

contracts. The civil liability of former PP

newspaper El Pais, the 2018 pre-trial

Gürtel corruption scheme which ran

minister Ana Mato, who accepted over

probe was the largest in Spanish

between 1999 to 2005 and involved

€25,000 in bribes from the Gürtel

modern history and led to the political

bribes for contracts. The Supreme

network, was also upheld by the court.

downfall of former prime minister

Court also upheld a High Court ruling

However, the Supreme Court expressed

Mariano Rajoy, who testified as a

which found the Spanish Popular Party

disagreement with what it deemed to

witness in 2017, denying that the PP

(PP) liable for its involvement in the

be “excessive” labelling by the High

ever took cash donations and claiming

corruption network, ordering the PP to

Court of a parallel accounting system

that he never personally engaged in the

pay back €245,000 in illegal proceeds.

purportedly used by the PP, which it

party’s finances.

ruled was not determined as fact in the
The Supreme Court upheld the 51-year

2018 trial, after the PP argued that the

prison sentence handed to Francisco

High Court’s ruling informally

Correa who was convicted of working

associated the party with criminal

with PP members to create a “stable

activity. The Supreme Court also

collaboration” which involved

slightly reduced the prison sentence for

exchanging gifts for preferential

Luis Bárcenas, a former PP treasurer.
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Ukraine’s Constitutional Court rules some anticorruption measures are unconstitutional
loss of a $5 billion aid deal pledged by the IMF in June, but
which has been partially withheld pending evidence of
effective anti-corruption reforms. Reuters also reported that
the EU delegation to the Ukraine signalled that “its financial
assistance was tied to Ukraine’s performance on corruption”
and cited an unnamed member of the European Parliament’s
(EP) foreign affairs committee as suggesting further
backsliding could make hopes of Ukrainian visa-free access
to Europe untenable.

The Constitutional Court of Ukraine ruled on 27 October that
several of the country’s anti-corruption measures are
unconstitutional, leading to President Volodymyr Zelenskiy
calling for a parliament vote to dissolve the court and bring
the anti-corruption reforms back into place, over fears of
being cut off from IMF and EU aid.

The court also struck down the
NAZK’s foundational ability to
access registers and report on
violations of anti-corruption law
and administrative failures

The ruling by the Constitutional Court determined that
aspects of Ukraine’s anti-corruption legislation are

In a 31 October letter addressed to Rada’s speaker, Gianni

unconstitutional, stripping substantial powers from the

Buquicchio and Marin Mrcela, Presidents of the European

national anti-corruption authority (NAZK) to verify

Commission for Democracy and Law (Venice Commission)

declarations and monitor suspects and overturning rules that

and the Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), warned

hold Ukrainian officials criminally liable for making

Rada not to sabotage public faith in the judiciary and urged

intentionally false declarations about their personal assets,

Ukraine’s parliament not to dismiss the court. The letter

calling it “an excessive punishment for committing these

states that dissolving the court “is in blatant breach of the

offences”, according to 28 October reporting by Reuters. The

Constitution and of the fundamental principle of separation

court also struck down the NAZK’s foundational ability to

of powers” and that, “even if for an arguably good cause,

access registers and report on violations of anti-corruption

cannot lead to a culture of constitutionalism and respect for

law and administrative failures.

the rule of law, which the fight against corruption pursues”.
Buquicchio and Mrcela instead suggest that Ukrainian

Amidst the responses to the court’s ruling, Transparency

lawmakers “explore possible alternative ways of ensuring

International Ukraine’s Executive Director Andrii Borovyk said

that the fight against corruption in line with international

that the parts of the legislation that were overturned “were

standards remains a priority”, while also reminding Rada that

the cornerstones of the anti-corruption system” and that

GRECO recommendations must be “fully and effectively

corruption remains a substantial threat to national security.

implemented without delay”.

Borovyk added that the court’s decision “will lead to a
significant rollback in Ukraine’s anti-corruption reform”.

Court ruling

Following the ruling, President Zelenskiy called for Ukraine’s

GRECO letter

parliament, the Verkhovna Rada (Rada), on 2 November to
vote to dissolve the high court and put the anti-corruption
measures back into effect, warning of national chaos and the
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US businessman Glenn Stepul indicted for
allegedly exporting arms to Ukraine
The US Attorney’s Office in the

January 2016, Stepul and Yakin

Ukrainian customs officials in Lviv

Northern District of Illinois announced

purportedly conspired with the other

intercepted one shipment, containing

on 9 October that businessman Glenn

un-named co-conspirator and used the

items which were falsely declared as

Stepul has been charged with illegally

two companies to export Glock 17 and

household goods, cosmetics, toys,

exporting gun parts and other defence

Glock 19 pistol slides and 9mm

stationery, and cassettes.

articles to a company in Ukraine, in

stainless steel gun barrels from the US

violation of the Arms Export Control

to Ukraine, without obtaining the

Stepul, who is facing additional federal

Act and the International Emergency

required authorisation from the US

charges related to export controls,

Economic Powers Act.

Department of State. In addition, the

smuggling, and false statements,

defendants allegedly colluded to export

pleaded not guilty on 8 October before

The indictment charges Stepul,

rifle scopes and night-vision cameras to

US District Judge John Robert Blakey in

Ukrainian-based co-conspirator Andriy

Ukraine, without authorisation from the

Chicago, who scheduled a status

Yakin, a second Ukrainian un-named

US Department of Commerce.

hearing for 16 December. An arrest

co-conspirator, as well as Stepul’s

warrant has been issued against Yakin.

US-based company acting as

Further, the indictment alleges that

distributor, and another Ukraine-based

Stepul concealed the exports through

company acting as purchaser.

shipments carried out by his business,
whose purpose was the distribution of

According to the indictment, beginning

horizontal directional drilling

around March 2014 and continuing until

equipment. In September 2014,

DOJ press release
Indictment

UK Appeal Commission rules on Sri Lanka’s
proscription of Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
The UK’s Proscribed Organisations

posed by LTTE and it inaccurately

incidents between 2012 and 2017,

Appeal Commission allowed on 21

presented the Joint Terrorism Analysis

which led the Home Secretary to

October an appeal brought by the

Centre’s (JTAC) findings on the Tamil

conclude that the group was “currently

Transnational Government of Tamil

group’s “current terrorist activities”.

concerned in terrorism”. A second

Eelam, in relation to their November

assessment by JTAC added that there

2018 request to remove the Liberation

The Commission held that “there were

was “not enough evidence” to attribute

Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) from the

inaccuracies in the way the author of

the November 2018 events to LTTE.

list of organisations proscribed under

the submission reported to the

the UK’s 2011 Terrorism Act.

Secretary of State the level of

LTTE’s potential removal from the UK’s

confidence which JTAC had assigned

list of proscribed organisations is likely

to the assessments”.

to be discussed as a form of relief at

In delivering its judgment, the
Commission held that the Home

the next Commission hearing, in view of

Secretary’s decision of 8 March 2019 to

According to the ruling, JTAC’s

maintain LTTE on the list of proscribed

confidential report found that LTTE

organisations was “flawed”, as it

members were behind a November

misrepresented conclusions by the

2018 murder of two Sri Lankan

Proscription Review Group on the threat

policemen and engaged in six other
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Swiss court convicts ex-FIFA secretary general
and acquits Paris Saint-Germain president
incited him to engage in unfaithful business management.
According to a court press release, in 2014, a businessman
offered Valcke use of a luxury property in Sardinia in
exchange for securing a media licencing agreement in North
Africa and the Middle East for the 2026 and 2030 FIFA World
Cup and additional events in the same period. A February
Swiss Attorney General press release identified Al-Khelaifi as
that individual.
Additionally, in November 2013 and July 2014, Valcke
allegedly received €1.25 million in bribes from another
Former FIFA secretary general Jerome Valcke was convicted
on 30 October by a Swiss court for forging documents linked
to World Cup broadcasting deals in Italy and Greece, in
which he received a 120-day suspended sentence and was
ordered to pay €1.75 million in restitution, according to
reporting by Deutsche Welle. The Swiss court has also
acquitted Qatari businessman, Chairman of beIN Media
Group, and President of Paris Saint-Germain, Nasser
Al-Khelaifi in the same case.
Swiss prosecutors charged Valcke in February with
corruption, unfaithful business management, and forgery,

individual to secure a media licence agreement for Italy and
Greece for the same World Cup and Confederation Cups. In
order to disguise the bribes, Valcke received the funds
through the account of a company he owned, Sportunited
LLC, and fraudulently registered the bribes as loans on the
account’s balance sheet.
Deutsche Welle article
Swiss Criminal Court press release (in German...
Swiss Attorney General Office press release (...

along with an unnamed individual and Chairman of the
broadcasting group beIN Sports, Al-Khelaifi, who allegedly

ECJ rejects Bank Refah Kargaran sanctionsrelated request for damages
The Grand Chamber of the European Court of Justice

the ruling upheld the General’s Court interpretation that the

rejected on 6 October a request by the Iranian Bank Refah

inadequacy of the EU Council’s statement of reasons in

Kargaran seeking €121 million in compensation for the

relation to the imposition of restrictive measures was not

alleged harm caused by its inclusion on the EU’s list of

serious enough to trigger the EU’s liability. As a result, Bank

restrictive measures adopted in 2010 and 2011 in relation to

Refah Kargaran’s appeal and request for damages were

Iran’s nuclear proliferation activities.

rejected in their entirety.

In the most recent ruling, the Grand Chamber dismissed Bank

ECJ press release

Refah Kargaran’s appeal despite finding that the General
Court was wrong in holding that an action for damages as a

ECJ ruling Bank Refah Kargaran v. Council - a...

result of restrictive measures was outside its jurisdiction.
After analysing the grounds of the appeal by the Iranian bank,
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Holy See publishes report on 2019 finances,
commits to increase anti-fraud safeguards
The official said that the Holy See

advised but also defrauded. I believe

Curia’s state of accounts must be as

that we are learning from past mistakes

transparent as possible and committed

or imprudence”, the official said.

to releasing more information on the

In an interview with Vatican News on 1
October, the Holy See Economy
Secretary Juan Antonio Guerrero Alves
revealed information on the Vatican’s
2019 balance sheets and promised to
increase transparency on fiscal
management in light of the recent
corruption and real estate scandals.

ongoing plans to centralise the

In a meeting with the Council of

Vatican’s assets in an effort to increase

Europe’s Moneyval on 8 October, Pope

transparency. This measure would

Francis provided an overview of the

reportedly help to prevent future

recent measures to increase

situations similar to the London real

transparency in government spending

estate scandal, which includes

and prevent money laundering and

accusations of financial malfeasance

terrorism financing.

against Cardinal Angelo Becciu of the
Vatican’s Secretariat of State.

Vatican News interview an...

According to Father Alves, the Curia has

Catholic News Agency (24 ...

a deficit of €11 million, which has
reduced significantly as compared with

Pope Francis meeting with...

2018. “It’s possible that in some cases,
the Holy See has been not only badly

Al-Shabab militants reportedly exploiting Somali
banking system and investing in real estate
Al-Shabab, the Somali militant group

According to the report, as cited by the

weaknesses that could be exploited by

allied with Al-Qaeda, is reportedly

New York Times, Al-Shabab has found

criminals but noted that enforcement

exploiting the Somali banking system

ways to evade UNSC sanctions moving

by the Somali government remains

and investing in property and

from cash transactions to using bank

inadequate and hindered by many

businesses, according to a 11 October

accounts and electronic mobile money

obstacles, including the lack of

New York Times article, citing a UN

services. The report allegedly cites

widespread proof of legal identity.

Security Council (UNSC) report which

accounts operated by Salaam Somali

has not yet been made public. The

Bank, large cash deposits, and frequent

report purportedly states that between

transfers that surpassed the legal

December 2019 and August the group

threshold but were never reported. The

generated about $13 million.

report advises Somalia to step up
banking’s modernisation and eliminate
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Cybercrime group donates Bitcoin to charities
A cybercrime group reportedly donated $20,000 worth of

hacking group processed the donations via US-based service

Bitcoin on 13 October to two charity groups, Children

The Giving Block, which was reportedly unaware of the illicit

International and The Water Project, according to reporting

nature of the funds but said it will return the amounts if they

by the BBC. According to a 19 October BBC article citing a

are proven to be stolen funds.

darknet blog post by the Darkside hacking group, the
hackers claim to have extorted millions of dollars from

Cryptocurrency investigator Philip Gradwell from Chainalysis

profitable companies via ransomware attacks, but said that

told BBC news that “by allowing anonymous donations from

they want to “make the world a better place” through

potentially illicit sources, it opens up the danger of money

donations to the two charities.

laundering”. Gradwell also stated that all cryptocurrency
businesses need to have in place AML measures.

A Children International’s spokesperson stated that it will not
keep the donation if it represents the proceeds of crime. The

BBC news article

UK ACRA suggests members should play role in
Companies House reform, according to ICIJ
The UK’s Association of Company Registration Agents

agencies, including ACRA member ComForm Solutions Ltd,

(ACRA) has reportedly advised government ministers to use

based in London. According to a September investigation by

ACRA company formation agents to carry out identity

The Times, ComForm Solutions helped create 380 UK

verification on directors and owners of Companies House

companies, some of which were linked to a Belarusian-owned

firms, according to a 20 October report by the International

pyramid scheme accused of defrauding 900 people in 2019.

Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ).
Other controversial ACRA members allegedly include
As part of government efforts to better fight economic crime

Armadillo Corporate Solutions, owned by Manny Cohen, the

through reforming Companies House, announced on 18

former owner of Mossack Fonseca’s UK franchise, and Mark

September, identity checks for all directors, owners and

Omelnitski’s Markom Management, associated with Russian

company formation agents will become mandatory to ensure

oligarchs subject to international sanctions.

greater accuracy of data. ACRA chair reportedly told ICIJ that
Companies House “should rely on our members to do their

ICIJ report

identification and due diligence checks for them”.
UK Companies House strategy 2020-2025 (18 Sep...
Previous investigative work by ICIJ allegedly found that many
UK shell companies mentioned in the FinCEN Files were
created by a relatively low number of UK company formation
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Germany reportedly issues international arrest
warrants for Mossack Fonseca founders
German newspaper Süddeutsche

from Mossack Fonseca, which revealed

criminal organisation. The paper also

Zeitung reported on 20 October that

how corporations were being used for

wrote that the two hold Panamanian

German prosecutors have issued

illegal purposes, including fraud, tax

citizenship and passports and are

international arrest warrants for Jürgen

evasion, and evading international

currently in the Caribbean archipelago,

Mossack and Ramon Fonseca, the

sanctions. According to the American

which is not part of any treaty providing

co-founders of Panama-based

Center for Public Integrity, at least 150

extradition regulations.

Mossack Fonseca & Co, the law firm

investigations were opened in 79

behind the illicit offshore tax scheme

countries just one year after the leak to

exposed by the Panama Papers.

examine potential unlawful activity.

The Panama Papers that came to light

According to Süddeutsche Zeitung,

in April 2016 involved the leak of 11.5

Mossack and Fonseca are being sought

million secret financial documents

by Cologne prosecutors on charges of

detailing attorney-client information

accessory to tax evasion and forming a

Süddeutsche Zeitung repor...
Deutsche Welle article
American Center for Publi...

Euro Pacific Bank of Puerto Rico reportedly
targeted in global tax evasion probe
The Joint Chiefs of Global Tax

allegedly include Westpac Banking

convicted of large-scale fraud and drug

Enforcement group (known as J5) is

Corporation, the West Australian

trafficking. In addition, the bank is said

investigating whether the Puerto Rico

government-owned Perth Mint, the US

to hold accounts for around 100

based Euro Pacific Bank (Europac),

Federal Reserve Bank of New York, the

high-risk Australian customers.

founded by US banker Peter Schiff, has

UK’s National Westminster Bank,

been involved in tax evasion and

Canada’s Bank of Montreal, Japan’s

In two statements released on 18 and

money laundering on behalf of its

Mizuho Bank and Novo Banco in

19 October, Europac denied any

clients, according to a series of media

Portugal. According to media reports,

wrongdoing and highlighted that all

reports released on 18 and 19 October

Westpac was a correspondent bank for

“accounts are regularly subjected to

by the New York Times and Australia’s

Europac until 2018.

additional review, and any

The Age and Sydney Morning Herald.

non-compliant accounts are rejected or
A J5 press release dated 23 January

closed because of the Bank’s rigorous

The media outlets claim that J5 tax

stated that the operation covered

and ongoing compliance programmes”.

enforcers from the US, Canada, the UK,

multilateral investigations into a Central

Australia and the Netherlands have

American financial institution, “whose

been looking into Europac’s links with

products and services are believed to

serious organised crime and financial

be facilitating money laundering and tax

transactions by hundreds of the bank’s

evasion for customers across the

customers, as part of ‘Operation

globe”. Among the bank’s controversial

Atlantis’, launched in early 2020.

clients, The Age mentions a Russian

Europac’s international partners

cybercriminal and two businessmen
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Italian media publishes Swiss investigation letter
alleging criminal activity by Vatican financier
Italian newspaper L’Espresso published

between illegal activities undertaken

types of investments being made,

on 23 October a formal request for

through the fund by Crasso and Becciu,

which allegedly included millions of

judicial assistance from Vatican

placing the Vatican within the scope of

euros invested in projects or portfolios

authorities to its Swiss counterparts in

financial crime investigations.

managed by Becciu’s brothers and

2019 detailing allegations that former

associates.

Vatican Secretariat of State Giovanni

According to a Catholic News Agency

Becciu ran an illegal financial crime

(CNA) article published in the National

Corriere della Sera reported on 6

network using Vatican funds through

Catholic Register on 28 October, CNA

November that Pope Francis ordered

the operations of Enrico Crasso, the

reported that it was unable to confirm

the funds and assets previously

investment manager of Vatican utilised

the veracity of the letter, but did note

managed by Becciu to be moved over

Centurion Global Fund.

that Crasso has worked in Vatican

the next three months, with the

finances since 1993, is an Italian-born

proceeds turned over to the

L’Espresso, which previously broke the

Swiss citizen, and that the Vatican is

Administration of the Patrimony of the

story leading to Becciu’s resignation,

the main investor in the Centurion

Holy See (APSA), and a Pontifical

reported that the letter to Swiss

Global Fund. The Italian newspaper

Commission established on 4

investigators shines a spotlight on a

Corriere della Sera reported that the

November to oversee the changes. In

“system of power that the former

Secretariat of State for the Vatican, a

his orders, Pope Francis highlighted real

cardinal of Pattado had created to

position held by Becciu until 2018, was

estate investments Becciu made in

manage the finances of the Secretariat

responsible for more than two thirds of

London as well as assets in the

of State” but which repeatedly engaged

Centurion’s €70 million cash raises.

Centurion fund, requesting the Vatican

in “abuse of authority, embezzlement,

“eliminate all reputational risks”.

corruption and money laundering,

Becciu was asked by Pope Francis on

self-laundering and use of proceeds

24 September to resign as Cardinal and

from criminal activities”. Vatican

from his current Vatican position, after

investigators are purported to have

which Becciu reportedly denied

alleged in the letter that they suspected

following Crasso’s financial directives

criminal association could be drawn

and denied direct knowledge of the

L’Espresso story
National Catholic Registe...
Corriere della Sera artic...

Bolsonaro announces end to Car Wash probe
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro

Sergio Moro, the former chief judge and

politics and scheme to destroy Brazil

announced on 7 October that he has

until recently Bolsonaro’s justice

and weaken its economy and

ended the six year anti-corruption

minister took to Twitter after

democracy”.

probe known as Operation Car Wash,

Bolsonaro’s announcement on 7

declaring that “there is no more

October stating that “attempts to end

corruption in the government”, while

the carwash investigation represent the

former justice minister warned that the

return of corruption”, adding that the

probe’s closure signals a return of

President’s closure of the probe

corruption, according to Bloomberg.

represents “the triumph of the old
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Boohoo textile suppliers investigated for money
laundering and VAT fraud
allegations of modern slavery and

are reportedly part of Boohoo’s supply

exploitation in Leicester’s textiles

chain, alleged to be involved in money

industry. In a statement issued to

laundering and VAT fraud. In particular,

investors, Boohoo claimed that Jaswal

the BBC reported that Rostum Nagra,

Fashions “is not and has never been” a

the former director of two textile

supplier to Boohoo.

production companies, is accused of
facilitating the production of false

The Times reported on 18 October that
the UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)
has launched an investigation into
Leicester-based textile companies that
are part of the supply chain of
fast-fashion brand Boohoo on
suspicion of money laundering and
VAT fraud. The investigation was
prompted by a 24 September
independent review into Boohoo’s
supply chain conducted by Alison
Levitt QC and an article published by
the Sunday Times in July, which made
allegations about unacceptable
working conditions, the underpayment
of workers, and VAT fraud.
The Sunday Times investigation claims
that an undercover reporter in the
factory of purported supplier of
Boohoo, Jaswal Fashions, recorded
employees telling him to expect to be
paid £3.50 an hour, in violation of UK
regulations which sets the minimum
wage for those aged over 25 at £8.72

Following the publication of the Sunday

invoices and placing fake orders for a

Times ’ investigation, Boohoo

network of companies with addresses

commissioned Alison Levitt’s review of

in Leicester, most of which are shell

its working practices. The review saw

companies. It is alleged that Nagra paid

some witnesses describe three

the inflated invoice amount into the

factories in Leicester as “engaged in

shell company’s bank accounts, which

large-scale VAT fraud in a way that even

were then withdrawn immediately from

the HMRC would be unable to detect”,

the bank account and returned to Nagra

and others claimed that Boohoo “turned

in cash, apart from half the VAT, which

a blind eye to certain practices and

would be collected by accomplices.

conditions within their supply chain”.

Boohoo told the BBC that it was not
aware of any unlawful activities

The review saw
some witnesses
describe three
factories in
Leicester as
“engaged in
large-scale VAT
fraud in a way that
even the HMRC
would be unable to
detect”

per hour. At the time, the NCA
announced that it was conducting
off-site and on-site assessments in
collaboration with law enforcement and
administrative authorities to review the
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Additionally, a recent BBC investigation
focused on a network of Leicester
clothing manufacturers, some of which

perpetrated by its suppliers and has
terminated its relationship with one of
the suppliers, Rose Fashion Leicester.
The BBC reported that HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) did not comment on
specific individuals or businesses,
however it cited an official statement
that “in the last year, HMRC has
completed 25 separate investigations
into the VAT affairs of businesses in the
textile trade in Leicester and, in so
doing, recovered more than £2m of tax
that would otherwise have been lost”.
The Times article
The Times article (5 July...
NCA statement (8 July)
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Brazilian Car Wash probe gains new lead from
secret Swiss audio recordings
Brazil’s long-running Operation Car

cooperating with Brazilian police in

the bribes and took indirect company

Wash probe into corruption at Petroleo

exchange for leniency, provided

reimbursements for bribes made using

Brasileiro SA (Petrobras), according to

correspondence, transaction records,

his own funds.

eight search warrants executed on 20

and hundreds of hours of secretly

October, reportedly received a boost

recorded conversations that took place

Although the search warrants, which

from secret recordings by former

between 2005 and 2014 in Vitol’s Brazil

targeted six individuals and two

Brazilian CEO of Switzerland-based

office. Court filings state that Dutra paid

companies, did not immediately yield

Vitol SA Marcio Dutra that allege

approximately $2,200 a month to a

new criminal charges based on the

former Vitol executives approved

Petrobras employee to gain insights

audio recordings, prosecutors said that

monthly bribes to Petrobras

into the Brazilian state-owned energy

transactions involving 3.3 billion litres

employees.

giant’s pricing and business strategy,

of fuel were under review in connection

information which gave Vitol a

with the new line of inquiry.

According to 21 October reporting by

competitive advantage. Dutra allegedly

Reuters, Dutra, who is purportedly

used cash from the firm’s funds to pay

Reuters article

Mozambique seeks extradition of former Credit
Suisse bankers involved in debt scandal
Mozambique’s Attorney General is

The former bankers have also been

in the US, making misrepresents,

seeking the extradition of three former

indicted in the US for conspiracy to

including the use of loan proceeds and

Credit Suisse bankers allegedly

violate the US Foreign Corrupt Practices

Mozambique’s ability to repay them.

involved in the $2 billion debt scandal

Act (FCPA).

which prompted the International

Chang and other officials allegedly

Monetary Fund (IMF) and other donors

According to the DOJ indictment,

received $150 million in bribes for

to cut off support for the African

between 2013 and 2016, the

securing the loan arrangements, while

country, according to a 21 October

co-conspirators organised a $2 billion

Pearse, Subeva and Singh purportedly

article published by Reuters.

loan guaranteed by the Mozambique

obtained $50 million in kickback

government to be offered to three

payments for assisting in obtaining the

Andrew Pearse, Detelina Subeva and

state-owned companies, namely

loans through their investment bank

Surjan Singh allegedly helped arrange

Proindicus S.A., Empresa Moçambicana

and another foreign bank.

the loans guaranteed by the

de Atum, S.A. (EMATUM) and

Mozambique government and were

Mozambique Asset Management

indicted by the US Department of

(MAM) to fund three maritime projects

Justice (DOJ) in March 2019, along with

for which a United Arab Emirates (UAE)

Mozambican Finance Minister Manuel

company, Privinvest Group, would

Chang, other former government

provide the equipment and services.

officials, and business executives on

The defendants allegedly then sold the

fraud and money laundering charges.

loans to investors worldwide, including
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Lukashenko ally Ternavsky kept assets in the UK
in violation of EU sanctions, according to OCCRP
Ternavsky had a permanent power of attorney, were changed
in April 2012 by Mossack Fonseca’s Swiss office, most likely
in response to the EU sanctions against the businessman. In
line with instructions from Steval Management, the Swiss
service provider that worked for Ternavsky-affiliated entities,
Mossack Fonseca, backdated ownership documents. At that
time, Roping Marketing was reportedly controlled by
Courtyard Capital Inc, a Panamanian company also linked to
Ternavsky.
In response to a second Steval Management request,
The Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project
(OCCRP) reported on 13 October that Ukraine-born Russian
oil tycoon Anatoly Ternavsky, who has been subject to
European Union sanctions on Belarus since March 2012 over
his links to President Alexander Lukashenko, allegedly used
secret offshore jurisdictions and proxies to maintain his
assets in the UK.
Ternavsky and his company Univest-M, a major exporter of
Russian oil and a leading real estate actor, were made subject
to EU sanctions in March 2012, when the EU Council noted
that Ternavsky maintained “close relations” with the Belarus
regime and sponsored the President’s sports club.
Ternavsky’s designation was renewed in 2014, when the
European Council added that the businessman employed
Lukashenko's daughter-in-law until 2011, benefitted from the
regime through large scale business activities and provided
financial support to the Belarusian Ministry of Internal Affairs,
the state television and radio company, and a National
Assembly trade union.
Leaked Panama Papers documents cited by OCCRP purport
to show that ownership documents for British Virgin Islands
(BVI) holding company Roping Marketing Corp, for which
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Ternavsky’s daughter Natalia Ternavskaya became a
beneficiary of Roping Marketing and its UK subsidiary
Uni-Trade in 2012, with the documentation again backdated
to 8 March 2012. Roping Marketing disclosed these changes
to the BVI’s Financial Investigation Agency in May 2013, eight
months after the agency asked for official records.
The OCCRP investigation found that Steval Management and
Mossack Fonseca backdated documentation twice to allow
companies to continue their operations in Europe despite
Ternavsky being subject to Belarus-related asset freezes. In
addition, Mossack Fonseca reported to the BVI FIA that
Uni-Trade did not have a bank account, although there is
evidence that appears to show that Roping was using the UK
subsidiary to move assets. According to OCCRP, the UK’s HM
Treasury declared that Uni-Trade was not subject to EU, UN or
UK legislation.
OCCRP report
Council Implementing Decision 2014/24 (20 Jan...
Council Implementing Decision 2012/171 (23 Ma...
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Update which gives you an overview of important developments in
the sphere of corporate sustainability over the last month.
Pension fund agrees legal settlement over disregard for climate change risks
An Australian pension fund has reached a settlement with a 25-year-old member over claims that it was failing to protect his
retirement fund from risks associated with climate change, potentially signaling far-reaching consequences for the pensions
industry. The focus of the claim against Retail Employees Superannuation Trust (REST), a AUD57 billion ($41bn) pension fund,
was on whether it had breached its fiduciary responsibility by not acting in the member’s best interests and demonstrating the
necessary level of care to protect the retirement fund.
According to Reuters, REST accepted the dire economic and social impact of global warming and that rising global temperatures
presented a “material, direct and current financial risk” to the fund. The case is expected to put the pensions industry, and
investors more widely, under much greater scrutiny when it comes to how they report on and manage their climate change risks.
“This settlement from the other side of the world will add to the scrutiny of schemes’ responses to climate change and increases
reputational risk for those schemes that fail to engage with this issue," Carolyn Saunders, a pensions expert and partner at
London law firm Pinsent Masons said in a note published by the firm.
Since October 2019, all UK pension funds have an explicit responsibility to integrate financially-material ESG issues, including
climate change, into their investment approach. However, the Department for Work and Pensions is currently developing plans to
impose wider climate risk governance and reporting on UK pension schemes. According to the Pinsent Masons note, it is
expected that the new regulatory requirements will be part of the Pension Schemes Bill that is currently before the UK
parliament.
Following the case, REST is reported to have agreed to target net zero within its portfolio by 2050 and encouraged its investees
to align with the goals of the Paris Agreement. It will also now disclose its climate change risks against the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures standard.
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European Banking Authority sets out plans for ESG Regulation
The European Banking Authority (EBA) has set out new proposals on the inclusion of Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) risks in the regulatory and supervisory framework for credit institutions and investment firms. As part of a discussion
paper published on 3 November 2020, the EBA has outlined a cross-section of ESG risks that firms are exposed to through their
counterparties. The paper focuses on environmental risks such as climate change, environmental degradation, biodiversity, and
water stress, while under the Social risks it identifies inequality, inclusiveness, labour relations, investment in human capital and
communities as particularly relevant for the industry.
The EBA’s approach emphasises the need for investment firms and credit institutions to assess the financial materiality of the
different ESG factors for their counterparties. It also identifies a need to reduce the impact of ESG risks through their
incorporation within an organisation’s internal processes and business strategies. The paper suggests a number of steps that
firms may wish to take to mitigate their exposure to ESG risks, such as assessing a third party’s levels of resilience, setting
targets and communicating with customers about ESG matters. A consultation on the proposals will run until February 2021.
The proposals on managing ESG risks build on broader developments on sustainability at the EU level, including the EU
Taxonomy Regulation which comes into force next year and will provide common definitions of ESG factors in a manner that
makes them more comparable across firms and industries. It also seeks to identify suitable regulatory standards based on the
EU’s Regulation on sustainability-related disclosures in the financial services sector.
Boohoo’s shares suffer 20 percent fall after PwC steps back from fashion retailer
The stock market value of the controversial online fashion retailer Boohoo fell by more the £500 million in October after the audit
firm PwC said it was cutting ties with the company. In September the retailer published an independent review which upheld a
number of allegations published in the UK media, including unacceptable working practices and underpayment of workers in its
supply chain. When the original allegations against Boohoo surfaced in July the company’s market value fell by around £1.7
billion overnight.
The AIM-listed company has also attracted scrutiny for its policy on executive pay, with a third of shareholders voting against the
remuneration report at this year’s AGM. Under the current incentive scheme, Chief Executive John Lyttle could receive a £50
million bonus if Boohoo’s market value hits £5.6 billion by 2023.
October also saw EG Group seeking to reassure its investors after its auditor, Deloitte, stepped down over governance concerns
at the petrol station operator and retailer. According to sources who spoke to the Financial Times, Deloitte’s departure was down
to concerns the Big Four firm had over EG Group’s internal controls which had reportedly not developed in line with the
company’s growth. EG Group’s 670 million euro bonds fell by 4.3 cents on the euro directly following the news. It is reported that
KPMG has been appointed as EG Group’s auditor going forward.
By Simon Jennings, Head of Africa and ESG Services at Aperio Intelligence simon.jennings@aperio-intelligence.com
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